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Bringing Better Broadband to Isanti County
In the summer of 2017, Design Nine was hired by Isanti County to assess current and future
broadband needs, conduct surveys of business and residential broadband use, evaluate the
feasibility and cost of broadband fiber and wireless improvements in the county, and assess the
financing, operations, and management options and challenges of such a venture.
Broadband has, over the past twenty years, become critical infrastructure for communities.
Routine activities of both residents and businesses now often require Internet access. K12
schools continue to expand the use of Internet-enabled learning resources, and children in
households with inadequate Internet service are at a severe disadvantage. Work from home and
business from home activities are increasing, making business class broadband availability in
residential neighborhoods an economic development issue.
Broadband, or perhaps more correctly, the lack of adequate broadband, has become a crisis in
rural America. The larger incumbent providers are making the bulk of their investments in
urban and suburban areas of the country, with generally very limited and often reluctant
improvements in rural communities. One bright spot is that independent telephone and
electric coops are beginning to take on the challenge of bringing better service to their
members, and are generally deploying Gigabit fiber networks. Somewhat ironically, rural
communities that have coop support or have developed community-owned networks have
service and pricing that is superior to what is available in most urban areas.
The FCC has set targets of 10 Meg down/1 Meg up and 25 Meg down/3 Meg up as their
definitions of ‘broadband,” but these are somewhat artificial, and are designed to set a lower
limit on what is needed, rather than defining what will be required in the future. Minnesota
has a more realistic and forward-looking set of goals: By 2022, the minimum download speed
in the state should be 25 Meg down/3 Meg up, and by 2026, all Minnesota homes and
businesses should have access to 100 Meg down/20 Meg up.
Broadband is not a static number, and the current oﬀ the shelf fiber network equipment delivers
a full Gigabit of bandwidth aﬀordably. In Isanti County, a mix of technologies, including fixed
broadband wireless, Gigabit fiber, legacy copper networks, and satellite broadband will be part
of a basket of broadband solutions.
Despite the enormous pressure from citizens and businesses to “solve the broadband problem,”
community leaders must recognize that the solution will arrive incrementally over a period of
several years, and must manage community expectations.
Isanti County Broadband Study
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There is plenty of money for broadband—the problem right now is that most of it is being put
in envelopes every month and mailed out of the county and most of the time out of the state.
The table below illustrates that over the next 30 years, Isanti County residents, businesses, and
institutions, very conservatively, will spend as much as one billion dollars on
telecommunications services. The challenge for Isanti County is to capture a very small portion
(as little as 5%) to obtain the world’s best network for every resident and business in the county.

Isanti County 30 Year Estimated Telecom Expenditures
Estimated Internet
Access Type
Total households
Total businesses

Households still on
dial-up

Households with
“little” broadband cable
modem/DSL/wireless

Households with no
Internet

14,331
830

Estimated Household %

2%

97%

1%

Number of households

287

13,901

143

Average monthly
telecom expenditures

Phone service: $50
Cable/satellite TV: $85
Dial up Internet: $20

Phone service: $50
Cable/satellite TV: $85
Broadband Internet: $45

Phone service: $50
Cable/satellite TV: $85

$1,860

$2,160

$1,620

$15,993,396

$900,789,336

$6,964,866

Annual cost/household
30 year expenditure
Total residential
expenditures
Total community
expenditures

$923,747,598

$1,062,309,738

A word about the report content and organization may be helpful at the outset. This subject
area is a very challenging one for governments. The complex technical nature of the
undertaking sometimes makes the policy issues hard to assess. This report attempts to assist in
this regard by providing technical information which can be thought of as informational or
educational, in the body of the report and in several appendices.
The goal is to assist the reader in placing the policy decisions in context.
The Broadband Assessment and Demand chapter provides an overview of existing assets,
demography, and current service provider oﬀerings.
The Market Studies chapter provides the summary data and analysis of the residential and
business broadband surveys.
The Technology Options section discusses current and future broadband needs and use trends.
The Technology Analysis section provides overviews of the current and emerging broadband
technologies.
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The Business and Governance section provides an overview of key early decisions that will be
required to move forward.
The Cost Studies provide detailed cost estimates for both wireless and fiber sample projects.
Partnership Options provides an overview of potential partners.
Financing Options discusses a range of funding strategies.
The Financial Projections section provides ten year financial estimates for two possible projects
—one for a wireless only eﬀort and one for a combined wireless and fiber build out.
Risk Factors and Regulatory Issues discusses some of the risks that should be evaluated for
broadband infrastructure projects.
The Getting Started section discusses several specific activities and strategies available to Isanti
County to improve access.
Timeline and Next Steps provides an estimated timeline for various activities that will be
required.
The appendices provide some of the raw data collected from the surveys. Many of the
comments provide detailed insights on the challenges that citizens and businesses face because
of poor broadband access.

NEXT STEPS
The County must consider several early phase tasks and activities:
Next steps include:
• Read and review the report.
• Identify key ideas and concepts that may be important to future economic development
initiatives.
• Meet with elected and community leaders to discuss these key ideas and concepts in more
detail.
• Evaluate the ownership options (i.e. County ownership, nonprofit, coop) and determine a
best fit for Isanti County. Note that these options are not mutually exclusive—it may be
desirable to have some County broadband assets investments alongside a coop or nonprofit
eﬀort.
• If leaders and stakeholders believe that telecom and broadband investments are needed to
support the long term goals of the county, a project team should be assembled to move the
eﬀort forward.

BROADBAND INFRASTRUCTURE AS A UTILITY
Governments build and manage roads, but don’t own or manage the businesses that use those
roads to deliver goods and services. In this third way, there is true competitive pricing between
competing service providers, and little or no government regulation is required.
Isanti County Broadband Study
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The tremendous versatility of the Internet and the underlying technology
bases now allows services that used to require their own, separate
(analog) road system (voice telephony and TV services) to be delivered
alongside other services like Internet access on a single, integrated digital
road system.
If we managed overnight package delivery the way we manage telecom,
UPS and Fedex would only deliver packages to residences and businesses
where each delivery firm had built a private road for their exclusive use.
We recognize immediately the limitations of such a business model–few of us would have
overnight package delivery to our homes because the small number of packages delivered would
not justify the expense of building a private paved road.
Before the rise of the automobile, most roads were built largely
by the private sector. After cars became important to
commerce and economic development, communities began
building and maintaining roads because it became an economic
development imperative to have a modern transportation
system in communities.
Before the rise of the Internet, digital networks were built
largely by the private sector. As broadband has become critical to commerce and economic
development, communities with digital roads are more competitive globally.
The time has come to recognize that it is ineﬃcient and wasteful to build full duplicated digital road
systems, which only raise the cost of telecom services to all public and private users. Networks that
share capacity among a wide variety of public and private users have a lower cost of construction and
a lower cost of operation—benefiting all users.
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A UTILITY COMPARISON
SHARED ROADS

SHARED AIRPORTS

SHARED TELECOM

Historically, roads have been
built and maintained by the
community for the use of all,
especially private firms that
want to use them to deliver
goods and services.

Airports are built and
maintained by a community or
region as an economic and
community development asset.
Both public and private users
benefit from the shared use of
a single, well-designed airport

Duct and fiber may be installed
and maintained by the
community and/or a neutral
owner/operator for the use of
all, including private firms that
want to use them to deliver
goods and services.

Access to the community road
system is provided by parking
lots and driveways, built by
property owners, developers
and builders.

Airport assets like departure
gates, ticket areas, and runways
provide access to the airline
services.

In the digital road system,
access across private property
to the community–wide
network in the public right of
way is provided by duct and
fiber built by property owners
and/or developers and
builders.

The local government uses
roads only to deliver
government services. Local
government does not offer
services like overnight package
delivery.

While the local government or
a consortium of local
governments typically own the
airport facility, the local
governments do not offer flight
services.

Local government uses the
digital transport system only to
deliver government services.
Government does not offer
services like Internet access or
Voice over IP.

Private sector businesses use
roads so that their own cars
and trucks can deliver goods
and services to customers.
Because businesses do not
have to build and maintain
roads, all businesses benefit
directly by being able to reach
more customers at less
expense.

Private sector airlines are able
to offer competitively priced
airfares because of the shared
cost of the airport terminal
facilities. Each airline does not
build its own airport (which
would sharply increase the cost
of airfare).

Private sector businesses use
the digital transport system to
deliver goods and services to
customers. Because businesses
do not have to build and
maintain a digital road system,
all service providers benefit
directly by being able to reach
more customers at less
expense.

There are no road connection
fees, and anyone may connect
to the road system for free.
Governments pay for the cost
of maintaining roads largely
from those that use the roads .
Fees are proportional to use,
from taxes on tires and
gasoline.

Businesses and citizens do not
pay a fee to access the airport
facility. The cost of maintaining
the airport facility is paid by
the airlines, which bundle that
cost into the price of airfare.
Fees are proportional to actual
use by flying customers.
Airlines benefit because they
do not have to build, own, and
operate the airport directly.
Those costs are shared across
all users.

Any qualified service provider
may connect to the digital road
system for a nominal fee and
begin to offer services, without
any significant capital expense.
Network capital and operating
costs are recovered by
charging service providers a
small fee that is based on a
percentage of their income
from services offered over the
system.
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Broadband Assessment and Demand
EXISTING ASSETS AND DEMOGRAPHY
The maps on the following pages include:
• Points of interest, including household density (an important factor when evaluating
new service areas).
• Areas of low and moderate income— LMI percentages can be important when applying for grants. CDBG (Community Development Block Grants) favor projects in
LMI areas. Some Federal grants like Community Connect are only available for unserved areas.
• Towers in various parts of the area. These are taken from the FCC tower registry and
other sources. The FCC registry which includes both cell towers and other kinds of
towers (e.g. radio/TV broadcast towers, public safety towers).
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Points of interest in Isanti County. The blue shading represents population density, with darker
colors indicating higher density.
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FIBER ASSETS
The County has substantial long haul fiber passing through it, which is a major advantage.
Local fiber initiatives would be able to easily connect to one or more of these long haul fiber
routes and bring in competitive fiber services. CNS (Cooperative Network Services) also has
fiber in the county, and has indicated they would be interested in working with any broadband
initiative as it develops.
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TOWER ASSETS
There are a number of cellular towers in the county. These are clustered along major travel
routes, which leaves many areas of the county with marginal or no cellular service. Increased
availability of good wireless and/or fiber broadband service would enable many residents and
businesses to use inexpensive nano-cell boxes in their home or business. More information on
nano-cells is contained in a later section of this report.
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Point

Owner

Contact

Address

19480 Great Rivers Wireless, LLC

Ray J. Galep

N7655 910th Street

19553 Radio License Holding III, LLC

License Management
Department

7201 West Lake Mead Blvd,
Suite 400

23709 Great River Energy

Dennis Olson

12300 Elm Creek Boulevard

36891 The Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway
Co

Telecom - ASR

4515 Kansas Avenue

45398 T-Mobile Central LLC

Marin Fettman

12920 SE 38th Street

48330 SBA Structures, Inc

Edward G. Roach

5900 Broken Sound Pkwy
NW

58527 Minnesota State of

Electronic Communications

395 John Ireland Blvd, MS730

62105 Walter E. Olson & Son Inc.

Kenneth or Richard Olson

33324 Polk Street NE

64788 T-Mobile Central LLC

Marin Fettman

12920 SE 38th Street

66001 US CABLE OF COASTAL TEXAS LP

Michael Morris

28 West Grand Avenue

81083 T-Mobile Central LLC

Marin Fettman

12920 SE 38th Street

81212 T-Mobile Central LLC

Marin Fettman

12920 SE 38th Street

109034 Mobilitie Investments II, LLC

660 Newport Center Drive,
Ste 200

26776 CAMBRIDGE MN

1100 16th Ave S.E.

26777 HELIUM MN

38485 Hwy 47 NW

26778 Cambridge MN 6

34150 Jefferson Street, NE

26779 CAMBRIDGE PO MN

209 MAIN ST S

26780 RUMMY MN

33912 Kerry St NW

26781 Isanti MN

27101 CR-10 (AKA Verdin St
NW)

26782 MINQ ISANTI MIN469 MN

29507 FOX STREET NW

27165 OXLIP MN

8296 261st Ave.
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PROVIDER OFFERINGS
This information provides pricing data and services available from providers in the area for
zip codes 55006, 55008, 55017, 55029, 55040, 55056, 55070, 55079, 55080, 55371, 55398,
56353, 56358.

Wireline Internet Service Providers
Zip
Code

CenturyLink
DSL

Midco
Cable

55006

✔

✔

55008

✔

✔

55017

✔

55029

✔

55040

✔

✔

55056

✔

✔

55070

✔

✔

55079

✔

✔

55080

✔

55371

✔

✔

✔

55398

✔

✔

✔

56353
56358

✔

Isanti County Broadband Study

Xfinity
Cable

Frontier
DSL

Windstream
DSL

Mica Local
Link DSL

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Summary Fixed Wireless Internet Service Providers
Zip Code

Genesis

Citescape

55006

✔

55008

✔

✔

55017

✔

✔

55029

✔

55040

✔

55056

✔

55070

✔

55079

✔

55080

✔

55371

✔

✔

55398

✔

✔

56353

✔

56358

✔

Nextera

✔

✔
✔

Isanti County, MN Population 2010 by Zip Code

55006

4069

78.217

52.02

Number of Internet
options besides DSL, &
Satellite
1

55008

14685

100.503

146.12

1

55017

714

30.17

23.67

0

55029

38

0.073

520.55

0

55040

12568

99.192

126.70

1

55056

13546

101.495

133.46

1

55070

7541

27.42

275.02

2

55079

8329

61.367

135.72

1

55080

2607

65.009

40.10

0

55371

16442

184.495

89.12

1

55398

15540

77.707

199.98

1

56353

8996

185.513

48.49

1

56358

3256

123.099

26.45

1

Zip Code

Isanti County Broadband Study

2010
Population

Land-Sq-Mi

Density Per Sq
Mile
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WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55006
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Free self installation. Standard
tech installation $60. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95. Modem $3
month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $99.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55006
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55008
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Free self installation. Standard
tech installation $60. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129

WINDSTREAM
$60.00/mo for 25 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑Free modem rental for 6 months, from $4.99/mo to
$9.99mo thereafter—Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50 (includes activation
and free self professional. Professional installation $35.)
$70.00/mo for 50 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑Free modem rental for 6 months, from $4.99/mo to
$9.99mo thereafter. Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50 (includes activation and
free professional installation).

Isanti County Broadband Study
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FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55008
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

CITESCAPE
$129.99/mo for 10 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑ No data cap. Modem included.

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55017
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Free self installation. Standard
tech installation $60. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55017
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

CITESCAPE
$129.99/mo for 10 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑ No data cap. Modem included.

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55029
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Free self installation. Standard
tech installation $60. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55029
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55040
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Free self installation. Standard
tech installation $60. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
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$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55040
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

CITESCAPE
$129.99/mo for 10 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑ No data cap. Modem included.

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55056
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Free self installation. Standard
tech installation $60. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129

WINDSTREAM
$60.00/mo for 25 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑Free modem rental for 6 months, from $4.99/mo to
$9.99mo thereafter—Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50 (includes activation
and free self professional. Professional installation $35.)
$70.00/mo for 50 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑Free modem rental for 6 months, from $4.99/mo to
$9.99mo thereafter. Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50 (includes activation and
free professional installation).

FRONTIER
$25/mo for 12 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑2-year promo rate. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo.
$30/mo for 18 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑2-year promo rate. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo.
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FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55056
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55070
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Free self installation. Standard
tech installation $60. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129.

WINDSTREAM
$60.00/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑ Free modem rental for 6 months, from
$4.99/mo to $9.99mo thereafter—Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50
(includes activation and free self professional. Professional installation $35.)
$70.00/mo for 50 Mbps. 50 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ Free modem rental for 6 months, from
$4.99/mo to $9.99mo thereafter. Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50 (includes
activation and free professional installation).

XFINITY CABLE
$29.99/mo for 15 Mbps. 15 Mbps↓ 2 Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap. 1-year
promo rate. Regular rate is $51.95. Contract Term 1 year. Setup: Get a self-install kit
starting at $14.99. Professional installation is $89.99. Modem with WiFi is $10/mo.
$49.99/mo for 150 Mbps. 159 Mbps↓ 5 Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap. 1-year
promo rate. Regular rate is $66.95. Contract Term 1 year. Setup: Get a self-install kit
starting at $14.99. Professional installation is $89.99. Modem with WiFi is $10/mo.

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55070
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

CITESCAPE
$129.99/mo for 10 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑ No data cap. Modem included.
Isanti County Broadband Study
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WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55079
FRONTIER
$25/mo for 12 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑2-year promo rate. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo.
$30/mo for 18 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑2-year promo rate. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo.

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129

CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Free self installation. Standard
tech installation $60. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55079
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

NEXTERA
$85/mo for 3 Mbps ↓ 1 Mbps ↑ with no data cap. Contract term: 3 years . Setup/
installation $500 (includes one-time installation/activation fee.)

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55080
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay
required. Get a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or
one-time $100. (Free self-installation and Internet activation. Standard tech installation
$60).

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55080
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95. Modem $9.95 month
or one time $299.95
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WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55371
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay required. Get
a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.
(Free self-installation and Internet activation. Standard tech installation $60).

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129

WINDSTREAM
$60.00/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑ Free modem rental for 6 months, from
$4.99/mo to $9.99mo thereafter—Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50
(includes activation and free self professional. Professional installation $35.)
$70.00/mo for 50 Mbps. 50 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ Free modem rental for 6 months, from
$4.99/mo to $9.99mo thereafter. Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50 (includes
activation and free professional installation).

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55371
CITESCAPE
$129.99/mo for 10 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑ No data cap. Modem included.

GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95 month or
one time $299.95

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 55398
WINDSTREAM
$60.00/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑ Free modem rental for 6 months, from
$4.99/mo to $9.99mo thereafter—Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50
(includes activation and free self professional. Professional installation $35.)
$70.00/mo for 50 Mbps. 50 Mbps ↓- -Mbps ↑ Free modem rental for 6 months, from
$4.99/mo to $9.99mo thereafter. Includes onetime $100 bill credit— Setup: $50 (includes
activation and free professional installation).

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
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$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129

CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay required. Get
a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.
(Free self-installation and Internet activation. Standard tech installation $60).

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 55398
CITESCAPE
$129.99/mo for 10 Mbps. 10 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑ No data cap. Modem included.

GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps. 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95
month or one time $299.95

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 56353
FRONTIER
$25/mo for 12 Mbps. 12 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑2-year promo rate. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/
mo.
$30/mo for 18 Mbps. 18 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑2-year promo rate. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/
mo.

MILACA LOCAL LINK DSL
$49.95/mo for 20 Mbps. 20 Mbps ↓ - - Mbps ↑ Modem w/ WiFi: $4.95/mo.
$54.95/mo for 40 Mbps. 40 Mbps ↓ - - Mbps ↑ Modem w/ WiFi: $4.95/mo.
$59.95/mo for 60 Mbps. 60 Mbps ↓ - - Mbps ↑ Modem w/ WiFi: $4.95/mo.

BENTON COOPERATIVE TELEPHONE COMPANY
No public info available.

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129
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FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 56353
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps. 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95
month or one time $299.95

WIRELINE ZIP CODE 56358
CENTURYLINK- DSL
$45.00/mo for 10 Mbps ↓ - -Mbps ↑ w/a 1024 GB/month data cap- Prepay required. Get
a $25 Reward Card when you order online. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo or one-time $100.
(Free self-installation and Internet activation. Standard tech installation $60).

MIDCO CABLE
$41.95/mo for 25 Mbps. 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ Modem $3 month or one time $129
$44.95/mo for 75 Mbps. 75 Mbps ↓ 7 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is $55.95.
Modem $3 month or one time $129
$88.95/mo for 1,000 Mbps. 1,000 Mbps ↓ 20 Mbps ↑ 1 year promo rate. Regular rate is
$99.95. Modem $3 month or one time $129

BENTON COOPERATIVE TELEPHONE COMPANY
No public info available.

FRONTIER
$25/mo for 12 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑2-year promo rate. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo.
$30/mo for 18 Mbps ↓ 1.5 Mbps ↑2-year promo rate. Modem w/ WiFi: $10/mo.

FIXED WIRELESS ZIP CODE 56358
GENESIS
$104.95/mo for 5 Mbps. 5 Mbps ↓ 2.5 Mbps ↑ Setup/installation $149.95Modem $9.95
month or one time $299.95

RESIDENTIAL SATELLITE INTERNET ZIP CODES CODES 55006, 55008,
55017, 55029, 55040, 55056, 55070, 55079, 55080, 55371,
55398, 56353, 56358
HUGHESNET
$49.99/mo for 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ 10 GB/mo data cap. Two year contract. 50 GB/mo
of FREE data (2am–8am). Once monthly plan data is used, data speeds will be reduced to
as low as or lower than 1-3 Mbps until the next billing period. Setup: $0 (Free standard
installation.) Modem: $14.99/mo
$59.99/mo for 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ 20 GB/mo data cap. 2-year promo rate. Regular rate
is $69.99. Two year contract. 50 GB/mo of FREE data (2am–8am). Once monthly plan
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data is used, data speeds will be reduced to as low as or lower than 1-3 Mbps until the next
billing period. Setup: $0 (Free standard installation.) Modem: $14.99/mo.
$79.99/mo for 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ 30 GB/mo data cap. 2-year promo rate. Regular rate
is $99.99. Two year contract. 50 GB/mo of FREE data (2am–8am). Once monthly plan
data is used, data speeds will be reduced to as low as or lower than 1-3 Mbps until the next
billing period. Setup: $0 (Free standard installation.) Modem: $14.99/mo
$99.99/mo for 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ 50 GB/mo data cap. 2-year promo rate. Regular rate
is $129.99. Two year contract. 50 GB/mo of FREE data (2am–8am). Once monthly plan
data is used, data speeds will be reduced to as low as or lower than 1-3 Mbps until the next
billing period. Setup: $0 (Free standard installation.) Modem: $14.99/mo
$69.99/mo for 25 Mbps ↓ 3 Mbps ↑ 35 GB/mo data cap. 2-year promo rate. Regular rate
is $129.99. Two year contract. Data Allowance: Daytime Data 25 GB (8am-6pm), Anytime
Data 10 GB. Data speeds will be reduced and will typically be in the range of 1 to 3 Mbps
once monthly plan data is used. Setup: $99.99 ((Includes lease set-up fee and free standard
installation) Modem: $14.99/mo

VIASAT/EXEDE
$30/mo for up to 12 Mbps ↓ up to 3 Mbps ↑ 12 GB/mo data cap. 3-month promo rate.
Regular rate is $50. Two year contract. Free Zone (unmetered data) from 3 am to 6am
daily. Once monthly priority data is used, speeds reduced to up to 1-5 mbps during the day,
but may slow more after 5 p.m. Setup: $0 (Free standard installation.) Equipment Fee:
$9.99/mo.
$50/mo for up to 12 Mbps ↓ up to 3 Mbps ↑ Unlimited Data. 3-month promo rate.
Regular rate is $70. Two year contract. Free Zone (unmetered data) from 3 am to 6am
daily. Once monthly priority data is used, speeds reduced to up to 1-5 mbps during the day,
but may slow more after 5 p.m. Setup: $0 (Free standard installation.) Equipment Fee:
$9.99/mo.
$70/mo for up to 25 Mbps ↓ up to 3 Mbps ↑ 3-month promo rate. Regular rate is $100.
Two year contract. Free Zone (unmetered data) from 3 am to 6am daily. Once monthly
priority data is used, speeds reduced to up to 1-5 mbps during the day, but may slow more
after 5 p.m. Setup: $0 (Free standard installation.) Equipment Fee: $9.99/mo.
$100/mo for up to 30Mbps ↓ up to 3 Mbps ↑ with no data cap. 3-month promo rate.
Regular rate is $150. Two year contract. Free Zone (unmetered data) from 3 am to 6am
daily. Once monthly priority data is used, speeds reduced to up to 1-5 mbps during the day,
but may slow more after 5 p.m. Modem: $9.99/mo.

BUSINESS SATELLITE INTERNET: ALL ZIP CODES
HUGHESNET
$69.99/mo for 1-3 Active users
$99.99/mo for 5 Active users- medium connectivity
$149.99/mo for 5 Active users- higher connectivity
$269.99/mo for 10 Active users- heavy duty connectivity
$469.99/mo for 15+ Active users- heaviest connectivity
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IDENTIFYING NEED
The map below has been developed by the Minnesota Oﬃce of Broadband Development, and
provides an estimate of served (light blue areas with wireline service of at least 25 Meg down
and 3 Meg up), underserved (pale purple—very few areas of less than 10 Meg down, 5 Meg
up), and unserved (red, which are areas with no wireline service of at least 25 Meg down, 3
Meg up). Many of the red areas have access to DSL, fixed point wireless broadband, and/or
cellular data service.
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The map below, also prepared by the Minnesota Oﬃce of Broadband Development, shows the
density of service providers in the county. A few locations, in the larger population areas
(green), have two or three providers available, the yellow areas indicate only one provider is
available, and most of the county (white) is shown with no providers, although as noted in the
previous map, DSL, fixed point wireless broadband, and/or cellular data is available to at least
some residents and businesses.
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Market Studies
RESIDENTIAL MARKET STUDY
A total of 1670 responses were collected, or about 11% of households returned a survey. A
more typical response rate for direct mail surveys would be four to five percent, indicating
that a large number of residents have a strong opinion about this topic. 46 responses were
removed from the final analysis because the responses fell outside the Isanti County
boundary or because they were duplicates. Not all responders answered every question.
Some of the key data points that resulted in the survey include:
• 88% of the respondents desired better Internet/data service.
• 59% of the respondents desired better cellular telephone service.
• 87% of the respondents were not satisfied with all of their services.
• 92% of respondents reported that the Internet is very important to their household.
• 39% of respondents used DSL lines and 16% of the respondents used a cable modem
for Internet access.
• 65% of respondents have the type of Internet they have because there are no other
options available.
• 75% of respondents reported they have trouble viewing online videos/lectures/
movies/TV shows.
• 70% of respondents reported they have trouble using the Internet when others are
using it.
• 20% of respondents paid $61-$80 per month for their Internet service, and 29% paid
$41 to $60 per month.
• 40% reported their Internet speed to be less than 10 Mbps download. 28% indicated
they do not know their Internet speed.
• 40% of the respondents indicated that at least one individual in their household uses /
needs the Internet to complete school assignments or job training several times a
week.
• 7% of the respondents need nights and weekends access for the company business.
• 15% are self-employed and trying to work from home part time or full time.
• 21% work for another company and are trying to work from home part or full time.
• 36% of respondents are trying to use their home Internet connection for work at least
part time not including weekends or week nights.
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CURRENT SATISFACTION OF EXISTING SERVICES
Overall, the respondents felt a need for better cellular telephone service, Internet/data
service, and Cable/TV service. 88% of the respondents desired better Internet/data service
and 59% of the respondents desired better cellular telephone service. In addition, more than
half of the respondents felt the need for better Cable/TV service. 23% of the respondents
indicated they could not rely on their Internet service and 33% indicated the price they pay
for the service they receive is unreasonable. 87% of the respondents are not satisfied with
all of their services. This data indicates that residents generally are in need of better
services that can offer reliability, speed, and a better price point.

HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION
From the sample, 16% of the respondents live in a household of three individuals and 56%
live in a household of two individuals. 29% of respondents have at most three K-12
students in their household. 45% have zero k-12 children in their household and 23% left
the question blank.17% have one college student in their household. 54% have zero college
students in their household and 25% let the question blank. 44% of the respondents live in
a household with two Internet users and 17% of the respondents live in a household with 3
Internet users.

EXISTING INTERNET CONNECTION TYPE, SPEED, AND PRICE
Of the respondents who have an Internet connection, 39% used DSL Lines for Internet
access and 16% used Cable Modems. 2% of the respondents were still on a dial-up
connection. 23% reported their Internet speed to be between 25 Mbps and 10 Mbps. 40%
of respondents reported their Internet speed to be less than 10 Mbps. In terms of cost, 20%
of the respondents paid between $61 to $80 per month for Internet access and 29% paid
$41 to $61 per month.

USE OF THE INTERNET
The respondents of the survey used the Internet for a variety of reasons. Some of the main
uses of the Internet include checking and sending email, accessing news and current
events, social networking, shopping, and banking online. 27% of respondents connected
5-6 devices to their home Internet service and 18% of respondents connected 7-8 devices to
their home Internet service.
An open response question was asked following this question about any other additional
uses of the Internet. Many respondents use the Internet for business purposes as well. 40%
of the respondents indicated that at least one individual in their household use the Internet
to complete school assignments or job training at least several times a week.
When asked if the respondents work from home, 7% of the respondents need nights and
weekends access for company business. 36% of the respondents work either part time or
full time from home remotely as self-employed or for another company.

SATISFACTION WITH SPECIFIC SERVICES
11% are satisfied and 5% are very satisfied with the speed and reliability of their Internet
service. 75% of the respondents answered that they have trouble viewing videos, lectures,
Isanti County Broadband Study
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movies, and/or TV shows and 70% of the respondents answered that they have trouble
using the Internet when others are using it. Lastly, 46% of the respondents were not at all
satisfied with their Internet speed and reliability.

CURRENT COSTS AND PROVIDERS
22% of the respondents pay between $100 to $150 for local and long distance telephone,
TV, and Internet per month. For Internet providers, 32% of residents use CenturyLink and
14% use Midco. 50% of the residents have only cellphone service as their at-home
telephone service and 47% have both cellphone and landline telephone service as their athome telephone service. As for TV services, 29% of residents use Direct TV and 19% use
Dish Network as their satellite TV providers. 26% choose not have any cable / satellite TV
service.

WILLINGNESS TO PAY
When asked if what the respondents would be willing to pay for a faster, higher quality
Internet access, 19% said that they would pay between $61 to $80 per month and 30% said
they would pay $41 to $60 per month for faster, quality Internet access.

SERVICE DESIRED
Respondents were asked if there were any additional telecommunication needs that were
not covered in the survey. A number of the respondents stated that they would like better
cellphone service. In addition, almost all respondents desired a reliable Internet connection
that is not limited due to geographic location and offered at a fair price.
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Below is a map of the residential survey results. 89 survey responses were not geo-coded
out of the 1624 that were eligible because only a partial address was provided, no address
was provided, or the address could not be located.
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SUMMARY DATA
1. Select the items you agree with below:
Yes
I need better landline telephone service.

No

19%

81%

I need better cellular telephone service.

59%

I need better Internet/data service.

41%

88%

12%

49%

I need better cable/satellite TV service.

51%

13%

I am satisfied with all of my services.

87%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

2a. Total number of people in household:
1

2

3

4

5

6

+7

103

789

219

180

63

28

22

7%

56%

16%

13%

4%

2%

2%

2b. Total number of Internet users in household:
1

2

3

4

5

6

+7

136

629

236

270

113

4

36

10%

44%

17%

19%

8%

0%

3%
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2c. Total number of k-12 student in household:
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7+

Blank

736

185

207

75

29

7

4

7

374

45%

11%

13%

5%

2%

0%

0%

0%

23%

2d. Total number of college students in household:
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

+7

Blank

876

268

58

7

1

1

0

1

412

54%

17%

4%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

25%

3. How important is Internet access to you or your household?
Somewhat Important
6%
Not Important
1%
Very important
92%

4. For your household, how much do you spend each month for local and long distance telephone , TV, and/or Internet? Do NOT include cell phones.
$50 or less

$50-75

$75-100

$100-150

$150-200

More than $200/
month

201

213

233

346

310

305

13%

13%

14%

22%

19%

19%
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5. How much do you pay now for at home Internet access each month? If you select
'No Internet' or 'I only use free hotspots', please skip to question 14.
No
Internet

I only
use free
hotspots

$10 to
$20

$21 to
$40

$41 to
$60

$61 to
80

More
than $80/
month

I don’t
know

My Internet is
part of a
package

88

33

18

186

459

317

256

17

228

5%

2%

1%

12%

29%

20%

16%

1%

14%

6. What type of Internet do you have at home?
Dial-up

29

2%

Cable modem

248

16%

DSL line

590

39%

Fiber

14

1%

Satellite

214

14%

T1 line

2

0%

Cellular wireless

162

11%

Broadband WISP

25

2%

I don’t know

142

9%

Other

105

7%

Other types of Internet
Because of the number of written responses to this question, this data is provided in
Appendix A.
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7. Based on the type of Internet connection you selected above, why do you still have
it? (select all that apply)
70%
63%
56%
49%
42%
35%
28%
21%
14%
7%

65%

24%

Too e

!

15%

10%

5%

o c ha

ive t
x pens

nge

price
Best

availa

ble

ed in
terest
Not in

c hang

ing
ilable
ptions
e av a
her o
t
ic
o
v
r
o
e
N
le s
reliab
Mos t

Too expensive to
change

Best price
available

Not interested in
changing

No other options

Most reliable service
available

144

228

81

975

359

8. How many devices (for example computers, cellphones, smart TVs) connect to the
Internet in your household?
Blank

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-10

10+

89

106

336

437

297

128

231

5%

7%

21%

27%

18%

8%

14%

9. What is the speed of your Internet Connection?
Dial up only

Less than 10 Mbps
download

Between 10 Mbps
and 25 Mbps

Greater than 25
Mbps download

I don’t know

19

607

342

129

423

1%

40%

23%

8%

28%
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10. Select the Items you agree with below:
Yes
I have trouble loading pictures to my social media account

No

53%

I have trouble viewing online videos/lectures/ movies/tv shows

47%

75%

I have trouble using the Internet when others are using it

25%

70%

30%

59%

I have trouble using Facetime, Skype or other video chats

I do not have trouble performing any of these activities

41%

28%
0%

72%
25%

50%

75%

100%

11. How satisfied are you with the speed and reliability of your Internet Service?
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

46%
38%

11%
5%
Not at all Satisfied

!

Somewhat Satisfied

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Not at all Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

710

589

164

69

Isanti County Broadband Study
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12. Please select all that apply to your current Internet provider:
Can not rely
on service

Slow or poor
technical support

Price is unreasonable
for the service I receive

Poor customer
service

I am satisfied with my
service provider

600

519

867

330

315

41%

35%

59%

22%

21%

13. Select all items you use the Internet for now:
Email

1,523

100%

Access news and current evens

1,309

86%

Homework / Schoolwork

734

48%

Use a VPN (Virtual Private Network) for work or school

482

32%

Download or listen to music or audio books online

1,015

67%

VoIP

622

41%

Online Backup (files, photos, music)

950

63%

Telemedicine, tele-health

281

19%

Online gaming

510

34%

Maintaining a Web presence, blog, or social media

731

48%

Shopping

1,375

91%

Online banking

1,316

87%

Social netowrking

1,170

77%

Smart TV

830

55%

Other

127

8%

Other uses for the Internet
Because of the number of written responses to this question, this data is provided in
Appendix B.

14. High speed, affordable Internet influences where I choose to live?

No
65%

Yes
35%

Isanti County Broadband Study
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15. What would you be willing to pay for a faster, higher quality Internet access ?
$10 to 20

$21 to $40

$41 to $60

$61 to $80

More than $80/
month

I don’t know

88

239

476

313

190

303

5%

15%

30%

19%

12%

19%

16. Does anyone in your household use / need the Internet to complete school assignments or job training course work?

Yes, several times a week

40%

Yes, at least once a week

8%

11%

Yes, at least once a month

No

41%

0%

!

8%

17%

25%

Yes, several times a week

645

Yes, at least once a week

130

Yes, at least once a month

170

No

655

Isanti County Broadband Study
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17. Who is your Internet Service provider?
Blanks

69

4%

ADL

1

0%

AOL

1

0%

AT&T

38

2%

CentruryLink

534

32%

Comcast

6

0%

Dish Network

23

1%

Don’t know

1

0%

Excede

46

3%

Frontier

29

2%

Genesis Wireless

44

3%

Hughes Net

79

5%

Metro PCS

1

0%

Midco

225

14%

NA

43

3%

None

52

3%

Northland Connect

5

0%

People PC

1

0%

Qwest

18

1%

Sprint

7

0%

T-Mobile

40

2%

Talk America

7

0%

Ting

1

0%

US Family

7

0%

Velocity Telephone Co

2

0%

Verizon

135

8%

Wild Blue

37

2%

Windstream

197

12%

18. Who is your cable/satellite TV provider?
Blanks

136

8%

Antenna

12

1%

Isanti County Broadband Study
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AT&T

3

0%

CenturyLink

9

1%

Comcast

1

0%

DirecTV

473

29%

Dish Network

306

19%

Frontier

2

0%

Midco

147

9%

N/A

124

8%

None

430

26%

Wild Blue

1

0%

19. What kind of telephone service do you have at home?
Landline only, no cellphone
service

Cellphone service only

Landline and cellphone service

49

802

752

3%

50%

47%

20. Do you work from home?

I work part time at home for another company.

15%

I work full time at home for another company.

6%

I need nights and weekends access for company business.

7%

I am self employed and work part time from home.

9%

I am self employed and work full time from home.

6%
17%

I never work from home.

18%

I would if I had better Internet at home

22%

I am retired
0%
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21. Any Other Comments:
There was a very large response to this question, and many residents provided detailed
answers. Please see Appendix C for this data.

BUSINESS MARKET STUDY
A total of 44 responses were were collected. 2 responses were removed because they were
duplicates. Not all responders answered every question.
Some of the key data points that resulted in the survey include:
• 89% of respondents are not satisfied with all their services.
• 83% of respondents answered that they needed better Internet/data service.
• 95% of respondents stated that the Internet is essential to their business.
• 53% of respondents use DSL Internet service while 10% use satellite or cable
modem.
• 59% of respondents have the type of Internet they have because there are no other
options available.
• 46% of respondents generally paid between $51 to $100 per month for Internet
access. 15% paid between $101 to $150 for Internet.
• 8% of respondents have 5-10 Mbps download speeds and 26% have 1-5 Mbps.
• Only 8% of respondents answered they were very satisfied with the current speed
and reliability of their Internet service. 50% of respondents replied that they were not
at all satisfied with the current speed of their Internet service.
• 49% of respondents indicated that they can not rely on their Internet service provider.
43% of respondents indicated that their Internet service provider has slow or poor
technical support.
• 88% of respondents indicated that they found Internet technology to be a very
important factor in the success of their company over the next five years.
• 50% of respondents need to work from home on a consistent basis.
• 66% of respondents indicated limited Internet access at employee’s residence impacts
their business.
• 76% of respondents would not relocate their business due to existing Internet
options.

CURRENT SATISFACTION OF EXISTING SERVICES
Overall, respondents felt a need for better telephone service, Internet/data service, and
cellular service. 55% of the respondents desired better cellular telephone service and 83%
of the respondents desired better Internet/data service. 49% of the respondents indicated
they could not rely on their Internet service provider and 43% indicated their Internet
service provider had slow or poor technical service. 89% of the respondents were not
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satisfied with all of their services. This data indicates that businesses generally are in need
of better services that can offer reliability, speed, and a better price point.

ESTABLISHMENT INFORMATION & EMPLOYEE COMPUTER USAGE
83% of the businesses that responded to the survey indicated that an Internet connection
existed at the establishment. Of the 42 businesses that responded to the survey, 40
businesses reported they have an average of 12 Internet users per business.
A variety of establishments responded to the survey, which include Professional / Office,
Government, Retail / Whole sale, Medical, Non-Profit, Educational, Vocational & Skilled
Trades, Restaurant / Food Services, and Other. Retail / Wholesale and Professional /
Office (19%) made up the majority of the establishments that responded to the survey
followed by Construction / Maintenance / Repair and Other (17%). Other establishments
included realtors, shipping, and construction.

EXISTING INTERNET CONNECTION TYPE, PRICE, AND SPEED
DSL provided Internet access to 53% of the respondents. Satellite Internet provided Internet
access to 10% of the respondents. More than half of the respondents paid $51 and up for
Internet access each month. The largest proportion of respondents (46%) paid $51 to $100
for Internet access each month. 26% of the respondents had Internet speeds between 1-5
Mbps, while 8% of the respondents had Internet speeds between 5-10 Mbps. 31% did not
know the speed of their Internet. In addition, 32% of the respondents were some what
satisfied with the current speed of their Internet service, while only 8% were very satisfied
with their current Internet speed.
USE OF THE INTERNET
Respondents were asked how they currently used the Internet to serve their needs at their
respective establishments. The most common uses of the Internet were email, online
backup, transfer of large files, maintaining a web presence and ordering and managing
inventory. 63% of the respondents used the Internet to maintain a Web presence with a blog
or other site.
AFFORDABLE PRICE FOR 1 GIGABIT INTERNET SERVICE SPEED
Survey respondents were asked to provide what they thought was a affordable price for 1
Gigabit Internet service speed. This was an opened questions. Respondents indicated that 1
Gigabit Internet service speed is worth as low as $30 per month to as high as $120 per
month.
IMPORTANCE OF INTERNET TECHNOLOGY
88% of respondents found Internet technology to be a very important factor in the success
of their company in the next five years. Furthermore, 95% of the respondents indicated that
the Internet is essential to their business.

EXISTING SERVICE PROVIDERS
Phone: 60% of respondents had both landline and cellphone service. 20% had only landline
service and 20% had only cellphone service.
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Internet: CenturyLink provided Internet access to 45% of the respondents. 14% left the
question blank. Other providers included Hughes Net, Verizon, and Excede. None of these
providers had more than 10% of the respondents use their Internet services.
Television: The largest cable/satellite TV providers are Dish Network and DirecTV. Both
service providers provided service to 23% of those with television service. 14% of the
respondents indicated TV is not available to them (N/A), 16% chose not to have it (None),
and 20% left the question blank.

JOB CREATION AND TELEWORK
The survey found that a portion of respondents generally work from home full time or part
time. 48% of the respondents use a VPN and 50% work from home on a very consistent
basis. 68% of respondents said that an employees’s residential Internet service does impact
their business, but 76% would not relocate their businesses.
SERVICE DESIRED
Respondents were given the opportunity to provide additional comments not covered in the
survey. This were a open ended question. Respondents expressed the need for more reliable
Internet and cell service.
Below is a map of the business survey results. 5 survey responses were not geo-coded
because the address was a duplicate, only a partial address was provided, or no address was
provided.
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SUMMARY DATA
1. Select the items you agree with below:
Yes
I need better landline telephone service.

No

22%

78%

I need better cellular telephone service.

55%

I need better Internet/data service.

45%

83%

I need better cable/satellite TV service.

17%

30%

I am satisfied with all of my services.

70%

11%
0%

89%
25%

50%

75%

100%

2. Is the Internet essential to your business?
Yes

No

40

2

95%

5%

3. How important do you think Internet technology will be for the success of your
business over the next five years?
Somewhat Important
12%
Very
important

Somewhat
important

Not
important

38

5

0

88%

12%

0%
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4a. Total number of employees:
Total number of employees

338

Average number of employees per establishment

9

4b. Total number of Internet users:
Total number of computer users

464

Average number of computer users per
establishment

12

5. If you are a business, what type? (select all that apply)
Agriculture / Forestry

2%

Retail / Wholesale

19%

Professional / Office

19%

Goverment

10%

Educational

2%

Medical

0%

Non-Profit

14%

Manufacturing

10%

Restaurant / food Services

2%

Communication/ Technology

5%

Construction / Maintenance/ Repair

17%

Other

17%

Other types of businesses
Because of the number of written responses to this question, this data is provided in
Appendix D.
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6. Is this a home-based business?
Yes

No

21

20

51%

49%

7. How much do you pay now for Internet access each month? If you select ‘No Internet’, please skip to question 13.
No
Internet

$0 to
$50

$51 to
$100

$101 to
$150

$151to
$300

$301 to
$500

$501 to
$1000

$1001 to
$5000

$5000+

I don’t
know

3

3

19

6

6

0

0

0

0

4

7%

7%

46%

15%

15%

0%

0%

0%

0%

10%

8. What type of Internet do you have?
Dial-up
Cable modem

10%

DSL line

53%

Fiber

5%

Statelite

10%

T1 line
Cellular wireless

8%

Broadband WISP
5%

I don’t know

10%

Other
0%

15%

30%

45%

60%

Dialup

Cable
modem

DSL
line

Fiber

Statelite

T1 line

Cellular
wireless

Broadband
WISP

I don’t
know

Other

0

4

21

2

4

0

3

0

2

4
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Other Types of Internet
Because of the number of written responses to this question, this data is provided in
Appendix E.

9. Based on the type of Internet you selected above, why do you still have it?
60%

59%

54%
48%
42%
36%

35%

30%
24%
18%
12%
6%

8%

5%

Too e

o c ha

ive t
x pens

nge

price
Best

5%

availa

ble
te
Not in

in c
rested

hangin

g
ns
ble
r optio
availa
e
e
h
t
ic
o
v
r
No
le se
reliab
Mos t

Too expensive to
change

Best price
available

Not interested in
changing

No other options

Most reliable service
available

2

3

2

22

13

10. What is the speed of your Internet connection? (A Gigabit is 1000 Megabits
(Mbps))
Dial-up
Only

56-512K

512 k
-1Mbps

1-5
Mbps

5-10
Mbps

10-50
Mbps

50-100
Mbps

100+
Mbps

Gigabit

I don’t
Know

0

2

3

10

3

5

3

1

0

12

0%

5%

8%

26%

8%

13%

8%

3%

0%

31%
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11. How Satisfied are you with the speed and reliability of your Internet service?
50%

50%

45%
40%
35%
30%

32%

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

11%

Not at all Satisfied

!

Somewhat Satisfied

8%

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Not at all Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Satisfied

Very satisfied

19

12

4

3

12. How important is a redundant or second Internet connection to your business?
Not Important

Somewhat Importabt

Very Important

9

13

14

25%

36%

39%

13. Please select all that apply to your current Internet provider:
Can not
rely on
service

Slow or poor
technical
support

Price is
unreasonable for
the service I
receive

Poor
customer
service

The speed I want
is not available at
my business
location

I am satisfied
with my Internet
provider

18

16

17

10

24

8

49%

43%

46%

27%

65%

22%
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14 . Select all the items you use the Internet for now:
Email

39

95%

Communication between
headquarters and remote
sites

21

51%

VoIP Internet phone (Vonage,
Skype, etc.)

20

49%

Online Backup (files, photos,
music)

26

63%

Transfer large files

30

73%

Monitor / control security,
alarms, health, processes, etc.

19

46%

Processing credit card / debit
card transactions

20

49%

Ordering / managing
inventory

24

59%

Maintaining a Web presence,
blog, or social media

26

63%

Receiving and processing
online orders

17

41%

Cloud-based business,
accounting or other services

15

37%

Smart TV

12

29%

Other

4

10%

Other Uses for the Internet
Because of the number of written responses to this question, this data is provided in
Appendix F.

15. Briefly state what you think is a affordable monthly payment for 1 Gigabit Internet speed for a business?
Some businesses provided detailed answers. Please see Appendix G for this data.
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16. Who is your Internet Service provider?
Blank

5

11%

AT&T

1

2%

CenturyLink

20

45%

Exede

1

2%

Hughes Net

2

5%

Midco

5

11%

NA

2

5%

None

1

2%

Verizon

2

5%

Windstream

2

5%

17. Who is your cable/satellite TV service provider?
Blank

CenturyLink

DirecTV

Dish Network

NA

None

7

2

10

10

6

7

16%

5%

23%

23%

14%

16%

18. What kind of telephone service do you have at home?
Landline only, no cellphone
service

Cellphone service only

Landline and cellphone service

8

8

24

20%

20%

60%

19. Do you or your employees use a VPN (Virtual Private Network) to obtain remote
access for your work or to a company network?
Yes

No

I Don’t
Know

20

19

3

48%

45%

7%
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20. Do you or your employees need or want to work from home?

No

It would be nice, but it’s not important

26%

2%

Occasionally

17%

Very important occasionally

5%

50%

Very important on a consistent basis
0%

13%

25%

38%

50%

No

It would be nice,
but it’s not
important

Occasionally

Very important
occasionally

Very important
on a consistent
basis

11

1

7

2

21

21. Does limited Internet access at employees’ residences impact your business?
Yes

No

27

14

66%

34%

22. Do the existing Internet service options impact your business’s decision to relocate
or stay in the County?
Yes

No

10

31

24%

76%
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If yes, briefly state why:
Some businesses provided detailed answers. Please see Appendix H for this data.

23. Any other comments?
Some businesses provided detailed answers. Please see Appendix I for this data.
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Technology Options
WHAT IS BROADBAND?
There is much confusion about the “true” definition of broadband. If the goal is to enhance
neighborhood and business access to broadband, there can be no upper limit on the definition
of broadband. Saying that broadband (as an example) is 5 megabits/second of bandwidth or 10
megabits/second is to immediately tell businesses in Isanti County that there will be structural
limits on their ability to do business in the future–it is dictating the size of truck that can be
used to deliver goods and services. Here is the only appropriate definition of broadband:
Broadband is whatever amount of bandwidth is needed to support the residents and
business’ ability to participate in the global economy.
Broadband is a community and economic development issue, not a technology issue. The
essential question is not, “What system should we buy?” or “Is wireless better or cheaper than
fiber?” Instead, the question is:
“What do Isanti County businesses and residents need to be able to compete globally over
the next thirty years?”
In short, Isanti County today has “little broadband” in the form of DSL, wireless, satellite and
cable modem service, along with a very limited amount of “big broadband” in the form of fiber
to a few businesses and institutions.
If the community is to make investments in broadband and telecommunications infrastructure,
it is absolutely critical that those investments are able to scale gracefully to meet business and
economic development needs for decades. This drives the solution towards an integrated fiber
and wireless system, rather than a wireless only service orientation. Wireless is able to provide
basic Internet access needs, but is not able to support advanced video and multimedia services.
Some oﬀ the shelf business videoconferencing systems in use today require a minimum of 50
megabits of bandwidth--beyond the capabilities of any aﬀordable wireless system (cellular data
networks are approaching this level of bandwidth at oﬀ-peak times, but with punishingly
expensive bandwidth caps). Two key concepts that should drive community investments in
telecom are:
“Broadband” is not the Internet
Bandwidth is not a fixed number
Broadband and “the Internet” are often used interchangeably, but this has led to much
confusion. Broadband refers to a delivery system, while “the Internet” is just one of many
services that can be carried on a broadband network. The challenge for communities is to
ensure that businesses and homes have a broadband network with suﬃcient bandwidth to
deliver all the services that will be needed and expected within the next three to four years,
including but not limited to “the Internet.”
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Bandwidth needs for the past decade have been growing by 25% to 50% per year, and show no
sign of slowing. As computers and associated hardware (e.g. video cameras, audio equipment,
VoIP phones) become more powerful and less expensive, new applications and services are
continually emerging that drive demand for more bandwidth.
Fiber networks use lightpaths to place one or more wavelengths (paths) of light on a single
fiber. High end commercial equipment already in production is routinely placing 40+
lightpaths on a single fiber, with each lightpath capable of carrying data at gigabit speeds.
This technology has already begun to move down to ordinary business and residential network
equipment, with inexpensive oﬀ the shelf customer premises equipment (CPE) using two
lightpaths on a single fiber—eﬀectively cutting the amount of fiber needed to serve customers
by half.
In Isanti County, a mix of technologies, including fixed broadband wireless, Gigabit fiber,
legacy copper networks, and satellite broadband will be part of a basket of broadband solutions.

CURRENT AND FUTURE BROADBAND NEEDS
“Next generation” is the term used to describe future planning for the next step in network
connectivity and infrastructure. There seems to be an emphasis on deploying fiber-to-the-home
(FTTH). But why? By pulling fiber deeper into the neighborhood and providing greater access
to connectivity, this allows the infrastructure to be in place to accommodate future
communication needs, capacities, and innovations. Because of the U.S. demographic bulge that
occurred during the baby boom after World War II caused exurban migration, the U.S. is
currently the only country where fiber is being deployed in largely suburban areas with single
family homes. In countries like Japan and Korea, fiber to the apartment is widely available, in
part because the cost of delivering fiber to a high rise apartment building that might have 500
subscribers is much lower than the build cost of fiber to 500 single family homes in a subdivision.
Next generation broadband reaps substantial benefits. There are several key benefits of “NextGeneration Broadband”:
Dramatically faster file transfer speeds for both uploads and downloads
The ability to transmit streaming video, transforming the Internet into a far more visual
medium
Means to engage in true-real time collaboration
The ability to use many applications simultaneously
Ability to maintain more flexible work schedules by being able to work from home on a
part time or full time basis
The ability to obtain health-related services for an occasional illness and/or long term
medical services for chronic illnesses and the elderly.
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Clearly, consumers have a strong interest in a visual medium from when and wherever they are.
YouTube is the second most popular search engine after Google, which demonstrates the need
to support the infrastructure to transmit streaming video.
In addition to video streaming, true-real time collaboration also provides an eﬀective way for
people to interact from wherever they are. People can engage in a two-way, real-time
collaboration, so that fruitful, visual conversations can be held between friends, family, business
associates from the state, country, or internationally.
Because of fiber networks, employees have the capabilities of working from their home.
Findings suggest that if all Americans had fiber to the home, this would lead to a 5 percent
reduction in gasoline use, a 4 percent reduction in carbon dioxide emissions, $5 billion in lower
road expenditures, and 1.5 billion commute hours recaptured.

SIGNIFICANCE OF BIG BANDWIDTH FOR THE FUTURE
According to a report from the World Bank on information and communications
technologies, for every ten additional broadband subscribers out of 100 inhabitants are
correlated in high income countries with GDP growth increases of 1.21%.

PROSPERITY
As suggested from the statistic above, the Internet generates growth. In more than a handful of
countries, GDP growth doubled to over 21% due to the Internet. Although some jobs have
been eliminated due to the emergence of the Internet, nearly 1.2 million jobs have been created
over the past 15 years from the Internet. The McKinsey’s global SME survey suggests that 2.6
jobs were created for every one destroyed.

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY
Some experts have suggested that healthcare costs can potentially be cut by $80 billion annually
by the expanded delivery of health care using high speed broadband. The cost of health care
continues to rise annually. For instance, health care as a share of U.S. GDP almost doubled
from 8.8 percent to 15.3 percent in 2005, and ten years later, costs continue to rise.
Some insurance companies (e.g. Anthem/Blue Cross) are now oﬀering online access to health
care professionals (i.e. doctors and nurses) for routine medical illnesses (e.g. fevers, flu, colds,
sore throats, etc). Users of this service have to have robust Internet access and a Web cam.
Prescriptions are sent directly to the customer’s drug store at any time of day or night.
Electronic prescribing has become common. Electronic prescribing cuts medical transaction
costs by eliminating the need for confirmation phone calls and faxes and reduces the chance of
health risks due to prescription delays.

GOVERNMENT AND CIVIC LIFE
The term E-Government refers to networked information technologies online to serve
constituents. The Internet cuts costs for many state governments from reducing the paper trail
to expediting services through the Web like renewing drivers’ licenses and paying taxes.
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Furthermore, E-government will become a setting for online based discussions between
constituents and bureaucrats. This allows for greater transparency in hopes of garnering a better
perception of how government functions. More local and state governments and the federal
government are attempting to involve constituents through webinars, blogs, wikis, and videos.

EDUCATION
Students benefit greatly through the use of computers and Internet. Nearly every public school
in America has access to the Internet. In 2007, there were 180,000 more instructional
computers in the schools than in 2006. Students who attend schools without access to
computers and the Internet may be ill prepared for the work place. The prevailing use of
information technologies in not only the United States, but also globally, is a clear indicator
that future prosperity is in the hands of students who are able to understand and use the
pertinent tools.

USE TRENDS
The County faces a challenge in economic development infrastructure with primarily “little
broadband” (i.e. DSL, wireless, and cable services) when many communities, regions, and
countries have already made the decision to focus resources on the development of “big
broadband,” which is typically fiber with a minimum capacity of 100 megabits or Gigabit to the
premises.
A third of IBM employees work from home at least part time, and the company has reported annual savings of $110 million.
FTTH users work more from home, reducing traﬃc congestion.
In a recent Broadband Communities magazine report, fiber to the premises adds $5000 to
$6000 to the sales price of the house. The same report indicated that the take rate for ser vices for homes passed by fiber is approaching 50% (that is, half of all homes passed by
fiber are switching to the new option of fiber delivered services).
Fiber to the home users say they are able to work from home more often, averaging 7.3
workdays per month, reducing their carbon footprint and decreasing wear and tear (and
maintenance) on roads.
By late 2015, about 20% of homes in the U.S. had been passed by fiber, but incumbents
like Verizon and AT&T have ceased deploying fiber in smaller and rural communities.
Verizon FiOS is being deployed mostly in areas where the company has already built fiber,
and Verizon has shown little interest in improving service in rural areas.
9% of home-based businesses report fiber is critical to success (the county has many
home-based workers and businesses).
Older users want telepresence and telemedicine services.
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Users of fiber have higher satisfaction rates with the service than any other option. It is
worth noting that wireless comes in second, which will be important in the county. DSL
and cable services have the lowest satisfaction ratings.
Younger residents want collaboration tools and the ability to work from home.
82% of home buyers who already have fiber will not buy a home without it.
68% of buyers who don’t have fiber now want it (only 62% rate green space as most important).
49% would cancel fiber service last if forced to cut living costs.

FUTURE USE TRENDS
“U.S. homes now have more than half a billion devices connected to the Internet, according to a study
by the NPD Group. Furthermore, the overall number of connected devices per household, according to a
2014 OECD study, is 10. This is more than three times the average number of people per household.”
The table below lists these and other services that all represent broadband-enabled applications
and services that must be available in at least parts of the county if it is to remain economically
viable.
Videoconferencing
IP TV (Internet Protocol TV)
HD streaming video
Ultra hi-def (BluRay) video streaming
Video on demand (e.g. Netflix)
Place-shifted video
Cloud computing services

Residential
and Business

Online and cloud-based gaming
Smart homes, buildings, and appliances, including smart electric meters, AMR
(automated meter reading), and AMI (advanced metering infrastructure)
Remote computer aided design (CAD)
Work from home jobs
Business from home
3D graphic rendering and CGI server farms
Remote network management and managed services
Virtual collaboration spaces (e.g. enhanced GoToMeeting, Webex style services)
Intelligent transportation applications (smart road systems)
Public safety and first responder networks

Public Safety

Emergency dispatch and coordination
Webcast agency meetings (e.g. virtual meetings)
Online training for first responders, fire, and rescue
Broadcast of local sports events

Society

Videoconferencing of community and town hall meetings for wider participation
Wider availability of nonprofit and community organization services
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Teleconsultations
Telepathology
Telesurgery

Health Care

Remote patient monitoring
Remote diagnosis
Remote medical imaging
Grid computing for medical research
Distance education
Virtual classrooms
Remote instrumentation

Education and
Research

Multi-campus collaboration
Digital content repositories and distribution (digital libraries)
Data visualization
Virtual laboratories
Grid computing for academic research

When analyzing future service needs, it is important to take into account ALL services that
may be delivered over a broadband connection. As we noted in the previous section,
“broadband” is not a service--it is a delivery medium. If we think about broadband using a
roads analogy, broadband is the road, not the trucks that use the road. Internet access is a
service delivered by a broadband road system, and that Internet service is just one of many
services that are in demand. Today, congestion on broadband networks is not due just to
increased use of email and Web surfing, but many other services.
This means that current DSL, wireless, and cable modem services are completely inadequate for
future needs. Current DSL oﬀerings are in the range of 1 megabit to 3 megabits for most
residential users, 3 megabits to 5 megabits for business DSL users, and there are severe distance
limitations on DSL. Higher bandwidth is possible, but as the DSL bandwidth goes up, the
distance it can be delivered goes down.
Typical wireless broadband (i.e. not cellular data service) oﬀerings are in the range of 1 megabit
to 5 megabits. Some wireless providers are rolling out 10-15 megabit services, but wireless does
not scale up well with respect to cost. As bandwidth increases, the cost of the equipment also
increases, and even a 15 megabit service is well short of the FCC projections of the need for 50
megabits of bandwidth in the near term. Wireless performance and capacity is heavily
dependent upon backhaul (the local connection to the provider’s core network); if this
connection is also wireless, the bandwidth available at the access point is shared among all
users, even if the rated capacity of an individual connection is 15 megabits. In other words, if
the backhaul capacity is 100 megabits, and twenty local users are sharing that capacity, actual
bandwidth available to any single user may be much lower than 15 megabits. If all the users are
trying to watch video at the same time (not uncommon in early evening), performance can
suﬀer drastically.
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Across the U.S., current average bandwidth for cable modem services is typically 10 to 20
megabits, with cable companies promising “up to...” twenty or thirty megabits. It is important
to note that cable providers make heavy use of the phrase “up to” in their advertising, and it is
not unusual to see ads promoting cable modem speeds of “up to 30 megabits.” However, that
amount of bandwidth is shared among many users (often 200 or more) in a neighborhood,
which results in much lower average speeds, and during peak use times in residential areas, the
actual bandwidth available to a single household may be less than one megabit.
The challenge for the County is to ensure that the businesses, residents, and institutions have a
telecommunications infrastructure in place that will meet future needs.
Distance learning, entertainment, and video conferencing are three major applications of
internet video. Distance learning from home with live video feeds will require high
performance 2+ megabit connections in the near term (next 2-4 years), and over the next 4 to 7
years, there will be many distance learning courses that will incorporate live HD two-way video
feeds, enabling students to participate in classroom discussions at a much higher quality level.
Distance learning could be an important home-based application for workforce training and
retraining. Some Idaho community colleges oﬀer “hybrid courses” where a student attends
several class sessions at the college and the remaining sessions online from their home, the
library, or another location.
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are now being oﬀered by many colleges and
universities, and provide an important and aﬀordable way to obtain certifications and/or college
credit in virtually any topic. But many of these classes rely heavily on video to deliver course
content, and so an excellent Internet connection is a requirement.
Entertainment will also drive bandwidth demand from the home, and the popularity of video
sites like YouTube and Netflix provide a good indication of the long term demand for video in
many forms, including:
Live feeds (e.g. live TV shows, sports coverage, and live news reports).
Video on demand (TV shows available for viewing at any time, rather than at
scheduled times).
Movies on demand (instead of going to the video store).
Two way video conversations (family, friends).
Video stored on home computers and distributed across the Internet (e.g. videos
of grandchildren, family activities).
Local video content streamed live or from a server (e.g. high school football
games, other sporting events, council meetings, other civic activities).

BUSINESS BANDWIDTH NEEDS
The table below shows bandwidth consumption for several types of businesses and a projection
of the bandwidth needed 5 and 10 years out. The cost of fuel is already aﬀecting business travel
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decisions, and more and more businesses will invest in HD quality business videoconference
systems to reduce the need for travel. These HD systems require substantial bandwidth; a two
way HD video conference requires 20-25 megabits during the conference, and a three way
conference requires 30-35 megabits during the conference. As more workers try to reduce the
cost of driving to and from work by working part or full time from home, the business location
must provide network access (Virtual Private Network, or VPN) to the employees working
from home. These home-based workers will make extensive use of videoconferencing to attend
routine oﬃce meetings remotely and to enhance communications with co-workers, including
videoconferences with other home-based workers in the company. A VPN network providing
remote access to just two or three home-based employees could require 50 megabits of
bandwidth during normal work hours.

Description

Large Business

Small Business

A larger business
with about 50
workstations.

A small business
with 10 to 15
employees, and
7-10
workstations.

Home Based
Worker

Business From
Home

A single
A home business
employee
with one or two
working at home
employees
for his/her
working at
company.
home.

Concurrent
Concurrent
Concurrent
Concurrent Mbps
Mbps
Mbps
Mbps
Use
Use
Use
Use

Telephone
TV
HDTV

20

1.28
0
0

5

0.32
0
0

Credit Card
Validation
Security
System
Internet

4
1
20

4
0.25
30

1
1
7

1
0.25
10.5

VPN Connection
Data Backup
Web Hosting
Workforce Training
(online classes)
HD
Videoconferencing
Telecommuting
workers
Totals
5 years from now
(megabits)
10 years from now
(megabits)

5
5
1

25
7.5
2

1

0
1.5
0

1
1

5
1.5
0

1

0
1.5
0

2

20

1

10

0

0

1

10

10

100

2

20

1

10

1

10

5

15

2

6

0

0

0

0

205.0

1

0.064
0
0
0
0.25
1.5

1
1

49.6

1

0.064
0
0
0
0.25
1.5

1
1

18.3

23.3

615

149

55

70

1845

446

165

210

RESIDENTIAL BANDWIDTH NEEDS
The table below depicts the bandwidth needed for typical residential services which are
available now or will be available in the near future. In a next generation network all services
will be delivered over a single network infrastructure which will require an access network that
can support providing most services to most consumers simultaneously. Today’s shared
networks (cable and wireless in particular) rely on the “bursty” nature of traﬃc to provide
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services to end users. If all end users were consuming their “advertised” bandwidth today’s cable
and DSL networks would grind to a halt.
In fact, there already are; some cable providers have begun to receive heavy criticism for
undocumented manipulation of data traﬃc. Existing cable modem network users are
overwhelming the digital cable networks that were upgraded as little as three or four years ago,
and the firms have had to artificially reduce the bandwidth available for certain kinds of high
bandwidth services (e.g. peer to peer file sharing). Some cable providers have even run into
capacity issues with the TV portion of their networks, and some consumers have observed that
some HD TV channels have been so highly compressed that picture quality has been
noticeably degraded when compared to the same channel delivered by satellite.
Residential
Daytime

Description

Intermittent
Television and
Internet use across
a small percentage
of households.
Concurrent
Mbps
Use

Early Evening
Increased video,
voice and Internet
use as children
arrive home from
school and
employees from
work.

Evening and Late
Night

Snow Day

Peak television and On top of typical
Internet use.
daytime traﬃc
Multiple TV’s are children are home
on, phone and
from school, and
computer being
many employees
used.
are home working.

Concurrent
Use

Mbps

Concurrent
Use

Mbps

Concurrent
Mbps
Use

Telephone

1

0.064

1

0.064

1

0.064

1

0.064

Standard Definition TV

1

2.5

1

2.5

1

2.5

1

2.5

HD TV

1

4

2

8

2

8

3

12

Security System

1

0.25

1

0.25

1

0.25

1

0.25

Internet

1

1.5

1

1.5

2

3

3

4.5

Online Gaming
VPN Connection

0.25
0

Data Backup
Telehealth (subscriber)
Distance Learning /
Workforce Training

1

HD Videoconferencing
Totals

0.5

1

1

0

1

2

1

2

2

4

0

1

5

1

5

1

0

4

1

4

1

4

0

0

0

1

10

1

10

2

20

1

14

0

0

0

12.6

33.8

35.8

58.3

5 years from now (megabits)

38

101

107

175

10 years from now (megabits)

113

304

322

525
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Technology Analysis
IMPROVING BROADBAND ACCESS
In Isanti County, both fiber and wireless technologies and systems are going to be important to
meet the goal of improving access to broadband. The rest of this section provides more detail
and some specific build out strategies. There are three major parts of any modern network:
• The Core Network provides access to the Internet, a place for service providers (ISPs) to
distribute their services locally on the network, and for larger institutional and business
customers to meet service providers. Isanti County has several private sector wireless service providers, but there are still areas of the county that are underserved. Each of these
providers has their own Core Network, but wireless broadband could be more widely
available if additional community-owned towers were available to the private sector
providers.
• The Distribution portion of the network connects the Core Network with collections of
users. A Distribution network can include both fiber and wireless portions of a network.
• The Access or Last Mile portion of the network connects individual users and businesses
to the network, and like the Distribution network, that connection will be by fiber or by a
wireless link.
Businesses and residents in the county may obtain Internet service:
• With a small radio directly attached to their home or business that receives a signal directly from a towers owned by a private provider, from a County-owned tower (e.g.
shared with public safety use), or from a community-owned tower (e.g. a coop).
• With a small radio attached to a utility pole (60 or 70’) to improve line of sight to a tower.
• With a small radio directly attached to their home or business that receives a signal from
a “community” utility pole. The “community” pole will receive a signal from a distant
tower and redistribute it locally to a cluster of customers (typically within a half mile).
• With a fiber connection to the fiber installed in areas of the county where economic development is important. and in other areas as additional fiber network segments are
added.
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The table below summarizes how fiber and wireless can work together in a variety of ways.
Distribution Type

Access Type

Wireless

Wireless

Capacity
Typical customer connection starting at 5 to 10
Megabits, can be higher, with 50 Meg connections
common. More dependent on the capacity of the
wireless Distribution link.

Wireless

Fiber

Users can have fiber Gigabit connections locally, but
total throughput dependent upon the capacity of the
wireless link, which can be up to a Gigabit, depending on
distance and budget.

Fiber

Fiber

Any amount of bandwidth needed, with standard
connection typically a Gigabit (1,000 Megabits).

Wireless

Typical customer connection starting at 5 to 10
Megabits, can be higher, with 50 Meg connections
common.

Fiber

Access - Last Mile

Distribution

Customer Connections:

Many varieties of indoor and outdoor customer
devices (ONTs/CPEs) are available, and will be
tailored to meet the needs of large institutions, or
businesses, or residential dwellings.

AP3

Co-location and Core
Network:
At the Co-location facility or
co-lo service providers will
install equipment that
interface with the network.
This allows providers to
bring their services from
their network to customers.

AP2

CAB

AP1
Tower Access
Point Top View
Utility Pole
Fiber or Wireless to users

Fiber to
wireless
connection

Battery
Backup
Equipment
Patch Panels
and Cable
Management

Wireless link
Customer

Core Network

Internet

Provider 1

Telehealth
Services

Shelter
Provider
Network Monitoring

II

Advanced
Services

Provisioning

Fiber link to neighborhood
fiber project

Backup & Config

Switch &
Power Equipment

Core Router

“Community” Utility Pole
PtP or Omni Wireless

Battery Backup
Equipment

less than .5 mile

Switch &
Power Equipment
Customer

Cabinet

Distribution
fiber to
access fiber
link

Data
Backup

K12
Schools

VoIP
Service
Video
Surveillance

Patch Panels and
Cable Management

Customer

Fiber link to neighborhood
fiber project

Service
Provider
Backhaul
Connections

Local
govt
facilities

Public
safety
facilities

Switch &
Power Equipment
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LAST MILE ACCESS
The Last Mile Access is the portion of the network that connects customers to their service
provider and the Internet. Both broadband wireless and fiber links can be utilized to provide
service.
There are several ways that customers can receive
service:
Service providers can install their own local access radios on the Distribution towers, using both point to multi-point and
point-to-point radios to deliver service to
their customers.
A single user utility pole (or inexpensive
steel lattice tower) can be installed on the
property of a single resident or business. A
radio at the top of the pole receives service
from another tower site (typically one of
the Distribution towers).
A utility pole (or inexpensive steel lattice
tower) can be installed near a cluster of
homes (e.g. a rural residential sub-division,
several homes in close proximity on a rural
road). Service providers can install their
point to multi-point radios on this pole
and provide economical service to several
customers from a single pole.
A utility pole (or inexpensive steel lattice
tower) can be installed in a rural subdivision. A service provider installs a point to
point radio on the pole, and fiber cable can
be run from the pole past several homes to
oﬀer fiber service with wireless backhaul.

AP3

AP2

AP1
Tower Access
Point Top View
Utility Pole
Fiber or Wireless to users
Wireless link
Customer
Fiber link to neighborhood
fiber project
Switch &
Power Equipment

“Community” Utility Pole
PtP or Omni Wireless
less than .5 mile
Customer
Switch &
Power Equipment
Customer

Fiber link to neighborhood
fiber project

Cabinet
Switch &
Power Equipment

Customers near existing fiber can have a fiber drop installed directly to their home or
business.
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DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Distribution is the portion of the network between the Distribution sites to the Last Mile
Access portion of the network. It is desirable for each distribution site to have a connection
back to more than one Distribution site (tower) on a redundant ring. This ring topology
protects against hardware failure at the port level and does provide some protection if one of
the tower to tower wireless links is disabled by an equipment failure.
These tower sites are typically 120’ to 180’ tall to provide
the height needed to enable Line Of Sight (LOS) between
towers, and for local access, to enable service providers to
mount point to multi-point radios on the towers. That is,
the towers provide two functions:

• Space for local access radios to provide Internet access within 2-3 miles of the tower (or farther with
good Line Of Sight).

CAB

• Space for backhaul connections to other towers in
the county.
Fiber to
wireless
connection

Battery
Backup
Equipment
Patch Panels
and Cable
Management

Distribution
fiber to
access fiber
link
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CORE NETWORK AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
In the past, the telephone company switch oﬃce (Central Oﬃce, or CO) has provided a
location for network equipment and a terminus for telecommunications cables that pass into
and out of the community. Today, many
Service
communities, as part of their community-owned
Provider
Backhaul
network, have create a modest data center
Connections
(colocation facility) that a place for the network to
Internet
meet service providers, long haul fiber and wireless
networks, and a space for oﬀ-site data storage and
backups (e.g. local schools, hospitals, and government
may use the facility for backups).
The Co-Location facility provides a meet point for
various public and private fiber cables and networks
to inter-connect. In Isanti County, there are no
community-managed peering points, and a local
facility with space available for both public and
private uses could help attract additional private
sector investments (e.g. a long haul fiber provider
builds into the county to connect to this facility
because of increased access to customers).

Provider 1

Telehealth
Services

Shelter
Provider
Network Monitoring

II

Advanced
Services

Provisioning
Backup & Config

Data
Backup

Core Router

K12
A colocation facility is a controlled environment (i.e.
Schools
VoIP
Battery Backup
secure, heated, and air-conditioned) room with
Equipment
Service
Internet access through wired and/or wireless
Video
Patch Panels and
Surveillance
systems. The colocation facility is a place where fiber,
Cable Management
wireless, and copper-based network facilities meet. It
County
facilities
is equipped to house high-end network equipment,
servers, and other electronic gear. A variety of
middle layer network components and services can be
located within the co-lo including, for example, directory services, replicated content servers,
routing services, and other elements needed to deliver new multimedia services to the home
and small oﬃce from multiple, competing providers.

Characteristics of the colocation facility are:
A reliable source of AC electric power is required, with backup UPS (Uninterruptible
Power Supply) service, and additional power backup available by an onsite generator.
Controlled access to the facility (e.g. by electronic keycard) 24 hours/day, seven days a
week.
Racks for locating network equipment and servers, and optionally locked cages for
equipment racks.
Suﬃcient cooling capacity for the network’s current and long-term needs.
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CURRENT TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS
In Isanti County, there is no one technology that is going to provide a “one size fits all”
solution for homes, businesses and institutions. Over time, fiber connections will become
more widely available, just as basic telephone and electric service became more widely
available over a period of years in the early part of the twentieth century. This section
provides an overview of current and future broadband technologies.

TELEPHONE/DSL
DSL (Digital Subscriber Loop) technology utilizes existing copper twisted pair telephone
lines to provide broadband services. There are many variants of DSL, and the diﬀerences
among them are primarily bandwidth and distance. Most DSL systems are limited to a
maximum of 18,000 cable feet from a telephone switch or remote access module
(DSLAM). Faster variants of DSL are limited to as little as a few thousand feet, making
the service areas inconsistent from a subscriber perspective. A neighbor a few houses away
from a home with DSL service may be told that no DSL service is available (because of the
cable limitations). Current low cost DSL residential service oﬀerings are priced
competitively compared to cable modem service, but also tend to be much slower.
Because of the requirement to deploy DSL equipment close to subscribers, many areas of
the country with older telephone copper-based local cable are at a distinct disadvantage for
DSL. It is not uncommon in rural areas to have cable runs of many miles (from a
telephone switch), making DSL impractical without substantial equipment upgrades.
Even if a home or business is located within the prescribed distance to DSL equipment,
older copper twisted pair cable may not be capable of handling the DSL signal properly. In
some cases, speed of the service is degraded, and in other cases, DSL may not work at all.
The primary problem with DSL is the lack of capacity over the long term. In an optimum
DSL situation, with high quality cable plant and subscribers close to DSL switches, the
fastest DSL is limited to 15 to 20 megabits under these optimum conditions and short
distances from network nodes or switches. Most homes will never be able to receive DSL
services at those speeds because of sub-optimal service conditions, including old physical
plant and distance. DSL cannot provide the capacity needed by businesses and residents in
the near future.
From an local network investment standpoint DSL is a mediocre option at best given
several limitations. In addition to the limitations above, DSL supports a single service
(typically Internet) and a single Service Provider. While additional services may be
provided “over-the-top” of the DSL Internet connection, those services are limited by the
capacity of the primary service.
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DSL CHARACTERISTICS
DSL - 1.544Mbps (ITU=T G991.1)
ADSL - 8 Mbps/640 Kbps (ANSI T1.413)
DSL is particularly plagued by line
ADSL2 - 12 Mbps/768 kbps (ITU-T G992.3)
noise and distance limitations. As
ADSL2+ - 24 Mbps/768 kbps (ITU-T G.992.5)
such the bandwidth in this table
should be viewed as an “up to” limit VDSL - 52 Mbps/2.3 Mbps (ITU-T G993.1)
and delivered bandwidth may be
VDSL2 - max sum in both directions 200 Mbps @ 1600’
less.
G.Fast - max sum in both directions 1 Gbps @ 328’

Bandwidth

Line sharing

Individual subscribers do not share their upload/download
speeds, but each cabinet will only support up to a maximum of
what it is provisioned for. This is particularly important in rural
networks where the cabinet are often provisioned with
synchronous telecommunications services which are severely
limited in bandwidth.

Latency

Latency is not an issue in DSL last mile connections, but due to
bandwidth limitations at the cabinet, may be a factor due to
queueing and competition for bandwidth at the middle mile.
DSL with a fiber optic middle mile connection would reduce
latency problems.

Symmetric/Asymmetric

DSL - Symmetric
ADSL - Asymmetric
ADSL+ - Highly Asymmetric
ADSL2+ - Highly Asymmetric
VDSL - variable and provisioned according to provider
VDSL2 - variable and provisioned according to provider
G.Fast - variable and provisioned according to provider

Effective Distance
Distance in this table is cable dis tance and subject to the age and
quality of the plant. The distances
listed are for the bandwidth listed
in the first row of this table.

DSL - 12,000’ (2.3 miles)
ADSL - 9000’ (1.7 miles)
ADSL2 - 5000’ (0.95 miles)
ADSL2+ - 2000’ (0.38 miles)
VDSL - 1600’ (0.30 miles)
VDSL2 - 1600’ (0.30 miles)
G.Fast - 328’ (0.06 miles)

Services Support

Single Service, Single Provider

Typical per subscriber
build cost

$655 - $1100 depending on site utilization
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CABLE SYSTEMS
Cable systems that provide broadband in most U.S. communities use what is called HFC
systems, or Hybrid Fiber Coaxial systems. Typically, fiber delivers television and broadband
signals to equipment located in or near a neighborhood, and copper coaxial cable is used to
connect the subscriber’s home or business with the equipment fed by fiber. Cable systems
have never been widely deployed outside community boundaries (residential
neighborhoods and business districts) because of the high cost of placing equipment near
subscribers. In this regard, cable systems have some of the same limitations as DSL, and
rural communities are at a disadvantage because of the lower density of customers.
Cable systems also cannot provide the future capacity that will be required by homes and
businesses in the near future. Some cable companies have begun to announce pilot projects
oﬀering Internet access at speeds “up to 50 megabits.” While this is an improvement over
current oﬀerings advertised typically at bandwidth “up to 6 megabits,” this bandwidth is
always shared among all users on a node. It is not unusual to have between 100 and 500
users (typically residential homes) on a single node. The advertised bandwidth (e.g. “up to
6 megabits”) is shared among all users on a node, meaning that the usable per household
bandwidth during peak use times like early evening is much lower.
Cable modem service typically has asymmetric bandwidth, meaning that the advertised
bandwidth (“up to 6 megabits,” or “up to 50 megabits”) is only available on the downstream
side coming into a home. The upstream bandwidth available to users to send data is often
1/10th of the downstream capacity. This makes most cable modem systems unsatisfactory
for many kinds of work from home services and applications that require more balanced
upstream and downstream bandwidth, like videoconferencing, which works best if the
bandwidth is symmetric (the same capacity in both directions). This issue of symmetric
bandwidth will become increasingly important as commuting patterns change and more
people want to work from home part or full time.

CABLE MODEM SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Bandwidth

DOCSIS 1 - 42 Mbps/10 Mbps (shared), DOCSIS 2 - 42 Mbps/30 Mbps (shared)
DOCSIS 3 - 171 Mbps/122 Mbps (shared, 4 bonded channels)

Line sharing

All subscribers on a given CMTS (Cable Modem Termination System) channel share
both upstream and downstream capabilities.

Latency

Latency is not typically an issue with DOCSIS

Symmetric/
Asymmetric

All versions of DOCSIS are highly asymmetric

Effective Distance

The effective distance of DOCSIS can be up to 100 miles from the CMTS to the
farthest cable modem.

Services Support

Single Service, Single Provider

Typical per subscriber $2500 to $3500
build cost
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FIBER SYSTEMS
Fiber is a future proof investment. The upper limit of fiber capacity has not yet been found,
and oﬀ the shelf hardware can handle thousands of times the needs of an average home or
business well into the future. Fiber has a life expectancy of thirty to forty years, and may
last much longer than that; every year, the number goes up as fiber systems installed in the
1970s continue to perform adequately. A single fiber can carry all the traﬃc and services
needed by a home or business, including voice telephone service, television programming,
live videoconferencing, and HD television.
Fiber’s primary drawback is its apparent high cost compared to other systems. Fiber is
often unfairly compared to wireless, with the misleading conclusion that wireless is much
cheaper. Regrettably, most fiber versus wireless studies compare the start up costs for
wireless to the thirty year life cycle costs of fiber infrastructure. During a thirty year period,
fiber is installed just once, while wireless systems will have to be replaced entirely several
times. Properly costed over a thirty year period, fiber is actually less expensive than
wireless, with many times the capacity.
Metro Ethernet is a point-to-point service provided over fiber. Metro Ethernet networks
can deliver service as far as 50 miles from network element locations and provide speeds up
to 10 Gigabits per second (10GB Metro Ethernet circuits are now commonly available
from some providers).
Carrier Ethernet is the term used to describe Active or Metro Ethernet deployed to the
premises. Carrier Ethernet is available in 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps utilizing a pair or a single
fiber strand and speeds of 10 Gbps over a pair of fiber optic strands. Carrier Ethernet can
be deployed at distances of up to 50 miles (80km) from the central oﬃce.
A Passive Optical Network, or PON, is a fiber optic network based upon a splitter
technology. A single PON port can support up to 64 customers utilizing either daisy
chained splitters or a central splitter location. For service providers PON is cost eﬀective as
it allows the service providers to create “fiber light” networks and fewer network elements.
However, PON has many drawbacks including bandwidth limitations due to the shared
nature of the feeder fibers as all customers fed from a splitter share bandwidth over a single
fiber (or single pair in some networks). A major drawback of PON, if field splitters are
used, is the upgradeability of the network which usually requires additional feeder fiber to
be deployed which is costly as it is considered a “forklift upgrade.”
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CARRIER FIBER (ACTIVE) ETHERNET CHARACTERISTICS
Bandwidth

1 Gbps standard

Line sharing

Each user has a dedicated 1Gbps between the premises and the core
location.

Latency

Not latent

Symmetric/Asymmetric

Symmetric

Effective Distance

up to 50 miles (10km, 20km, 40km, and 80km optics available)

Services Support

Multiple services, multiple providers

Typical per subscriber
build cost

$3250 - $3500

PON FIBER (PASSIVE) CHARACTERISTICS
Bandwidth

2.4 Gbps/1.24 Gbps (shared between users on a port). A few 10Gig PON
systems are now being deployed because the older PON systems are
running out of bandwidth.

Line sharing

Each port is shared by a power of 2 premises (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64)
depending on how the network is configured.

Latency

Minimal latency.

Symmetric/Asymmetric

Asymmetric

Effective Distance

up to 25 miles (40km)

Services Support

Multiple services, multiple providers

Typical per subscriber
build cost

$3250

We are now seeing even small and medium-sized businesses asking for fiber connections.
Fiber is the only transmission system that will be able to deliver all the services businesses
and residents will expect and demand in just a few years. Communities that choose to
delay fiber infrastructure investments will be at a severe disadvantage in the next several
years when trying to attract and retain businesses and workers.
In business areas of the county, fiber is an absolute requirement to retain existing businesses
and to attract new ones. Many of subdivisions could have fiber within the neighborhood
and wireless backhaul, and multiple services (e.g. video, Internet, voice, data backup) could
be delivered within the neighborhood by fiber. In growth areas, retail and oﬃce space
would become more valuable with high performance fiber availability.
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FIXED POINT ACCESS WIRELESS
Fixed point wireless Internet access via private sector providers is already available in some
areas of the county. This service introduces additional competition for Internet access
customers, which can lower prices and create incentives to oﬀer better customer service
from the providers. Over time, most fixed point Internet users (five to seven years out) will
want to migrate to fiber connections which will have the capacity to provide a much wider
range of services, including HD TV, telemedicine, and tele-health, among other
applications.
Fixed point wireless infrastructure investments (e.g. locations for towers, towers, fiber and
duct backhaul connections) can be re-used over time to support mobile wireless services
and long term public safety voice and data services.
The goal would be to identify existing tower sites that could be reached aﬀordably with
fiber. Fiber access to these towers will lower the cost of backhaul for local wireless
broadband providers while simultaneously allowing them to increase bandwidth and overall
performance.
Wireless broadband services will be important in rural parts of the county. And wireless is
not going away; it will remain as an important component of a well-designed community
broadband system--as a mobility solution. As we travel around the community, we want to
be able to access the Web, check email, make phone calls, and do other sorts of things.
Wireless services enable that, and in rural areas, wireless services are an important step up
from dial-up.
WiMax and LTE capacities and distances are widely exaggerated. It is very common to see
promises of “up to 80-100 megabits” of capacity and distances of “10 to 20 miles.” With
respect to bandwidth, that 100 megabits of capacity will be shared among all connected
users, so if 100 households are trying to access the network via a single WiMax access
point, the usable bandwidth may be more like 2-4 megabits per household or per user.
Distances are limited by line of sight.
Both WiFi and WiMax signals will work over many miles, but only with narrow angle
antennas and clear line of sight. While WiFi can easily reach ten miles or more with clear
line of sight, and WiMax can reach twenty miles with clear line of sight, in practice these
optimum distances are rarely achieved; it is more realistic to consider WiFi usable over 2-4
miles and WiMax over 4-8 miles. Tree cover is particularly problematic, and it is often
necessary to remove tree limbs, an entire tree, or to relocate the antenna in order to get a
good signal.
LTE and television “white space” systems are emerging standards that can provide
connectivity at much longer distances (five to ten miles is possible under ideal
circumstances) and the radio frequencies used are better able to penetrate at least some
foliage. Bandwidth of several megabits are possible, and compare very favorably with
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copper-based systems like DSL. But even these systems will have a limited ability to
handle TV programming, interactive videoconferencing, and other business class services.

FIXED POINT WIRELESS CHARACTERISTICS
Bandwidth

5Mbps - 10Mbps on average for rural/residential service. Higher
speeds available at higher cost.

Line sharing

In most Wireless ISP (WISP) architectures customers share a point to
multi-point connection with an access point. Service can be affected
when too many customers are on an access point.

Latency

Minimal latency issues

Symmetric/Asymmetric

Symmetric

Effective Distance

The effective range of an access point depends on the frequency
chosen.

Services Support

Internet, VoIP, and streaming video can be supported by WISP
architectures. A multi-provider environment can be configured on a
WISP network, but is less commonly found compared to fiber
networks.

Typical per subscriber
build cost

$370 to $550, and costs could be much higher if a pole has to be
installed ($2000 to $7000). High operating costs should be
considered as a factor because of the high failure rate for wireless
equipment.
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CELLULAR DATA WIRELESS
Wireless access to the Internet and other mobile services like cellular telephone providers is
a long term need that will not be replaced by fiber access. In fact, over the next five to
seven years, the most common use for wireless Internet access will be for mobility--casual
business, personal, and government access away from the home or oﬃce. In Isanti County,
the survey results show that 11% of residents use cellular data service as their primary
Internet access.
Mobile wireless access to voice and data services is already widely available from multiple
providers in most of the U.S. Nationwide, Verizon, Sprint, and AT&T have already begun
an aggressive expansion and upgrade to LTE (the so-called 4G/5G networks). However,
the bandwidth caps and bandwidth overage charges make cellular data services too
expensive as a primary residential or small business connection.
Perhaps more alarming, some telephone companies, including Verizon and AT&T, are
abandoning their copper line plant in many rural areas of the country, and are only oﬀering
cellular-based dial tone for home and small business use.
Cellular data plans, because of the bandwidth caps and overcharges that are included with
typical plans, can be a poor solution for rural residents who may be trying to use it for
business purposes, for K12 school assignments, and/or personal use. Households with
children report that it is very diﬃcult (and/or expensive) to keep within data caps.

CELLULAR DATA SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS
Bandwidth

2Mbps-12Mbps and up, but actual bandwidth can vary widely.

Line sharing

In a mobile wireless broadband network the access point is in a point to
multi-point configuration, meaning access is shared.

Latency

Latency is generally not an issue

Symmetric/Asymmetric

Symmetric

Effective Distance

The effective range of an access point depends on the frequency chosen.

Services Support

Adequate for many common residential and small business uses.

Typical per subscriber
build cost

The equipment (satellite dish and receiver) is several hundred dollars, but the
companies often offer specials that reduce or eliminate that cost. Equipment
is often available at no cost if a multi-year contract is signed.
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SATELLITE DATA SERVICE
Satellite service for many years was often characterized as “better than dial-up” and was an
expensive alternative to DSL in rural areas, where DSL is often only $20-$30/month and
the slow satellite service was often $70-$80/month. Early satellite data service was not only
slow, but high latency (the time to send the signal back and forth between the ground and
the satellite) made services like voice and video very diﬃcult to use.
In the past decade, there has been two changes that have made satellite service a better
option in rural areas. The first is consolidation in the industry, with now just two
companies, HughesNet and Viasat, the primary satellite Internet firms. Viasat has
purchased both Exede and Wild Blue. The consolidation has enabled the companies to
expand their customer base and improve service. The second change has been that both
companies have begun to design and launch their own satellites that are designed
specifically to support broadband and Internet services. This has led to reduced latency and
much improved data rates. Some anecdotal reports from satellite users in Minnesota
indicate that 20 Meg down, 3 Meg up is achieved consistently with some of the service
packages priced at about $100/month.
The higher bandwidth rates support much improved Web access and video streaming, and
some small businesses that don’t need videoconference services like Skype should find this
adequate for many of their needs.

SATELLITE DATA SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS
Bandwidth

2 Mbps-20 Mbps and up, but actual bandwidth can vary widely.

Line sharing

Not a significant factor affecting performance.

Latency

High latency limits the use of these services for real time voice and
videoconferencing.

Symmetric/Asymmetric

Highly asymmetric, with upload speeds often 1/10th of download speeds.

Effective Distance

Available anywhere in the U.S.

Services Support

Internet, VoIP, and streaming video can be supported but service may degrade
at peak times.

Typical per subscriber
build cost

$80 and up, depending on data plan, bandwidth caps and overage charges.
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EMERGING WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES
MIMO WIRELESS
MIMO (Multiple Input, Multiple Output) describes a variety of technologies that can be
summarized as using more than one receive and transmit antenna for wireless data
applications. Wireless protocols that are using the MIMO concept include IEEE 802.11n
(Wi-Fi), IEEE 802.11ac (Wi-Fi), 4G, LTE (Long Term Evolution), and WiMAX. Each
of these protocols use the MIMO technology to increase the amount of available
bandwidth in a given section of radio frequency spectrum.
New hardware is required to make eﬀective use of MIMO. While the technology increases
wireless bandwidth, the typical amount of bandwidth being used by wireless devices is also
increasing rapidly. Some applications where MIMO is likely to provide noticeable
improvements are in home wireless routers, where the eﬀective throughput will be able to
better handle the demanding bandwidth requirements of HD and 4K video streams.
MIMO is slowly being developed for use with cellular smartphones, but both the phones
and the cell tower radios have to be upgraded to support MIMO.

LTE/4G/5G
LTE (Long Term Evolution) is a set of protocols and technologies designed to improve the
performance of voice/data smartphones. Like MIMO, both the user phone and the cell
tower radios have to be upgraded to support LTE improvements. In 2013, only 19% of
U.S. smartphone users were able to take advantage of LTE speeds, although that percentage
has been increasing rapidly since then, and more than 85% of the U.S. cellular towers have
been upgraded to LTE. As noted previously, the actual bandwidth available to a
smartphone user is highly variable and depends on distance from the cell tower, the
number of smartphones accessing the same tower simultaneously, and the kinds of services
and content being accessed by those users.
The primary purpose of cellular bandwidth caps is to keep cellular users from using too
much bandwidth and degrading the overall service. While LTE and MIMO
improvements will improve overall cellular service, these technologies are not going to
replace fiber to the home and fiber to the business.
In 2017, new fixed broadband wireless systems entered the marketplace using LTE
frequencies, and many WISPs have begun to replace existing wireless radio systems with
LTE equipment. These LTE systems do not provide any cellular voice services; they are
designed specifically to support only broadband/Internet service.
Reports of performance have been mixed. In our conversations with both vendors of these
systems and WISPs that have begun testing them, we get two very diﬀerent stories. The
vendors have been conservative in discussing the improvements, while some WISPs have
been taking single user test results and suggesting that they will be able to deliver higher
speeds at greater distances to all users.
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There is little debate that the LTE equipment oﬀers higher bandwidth, at somewhat
greater distances, and with somewhat better penetration of light foliage and tree cover.
Over the next two to four years, most WISPs will change out most of their existing radio
systems for the improved LTE radios.
The much touted 5G wireless technology, as of late 2017, is still largely marketing hype.
The oﬃcial standard for 5G radio technologies is planned for release in 2018, although
some companies, like Verizon, have begun trials of the equipment with a few customers.
5G does bring much higher speeds to wireless broadband (e.g. it might be able to deliver 30
to 50 Meg of bandwidth consistently). But 5G has significant limitations that do not make
it a good solution in rural areas of the U.S.
• The fact that 5G can deliver much higher bandwidth means that 5G cell sites will
require fiber connections. This is going to eﬀectively limit 5G deployments to denser
urban environments where both customers and fiber are plentiful.
• There is no free lunch in the physics of radio frequencies. The higher bandwidth of
5G means that cell sites need to be closer together because the 5G frequencies do not
travel as far as existing 4G/LTE frequencies currently being used by the cellular industry. Most users will have to be within
• Some experts estimate that more than a million miles of new fiber will have to be
deployed just to support the 25 largest metro areas in the U.S. 5G will not appear
overnight.
• As many as 60 cell sites per square mile may be needed to make 5G widely available
in a given area. In Isanti County’s 452 square miles, as many as 27,000 cell sites
would be needed to provide ubiquitous coverage, although with careful analysis, that
might be reduced to around 12,000 cell sites—all of them needing fiber backhaul.
• For rural areas, the cost of 5G service may be one of the most significant obstacles.
The cellular carriers see the increased customer bandwidth use possible on 5G networks as a major revenue opportunity. While they will increase the “standard” bandwidth package for monthly service, bandwidth caps and rate limiting is likely to keep
5G cellular customers bills high.
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TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS FOR ISANTI COUNTY
PROTECTED FIBER RING NETWORK
A protected fiber ring network necessarily has to be a long term goal for the county. In the
short term, a high performance wireless ring network is financially feasible and could provide
much needed redundancy for a wide set of private sector and public sector uses, especially
public safety and emergency services.
To develop a fiber ring aﬀordably, it will be necessary to identify where redundancy is a critical
requirement for business and government use. In Isanti County, it may be possible to develop
several small fiber rings (e.g. in Cambridge, Isanti) that could be used to help attract businesses
that do require the protection that a redundant fiber ring oﬀers.

OPTIONS FOR SERVICE PROVISION
The service level targets of 100/20 by 2026 and scalable to 100/100 are only going to be
achievable in rural areas with fiber (see the discussion on why 5G is not likely to deliver this
kind of service in rural areas). But the goal of Gigabit bandwidth to most homes and
businesses is easily achievable in seven to eight years if an appropriate and aﬀordable funding
strategy is in place. These targets have likely been set with significant input from incumbent
telephone and cable providers burdened by outdated and costly copper cable plant. Oﬀ the
shelf residential fiber network equipment uses Gigabit as the standard, and there is no reason
not to set Gigabit fiber service as the 2026 target for the county.

EXPANSION STRATEGIES
BUILD ON EXISTING NETWORKS OR CREATE NEW NETWORKS?
Any successful broadband eﬀort must do both—leverage existing wireless and landline assets
(public and private), and create at least some new infrastructure.

ESTIMATED SCALABLE BROADBAND COSTS
If a community-owned project moves forward, investments will be based on just two
technologies: fixed point broadband wireless and fiber cable.
The interesting thing about comparing fiber and wireless infrastructure is that there is usually a
very misleading comparison between the cost of fiber and the cost of wireless. When
comparisons are discussed, the first year cost of wireless is usually compared with the forty year
cost of fiber.
When a properly designed fiber network is placed in the ground or on poles, very
conservatively, a forty year asset is created. Underground fiber requires virtually no maintenance
aside from emergency repairs—when the fiber has been cut by improper digging. Aerial fiber is
somewhat more vulnerable to storm and wind damage, but is still a very sold long term
investment. Fiber network equipment typically is refreshed on a ten year schedule.
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Wireless towers has a long life, the wireless radio equipment, subject to wind, rain, ice, snow,
and heat, is typically replaced every five years.
When a fair total life cycle cost of wireless and fiber networks is made, extending over thirty
years or more, fiber can be much less expensive.
Estimating the cost of connecting customers via wireless or fiber is complex, because a wide
variety of factors aﬀects the build costs, including:
Area served—prices go down as more prospective customers can receive service. In fiber
deployments, customers per road mile can have a dramatic eﬀect on per use costs.
Geology—Cost of underground fiber deployment will vary widely based on underground
conditions like percentage of rock in the right of way.
Pole access—Aerial fiber can be much less expensive to deploy, but who owns the poles, the
pole conditions (how many poles must be replaced), make ready costs (do existing cables on the
poles have to be moved?), and annual attachment fees all aﬀect the cost of aerial fiber.
Terrain—deployment of wireless and the number of towers needed can vary widely based on
hills and mountains in the service area. Low rolling terrain can be more diﬃcult in some cases
than mountainous terrain, because in an area with mountains, towers on mountain tops may be
able to provide access to more residents.
Fixed point wireless estimated build cost: $370 to $550 per user
Gigabit fiber estimated build cost: $2700 to $3500 per user
The most important thing to keep in mind is discussed in the first section of the Technology Analysis
chapter: both fiber and wireless can work together to lower costs. Network designs should be
developed by a firm experienced in developing low cost hybrid designs that make the best use of both
technologies to keep the project aﬀordable.
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Business and Governance Model Options
WHAT IS GOVERNMENT’S ROLE?
Successful improvements in
broadband access, aﬀordability,
and reliability for Isanti County
involves several decision points,
as outlined in the illustration
below. Government has several
“first choice” options.
Do nothing is to accept that
businesses and residents in the
County will have to continue to
use whatever is available, despite
the cost and bandwidth
limitations that limit what many
are able to do online.

What is the role of government?

Do nothing
(accept
status quo)

Remove
barriers

Reduce red tape,
provide incentives for
investment

Invest in
infrastructure

Compete
directly with
private sector

Lease basic
infrastructure to the
private sector

Government can remove barriers to private sector investment. This can be an eﬀective and low
cost strategy. Possibilities include reducing permit fees for fiber construction and tower
installation, incentives to developers to install conduit and meet-me boxes in new residential
and commercial construction, simplified permit requirements for rural utility pole installation
on private property, and identifying areas of residential and business demand and sharing that
information with providers.
The County could choose to make investments in basic infrastructure and make that
infrastructure available to the private sector via revenue-generating lease agreements.
When communities have chosen the option to compete directly with the private sector by oﬀering
retail Internet, phone, and TV services lawsuits from incumbents often create diﬃculty moving
forward as well as expensive legal fees.

RECOMMENDATION
The County can both remove barriers and make targeted investments in infrastructure. These
two activities can be executed in parallel, with investments taking place as funding sources are
identified. There are a variety of low cost and no cost eﬀorts, mostly at the policy level, that
local governments could do to encourage more private investment—with a primary focus on
keeping the cost of permitting and constructing new wireless towers as low as possible.
As just one example, county planners could work with developers to help them realize that
installing conduit and related infrastructure in new subdivisions is an inexpensive way to
increase the potential sales price on the homes. No special funding is required of the County,
but over time, if residential growth continues in Isanti County, more homes and neighborhoods
would improved broadband infrastructure.
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GOVERNANCE OPTIONS
For whatever infrastructure improvements the County may make, there will be a limited
number of essential roles.
Local government
investments in telecom
improvements can be a
mix of passive
infrastructure like dark
fiber, conduit, and
wireless towers and well
as some network
electronics. These assets
can be leased out to the
private sector.

Governance/Ownership

Broadband
Coop

Private sector
entity owned
by the coop
customers

EDA/IDA

Broadband
responsibility
combined with
other
economic
development
goals

County
Departments

Nonprofit

Best if roles

Independent

are limited to
entity that works
If the improvements are
passive
closely with the
infrastructure,
County to
owned by the County,
removing
improve
barriers
broadband
many of the routine
responsibilities could be
managed by existing locality staﬀ and departments that might include IT, Public Works, and
Planning.

An EDA or IDA (Economic Development Agency, Industrial Development Agency) as a
nonprofit, could also own and manage telecom assets, but County funds and County
participation would have to be managed carefully to avoid the state restrictions on local
government investments.
Another option is to form a nonprofit, which would not be subject to the state level restrictions
on local government. A number of communities have formed a nonprofit (typically a 501(c)(4)
to provide the governance and ownership roles for a community broadband eﬀort.
In Isanti County, a broadband coop may be a useful option to consider. Coops are typically
formed as a 501(c)(12) and are owned by the members (who are also the customers of the
coop). Coops can receive membership fees in advance of providing the service, which can help
raise the funds needed for infrastructure. There can also be more than one type of membership
(e.g. residential, small business, large business, government, institutional, etc.), and each
membership type can have a diﬀerent membership fee associated with it.

FORMING A COOP
The primary advantages of an Coop as opposed to the County pursuing projects independently
include:
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• Avoids the strict limitations on local government participation. A coop, as a private
sector entity, would have a wider range of infrastructure options, including oﬀering retail
wireless and fiber services.
• Coops can raise funds prior to delivering services to its shareholder customers. A
broadband coop could solicit memberships from throughout the county (as long as the
coop can clearly articulate its mission). Alternately, it could start with smaller “first
phase” service areas and only solicit memberships from the initial target areas.
• A coop, with local members as the shareholders and owners, is firmly vested in the
community. By comparison, a nonprofit, while easier to set up, does not have the same
vesting in the community—the volunteer board of a nonprofit can sell the assets and/or
disband it without any input from the community.
A broadband coop would need a carefully selected board of directors with significant business
and management experience.

RECOMMENDATION
There may be a role for investments by the County, especially if public safety tower needs can
be combined with improved broadband wireless tower needs in underserved areas of the county.
A coop, while requiring more time attention during formation, could provide a durable long
term solution to improving broadband in Isanti County.
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT BUSINESS MODEL
Governments build and manage roads, but don’t own or manage the businesses that use those
roads to deliver goods and services. The tremendous versatility of the Internet and the
underlying technology bases now allows services that used to require
their own, separate (analog) road system (voice telephony and TV
services) to be delivered alongside other services like Internet access on
a single, integrated digital road system.
If we managed overnight package delivery the way we manage
telecom, UPS and Fedex would only deliver packages to residences and
businesses where each delivery firm had built a private road for their
exclusive use. We recognize immediately the limitations of such a
business model–few of us would have overnight package delivery to
our homes because the small number of packages delivered would not justify the expense of
building a private paved road.
Before the rise of the automobile, most
roads were built largely by the private
sector. After cars became important to
commerce and economic development,
communities began building and
maintaining roads because it became
an economic development imperative
to have a modern transportation
system in communities.

What business model?

Public Sector
Retail

Before the rise of the Internet, digital
Direct competition with
the private sector.
networks were built largely by the
Increased staffing and
operational costs,
private sector. As broadband has
somewhat higher
revenue.
become critical to commerce and
economic development, communities
with digital roads are more competitive globally.

Wholesale
Infrastructure

Partnership with private
sector ISPs, reduced
operational costs and
responsibilities

If the County decides to move forward with a broadband initiative, the wholesale infrastructure
approach is the only option to avoid direct competition with existing private sector companies
already oﬀering services in the county. In Isanti County, it may be better for local government
to support a private sector initiative like a coop or a nonprofit venture.
The goal of any community-led broadband initiative should be to improve basic telecom
infrastructure to make it easier for new and existing service providers to extend improved
services to more residents and businesses in Isanti County.
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Features

Municipal
Retail

Basic
Concept

Generally more difficult to because
of possible legal challenges from
incumbent providers.

One or more private sector ISPs would use the
infrastructure to sell their own services directly
to residents and businesses. Can be a dark fiber
approach, lit fiber approach, and/or wireless
towers.

Government
Involvement

Local government competes
directly with the private sector for
Internet service.

County involvement is limited to providing basic
infrastructure to ISPs.

Management

Local government is responsible
for management and operations.
Most functions could be outsourced
to a qualified third party entity.

ISPs responsible for virtually all day to day
customer services and support. County only
responsible for network and tower maintenance
and repairs.

Competition

The incumbent telephone and cable
providers would compete
vigorously against local
government service offerings.

Private sector ISPs would provide competition to
the telephone and cable companies.

Service
Options

Local government would sell only
Internet. Businesses and residents
could get TV and voice using their
Internet connections.

ISPs would focus on high speed Internet, with
some other service offerings like voice and
business services.

Risks

The primary risk would be lawsuits
from incumbent providers.

The lit network approach requires hard-nosed
business management experience. It is important
to identify prospective service providers early in
the process.

Wholesale Infrastructure

In the wholesale infrastructure business model, local government investments are limited to
passive infrastructure like conduit, dark fiber, and wireless tower space. Services for businesses
and residents are oﬀered by private sector providers oﬀering Internet, TV, telephone and other
data services. The components of the transport network include conduit, handholes, cabinets
and shelters, splice closures, and network equipment.

RECOMMENDATION
In Isanti county, improved wireless broadband is going to be an important strategy, and WISP
access to existing and/or new county towers could provide an important strategy to improve
broadband access in rural areas of the county. A dark fiber or lit fiber initiative, either as a
County project or as a separate entity (e.g. a broadband coop) is viable if enough homes are
connected (see the financial analysis later in this report).
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Cost Studies
FIBER COST ESTIMATE
A cost study and estimate was developed using the residential areas around Long Lake as a
potential “phase one” fiber to the home project.

FIBER CONSTRUCTION COST FACTORS
Fiber cost estimates are developed using the the categories below. For each category, the items,
labor, and activities associated with that category are calculated, using vendor price quotes,
prices for labor and materials from previous construction projects, and other sources of cost
information.

BUILDINGS, IMPROVEMENTS, AND PREFABRICATED SHELTERS
This category includes any buildings and shelters constructed as well as improvements to the
buildings such as redundant HVAC systems, power improvements, fire suppression systems,
security and surveillance systems, etc.

OUTSIDE PLANT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Network construction includes the outside plant materials needed to build the network. Items
like conduit, pedestals, cabinets, hand holes, and splice enclosures are all included in network
construction.
OUTSIDE PLANT CONSTRUCTION LABOR
Labor is typically included with network construction for the bidding process but is separated
here to help identify money that could be saved by leveraging local labor resources. Labor
includes the placement of pedestals and hand holes, the underground or aerial placement of
conduit, the construction of foundations (pads) for various structures throughout the network,
and more. Several material costs such as concrete and gravel are included in labor depending on
the type of job to be performed.
NETWORK EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE, AND RELATED COSTS
Network equipment includes any network electronics that will be used in the network such as
routers, switches, and CPE. Network equipment also includes some items that do not use any
AC power but fall into a similar category such as patch panels, and patch cables. The equipment
cost will vary widely depending on the type of architecture chosen.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGAL
Legal counsel familiar with telecom agreements will be required to review contracts with
service providers, contractors, and other participants in the project. In some cases the local
government attorney may have some expertise in this area, but the services of a telecom
attorney may be required. Legal costs can vary with a particular location and tend to go down
over time. The most legal work is needed early in the first construction phase to develop
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business contracts with service providers, to review construction and vendor contracts, and to
broker lease agreements for use of public or private property (where network equipment like
cabinets or shelters have to be located).

LEASES, PERMITS, AND RIGHTS OF WAY
Some costs will be incurred based on the permitting requirements of the project. If the County
is able to place the colocation facility and any cabinets in public right of way or on County
properties at no charge, the cost of leases will be lower. If cabinets or shelters have to be placed
on private property, the cost of the land or long term leases will increase. The cost of permits
needed for crossing wetlands, streams, other sensitive areas, and DOT permits are also included
in this category. Formal leases and negotiated lease payments are more desirable than providing
some form of free access to services.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project management for a community network build requires thorough and detailed planning,
experience in procuring construction materials for the project, and the ability to oversee and
convey project information to contractors through the duration of the project, including
construction inspection work (ensuring construction contractors have done their job properly).
NETWORK DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
This work include a full design of the outside plant network, cabinet and shelter specifications,
and extensive detail (blueprints) that specifies how all fiber cable, towers, buildings, and
network equipment is to be installed. These documents have to be completed prior to bidding
out any construction work, and are usually included as part of a construction bid package. The
detail includes fiber optic cable route determination and size determination, active and passive
network equipment selection and placement planning, splicing layouts and documentation,
network configuration planning, and all engineering necessary to complete construction.
NETWORK INTEGRATION AND TESTING
Some configuring and testing will take place after the network is built and before it is ready for
use. In a dark network this involves labeling and documenting the routes of individual fiber
strands, and testing of any other features of the network such as generators, air conditioners,
and locks. In an active network the testing and integration includes integration requirements
for a dark fiber network plus the configuring and installation of switches, routers, and other
network equipment. Work in this category requires a skilled professional who is familiar with
the network architecture and the business model (e.g. open access).
MISCELLANEOUS
This category provides a small budget for miscellaneous expenses that will arise during the
course of construction (e.g., bid advertisement costs, inventory tags, etc.).
CONTINGENCIES
The Contingency category is included and calculated as a percentage of the total estimated cost
(e.g., 5% of total cost) to provide flexibility in managing the overall budget. Equipment costs
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can and do change between the time an estimate is made and construction commences. Labor
costs can vary depending upon the time of year the work starts, the state of the local economy,
and the state of the national economy. Material costs and lead times can vary based on demand
on certain industries, energy costs, and location.
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LONG LAKE FIBER PILOT ESTIMATE
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The Long Lake fiber would
be a residential fiber to the
home pilot. The estimate
includes a colocation facility
which could be located at a
site on the fiber network or
on the wireless network. The
co-lo would serve as a meetme point for service
providers, and would have
additional rack space
available for lease by public
and private interested parties
who need secure oﬀ-site
space for servers, data
backup, and other uses.
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The cost tables in this
section provide a preengineering estimate of the
cost of construction 7.6
miles of underground fiber
construction around Long
V
U
Lake. Handholes would be
placed every 600 feet for
convenient customer fiber
Proposed Fiber Route
access (shorter fiber drops at
less cost). Both business and
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important so that business class/carrier class services can be oﬀered on the network.
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The network can be extended easily to other neighborhoods or developments with additional
fiber segments, and any additional equipment required would be placed in the colo facility. The
network will support 10Gig, 100Gig, and light path services as requested by larger and
enterprise business customers.
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COLOCATION FACILITY COST ESTIMATE
If a site is available at Long Lake, it would be an ideal location for a colocation facility and
meet-me point. The pre-fabricated shelter would be initially provisioned with six enclosed
racks. The network equipment would use less than one rack, leaving five additional racks of
leasable space. The co-lo also includes the network equipment required to support fiber
customers with Gigabit service. There would be ample space to increase capacity with
additional fiber switches, and 1000 or more fiber customers could be easily served out of the
facility.
The facility would also be used to house servers and other equipment needed to support the
wireless network. Dedicated redundant Juniper core routers would provide routing and access
to service providers selling Internet and other services on the network. Building point to point
wireless links from the Co-lo or a point on the fiber network will be necessary and should be
considered when selecting a site.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

ITEM/PROJECT
Small Pre-fabricated Telecom Building
Telecom Shelter Installation
Generator and Installation
Enclosed Rack
Patch Panel (144 port)
New Power Service / Installation
Unmanaged Rack Mount PDU (6O)
Patch Cables (POP)
Calix 48V DC System Retrofit Kit
Calix E7-2 Chassis
Calix E7-2 GE-24 Card
Calix 10G Optics
Calix CSFP (FTTx Optics)
Calix Advantage System Support and Maintenance (1 year)
CMS Server
Dell Server
Rack Mount UPS (AC)
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UNITS
1
1
1
6
4
1
12
110
1
5
10
10
110
1
1
1
2

BEST
ESTIMATE
(WEIGHTED
AVERAGE)
$31,500.00
$7,000.00
$5,750.00
$5,250.00
$15,000.00
$4,000.00
$1,200.00
$2,145.00
$1,700.00
$4,125.00
$43,750.00
$11,000.00
$16,500.00
$3,000.00
$3,750.00
$3,000.00
$1,450.00
$160,120.00
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GIGABIT FIBER ON LONG LAKE
Proposed fiber on Long Lake would be deployed to the premises in the cluster of homes and
community buildings in the area around the lake. Wireless equipment located on a new or
existing tower would provide high performance Internet backhaul connectivity to a local
Internet provider elsewhere in the county.
The map at the beginning of this section shows the area where approximately 7.6 miles of fiber
will be installed underground connecting homes and buildings around the lake. The estimate of
292 homes passed was developed using satellite maps and visual inspection, and homes passed
was not limited to those properties directly on the lake. On the roads around the lake, homes
on both sides of the road were included as passed.
The Gigabit fiber infrastructure will provide homeowners with a state of the art network and a
long term asset. The fiber will support telemedicine and telehealth services, distance learning
and access to college classes, jobs from home, and businesses from home.
The table below provides a breakdown of costs. For the wireless backhaul, one of the towers, or
wireless equipment will be installed at an appropriate location and be connected to the local
fiber.
0
1
2
3
4
5

Long Lake Route Overview
ITEM/PROJECT
Miles of Fiber / Conduit Installed
Number of Handholes Installed
Splice Closures Installed
Cabinets Installed
Number of Customers Connected

VALUE
7.6
67
73
0
176

Long Lake Cost Summary
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

ITEM/PROJECT
Long Lake Construction Materials
Long Lake Distribution Labor
Long Lake Structures, Cabinets, and Equipment
Long Lake Drop Construction
Network Construction Subtotal
Project Management, Network Engineering, Integration, and Testing
Engineering, Permitting
Misc Fees, Advertising, Technical Services
Bookkeeping and Administration
Other Costs Subtotal
Project Total
Contingency at 10%
Project Total (with contingency)
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ESTIMATED
$149,288.25
$441,231.90
$144,616.00
$246,840.00
$981,976.15
$147,296.42
$41,800.00
$10,000.00
$2,500.00
$201,596.42
$1,183,572.57
$118,357.26
$1,301,929.83
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SUMMARY PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
The table below shows both a “worst case estimate” if no existing towers are available and
summarizes the costs of the three portions of the network, along with a recommended
operational reserve.
New Towers with Wireless Backhaul
Colocation Facility
Long Lake FTTH w/ Co-lo
Operational Reserve
Total

Isanti County Broadband Study

$992,365
$44,630
$1,301,930
$250,000
$2,588,925
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BROADBAND WIRELESS STUDIES
A conceptual network design for a County wide broadband network is illustrated below, using a
mix of point to point and distribution wireless architecture.
The map below shows the coverage that might be possible by building new towers within the
County as well as if only existing structures are utilized. If some existing towers within the
county have available space that could be made available to wireless providers, the number of
new towers could be reduced.

P3

P7

P5

P8

P4

P6

P1

P2

Isanti County Propagation Study
Strong Signal (>-55 dBm)

Proposed
Tower Site

Weak Signal (-55 dBm > x > -70 dBm)
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The wireless network design includes:
Full redundancy — Each of the Isanti County tower sites is connected to at least 2 other sites.
Failure of any single link will not interrupt customer service. Two thirds of the sites have links
to three other sites, meaning they can tolerate two point to point link failures and continue to
function.
Licensed frequencies — The point to point links will use licensed radio frequencies to
minimize interference problems and to improve performance.
Excellent coverage — The estimated number of sites is based on the propagation studies in the
previous section that indicates 90% or better coverage is available. Individual customers may
still have line of site issues, which can generally be addressed with a local utility power or
inexpensive steel tower.
Segmentation — The multiple point to point links, coupled with careful traﬃc routing, will
enable the network to provide good bandwidth based on local customer traﬃc demands.
Internet feeds can be accommodated in several locations throughout the network.
The wireless propagation studies (as illustrated on the map on the previous page) look at the
kind of wireless coverage and access that could be possible using proposed tower locations. The
proposed tower locations listed in the map at the beginning of this section may not be the final
locations for a wireless network. Further analysis including physical site surveys will be required
to identify the final locations.
A total of eight towers are needed to provide improved wireless broadband access in the
County. The newer LTE-based broadband wireless equipment that has just begun entering the
marketplace appears likely to produce better results than traditional WiMax/WiFi frequencies,
with somewhat better bandwidth and somewhat better penetration of light cover between the
customer radio and a nearby tower.
While the propagation study predicts what is possible, line of sight and/or near line of sight is
still required between the wireless customer and the radios on the nearest tower. Heavy tree
cover at the customer location is the most common problem in obtaining a strong signal, and
this can be mitigated in some cases by erecting a wooden utility pole at the customer site to get
the customer radio above surrounding tree cover. Adding the utility pole increases the cost of
wireless service substantially but this approach is usually eﬀective in overcoming local line of
sight and signal problems.
The payback for the initial cost of a new tower could be fifteen years or more. In Isanti County,
one strategy may be to oﬀer free or very low fee access to towers with the goal of rapidly
improving broadband access in underserved areas.
The wireless studies shown below use 180 feet as the height for the transmitting radio
equipment. The frequencies and wireless model represent the coverage that is possible with
broadband LTE equipment. The other specifications used for the wireless studies are as
follows:
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• Frequency: 3650 MHz
• Antenna Gain: 17 dBi
• Client Antenna Gain: 19 dBi
• Tx Power: 30 dBm
• Threshold Rx: -70 dBm
• Strong Signal Margin: 15 dB
• Required Reliability: 80%
• Client Antenna Height: 20ft
Antenna Gain and Client Antenna Gain are set according to specifications of equipment
commonly used in WISP deployments. Tx power is the strength of the transmitter and the Rx
threshold is the minimum receiving strength required for a customer to take service. Strong
Signal Margin defines where coverage is above and below the minimum Rx threshold. Lastly,
Required Reliability is an additional calculation done to further test the signal loss based on
distance, for example, in bad weather.

ABOUT THE WIRELESS COST ESTIMATE
The estimate tables in this section show the estimated costs for the tower improvements and
new towers. Additional cost estimate information will be included in the next draft of this
report.

TOWER CONSTRUCTION
The line items for each named tower
include the cost of the tower, site
preparation, estimated cost of electric
service, generator cost and placement,
cost of the tower, and labor to assemble
and erect the tower, and backbone
equipment.

FIBER CONSTRUCTION
Line items contained in the fiber
construction estimate include the labor
needed to install underground conduit,
place the fiber in the conduit, place handholes and splice closures, and the equipment needed to
provision the lit network.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project Management, Network Integration, Configuration, and Testing for a telecom build
requires thorough and detailed planning, experience in procuring construction materials for a
telecom project, and the ability to oversee and convey project information to contractors
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through the duration of the project, including construction inspection work (ensuring
construction contractors have done their job properly).
Some configuring and testing will take place after the network is built and before it is ready for
use. This fee includes all of the project management, contractor supervision, procurement
activities, and many other activities related to getting the network/towers built.

ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION, AND PERMITTING
This work include a full design of the outside plant network (towers), cabinet specifications, and
extensive detail (CAD drawings where needed) that specifies how the wireless towers and
network equipment (if any) is to be installed. These documents have to be completed prior to
bidding out any construction work, and are usually included as part of a construction bid
package. The detail site plan engineering if required, and any other engineering, inspection
work, and permitting necessary to complete construction.
Some costs will be incurred based on the permitting requirements of the project. If shelters/
cabinets are able to be placed on some properties at no charge, the cost of leases will be lower. If
cabinets or shelters have to be placed on private property, the cost of the land or long term
leases will increase. Some property owners prefer to receive ten or twenty years of lease
payments up front, which can make this cost unpredictable. The cost of permits needed for
crossing wetlands, streams, other sensitive areas, and State, County, or City permits are also
included in this category.

MISCELLANEOUS FEES AND TECHNICAL SERVICES
Many projects routinely incur a variety of mostly small amounts for fees and services. Typical
items might include railroad crossing fees, lease and title fees, notary fees, legal fees for lease
agreements or other legal matters, fees for archeological studies, etc.

BOOKKEEPING AND ADMINISTRATION
Network projects create substantial amounts of paperwork, invoices, and related bookkeeping
requirements. This amount may vary based on whether or not the Project has the work done by
an outside firm or by Project staﬀ. Projects funded by federal or state grants often have
additional reporting requirements that increase the requirements placed on staﬀ and grant
administrators.

CONTINGENCY
We recommend that a small contingency fund be allocated for unanticipated expenses which
could include higher than expected construction costs or retail costs, higher site leases than
expected, archeological discovery and research, right of way acquisition, and other unplanned
costs.
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WIRELESS TOWER COST ESTIMATES
This section of the report provides an estimate of the cost of constructing new towers where
they may be needed. Any placement of new towers should be preceded by a careful viewshed
analysis (how much area/users are likely to be able to receive service). Site acquisition and site
preparation costs can aﬀect the overall cost of such a project. Existing county properties (e.g.
fire/rescue stations, county parks, dump transfer sites, etc.) may be candidates for towers.

TOWER- SPACE ONLY COST ESTIMATE
For towers currently owned by Isanti County or other stakeholders that might be candidates
for project use, modest upgrades to equipment at the base of the tower would make them
“broadband-ready.” Upgrades to existing towers typically may include adding or upgrading
generators, additional cabinet or shelter space for service provider equipment, and sometime
fencing and physical access changes.

2

Small Telecom Cabinet

1

Estimated Cost
(Conservative)
$6,000

3

10kW Liquid Propane Generator

1

$6,000

$6,000

4

Cabinet Foundation and Installation

1

$800

$800

5

Spare Fuses

1

$20

$20

6

Power System Installation Materials

1

$40

$40

7

Samlex 1000W Inverter

1

$450

$450

8

Samlex SEC1230-UL Battery Charger

1

$300

$300

9

100ah 12v Non Spillable Backup Battery

1

$350

$350

10 DC Voltage Monitoring Device

1

$60

$60

11 Unmanaged Rack Mount PDU (6O)

1

$45

$45

12 Cabinet Installation Labor

1

$1,000

$1,000

13 Power System Installation Labor

1

$500

$500

14 Generator Installation Labor

1

$1,700

$1,700

18%

$3,108

1

Item

15 Project Management
16 Estimated Construction Cost

Units

Total Cost
$6,000

$20,373

NEW TOWER ONLY COST ESTIMATE
New towers have a range of configurations and cost options. This estimate is for a new 180’
tower with no radio equipment (that is, the cost of the bare tower). If located on existing
county properties, the time needed to plan for construction can be shortened. If site acquisition
or a site lease (of private property) is required, purchase or lease negotiations can add several
months to the process. Note that some counties may require a full permitting process even if a
new tower is placed on existing county-owned property. The permit process can add sixty to
one hundred and twenty days to the time needed to put a new tower in service
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1

ITEM/PROJECT

BEST
ESTIMATE
COST(HIGH) (WEIGHTED
AVERAGE)

UNITS

2 Small Telecom Cabinet

1

$3,000.00

$3,000

3 10kW Liquid Propane Generator

1

$6,000.00

$6,000

4 Cabinet Foundation and Installation

1

$800.00

$800

5 New Power Service / Installation

1

$1,250.00

$1,250

6 180’ Self Supporting Tower Construction Materials

1

$22,000.00

$22,000

7 Spare Fuses

1

$20.00

$20

8 Power System Installation Materials

1

$40.00

$40

9 Samlex 1000W Inverter

1

$450.00

$450

10 Samlex SEC1230-UL Battery Charger

1

$300.00

$300

11 100ah 12v Non Spillable Backup Battery

1

$350.00

$350

12 DC Voltage Monitoring Device

1

$60.00

$60

13 Unmanaged Rack Mount PDU (6O)

1

$45.00

$45

14 Tower Site Land Clearing and Site Development

1

$12,500.00

$12,500

15 180' guyed Tower Construction Labor

1

$26,000.00

$26,000

16 Cabinet Installation Labor

1

$1,000.00

$1,000

17 Power System Installation Labor

1

$500.00

$500

18 Generator Installation Labor

1

$1,700.00

$1,700

19 FCC License Coordination

1

$1,500.00

$1,500
$77,515

20 Construction Total:
21

Project Management, Network Engineering, Testing

$23,260

22

Site Engineering, Surveying, viewshed analysis Etc.

$9,500

23

Misc Fees, Technical Services

$15,000

24

Bookkeeping and Administration

$5,000

25

Contingency

$13,030

26

TOTAL:

$143,305
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180’ TOWER COST ESTIMATE WITH TWO BACKHAUL LINKS
This cost estimate includes the cost of both point to point backhaul radios to connect the tower
to two other towers in the network and the cost of the local access radios that would deliver
service to nearby businesses and residents. This is for a self-supporting tower, and a similar
guyed tower would be somewhat less expensive.

1

ITEM/PROJECT

UNITS

COST
(LOW)

COST
(HIGH)

TOTAL
(LOW)

TOTAL
(HIGH)

BEST
ESTIMATE
(WEIGHTE
D
AVERAGE)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Small Telecom Cabinet

1

$4,000

$6,000

$4,000

$6,000

$4,600

10kW Liquid Propane Generator

1

$4,000

$6,000

$4,000

$6,000

$4,600

Cabinet Foundation and Installation

1

$1,000

$1,500

$1,000

$1,500

$1,150

New Power Service / Installation

1

$1,250

$3,000

$1,250

$3,000

$1,775

Tower Construction Materials

1

$25,000

$35,000

$25,000 $35,000

$28,000

Spare Fuses

1

$10

$20

Power System Installation Materials

1

$20

$40

$20

$40

$26

Samlex 1000W Inverter

1

$350

$450

$350

$450

$380

10
11
12
13

Samlex SEC1230-UL Battery Charger

1

$200

$300

$200

$300

$230

100ah 12v Non Spillable Backup Battery

1

$250

$350

$250

$350

$280

DC Voltage Monitoring Device

1

$40

$60

$40

$60

$46

Unmanaged Rack Mount PDU (6O)
Tower Site Land Clearing and Site
14 Development

1

$35

$45

$35

$45

$38

1

$7,500

$12,500

$7,500 $12,500

$9,000

15
16
17
18

Tower Construction Labor
Cabinet Installation Labor

1

$35,000

$38,000

$35,000 $38,000

$27,100

1

$600

$1,000

$600

$1,000

Power System Installation Labor

1

$300

$500

$300

$500

$360

Generator Installation Labor

1

$1,250

$1,700

$1,250

$1,700

$1,385

$1,500

$3,000

$1,950

$39,000 $45,000

$40,800

$10

$20

$13

$720

19 FCC License Coordination

2

$750

$1,500

Dragonwave Horizon Quantum 11GHz
20 Link (includes below)
Horizon Quantum Radio
21

2

$19,500

$22,500

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

1

$1,700

$2,300

$1,700

$2,300

$1,880

3

$375

$500

$1,125

$1,500

$1,313

$123,005 $156,765

$124,333

Project Management, Network Engineering, Testing

$31,090

Site Engineering, Surveying, Etc.

$15,000

Misc Fees, Technical Services

$10,000

Contingency

$18,050

TOTAL:

$198,473

Dragonwave 4’ to 6’ dish
22
Coaxial Cabling
23
Dragonwave Power Supply
24
DPRM - Dual Pol Radio Mount
25
26 Tower Site Switch
27 Ubiquiti Access Point + 120º Sector
28 Construction Total:
29
30

31
32
33
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NEIGHBORHOOD UTILITY POLE ACCESS COSTS
A single wooden utility pole with a wireless connection to a 180’ tower and local access radios
could provide access to any residence with line of sight within a half mile or more. This would
spread the cost of pole construction and equipment costs across several households or
businesses. There are many areas in the county where there is a cluster of homes along a
relatively short stretch of road. All of those homes could share the use of a single local utility
pole access site.
V1
V2

VARIABLE

VALUE

Weight Variable

5

V3 Towers

1

V4 Height

60

V5 Type

Tower Height

Wooden Utility Pole

Backbone Radio System Licensed / Unlicensed
V8 Backbone Links

NOTES
0-10 scale used in Best
Estimate column (10 is best)
Number of Towers
Tower Type

Un-licensed

V7

1

Site Development (Average)

1,000

Site Development (Clearing,
Road Improvements, etc.)
3x3 NEMA Box

1

COST
(LOW)
- n/a -

1

$300.00

$600.00

$300.00

$600.00

$450

New Power Service /
Installation
60' Wooden Utility Pole
Construction Materials

1

$500.00 $1,250.00

$500.00

$1,250.00

$875

1 $2,500.00 $3,500.00

$2,500.00

$3,500.00

$3,000

Spare Fuses
Power System Installation
Materials

1

$10.00

$20.00

$10.00

$20.00

$15

1

$20.00

$40.00

$20.00

$40.00

$30

Samlex 1000W Inverter

1

$350.00

$450.00

$350.00

$450.00

$400

Samlex SEC1230-UL Battery
Charger
100ah 12v Non Spillable
10
Backup Battery

1

$200.00

$300.00

$200.00

$300.00

$250

4

$250.00

$350.00

$1,000.00

$1,400.00

$1,200

11 DC Voltage Monitoring Device

1

$40.00

$60.00

$40.00

$60.00

$50

Unmanaged Rack Mount PDU
(6O)
60' Wooden Utility Pole
13 Construction Labor &
Contracting
Power System Installation
14
Labor

1

$35.00

$45.00

$35.00

$45.00

$40

1 $2,000.00 $3,000.00

$2,000.00

$3,000.00

$2,500

1

$300.00

$500.00

$300.00

$500.00

$400

15 Ubiquiti IsoBeam PTP System

2

$200.00

$400.00

$400.00

$800.00

$600

Ubiquiti Access Point + 120º
Sector
17 Total:

3

$375.00

$500.00

$1125.00

$1500.00

$1,313

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ITEM/PROJECT

9

12

16
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UNITS

COST
(HIGH)
- n/a -

TOTAL
(LOW)
- n/a -

$8,780.00

TOTAL
BEST
(HIGH)
ESTIMATE
- n/a $1,000

$13,465.00 $12,122.50
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Partnership Options
Because virtually any modern broadband network (and most older telecom networks) use
public right of way for a large portion of network distribution, ALL business models are
“public/private partnerships.” The notion of the public/private partnership is not a distinct
business model, but rather exists along a continuum, with minimal public involvement on one
end (i.e. only use of public right of way) to full public ownership on the other end.

PRIVATE COOP
Cooperative business enterprises as formal entities date from the mid-1800s. The first
cooperative was set up in England to serve customers unhappy with local merchants. In the
United States, the Grange movement began setting up cooperatives in rural areas to sell needed
items to members and to help sell produce and other agricultural products that were produced
by members. Today, credit unions are the most common form of coop business in the United
States, with more than 65 million people obtaining services from over 12,000 credit unions.
Telephone and electric coops continue to be very common in rural parts of the U.S., and in fact,
the majority of telephone companies in the United States are coops, but most have very small
numbers of customers--often less than a thousand subscribers. Telephone coops serve more
than a million subscribes in thirty-one states. The True Value and Ace Hardware chains are
actually buying coops that help keep independent hardware stores competitive with the large
chain stores.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides extensive support for existing coops, and
also helps communities start coops. One of their publications lists the principles of the coop:
User-Benefits Principle -- Some purposes of a coop are to help members get services
that might otherwise not be available, to get access to markets, or for other “mutually
beneficial” reasons.
User-Owner Principle -- The users of the cooperative own it.
User-Control Principle -- The owners of the coop (i.e. members) control the coop
through voting (annual meetings, etc), and indirectly by electing a board of directors
to manage the enterprise. Large users who make high volume purchases of goods or
services may receive additional votes.
Because cooperatives are user-managed, control of the enterprise is vested in the community or
region where the users reside. Cooperatives also return excess earnings to its members; these
refunds are called patronage refunds, and are typically computed at the end of the fiscal year.
The expenses and income of the coop are calculated for the year, and any excess is returned to
members, based on the percentage paid in by each member (e.g. a member that paid in 1% of
total earnings would get a refund of 1% of any excess earnings).
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Most cooperatives do not pay dividends on capital. This helps keep outsiders from taking
control of the company, which would result in the community losing control over the quality of
services and direction of the enterprise.
Coops are organized in part based on the territory they serve, and there are several
classifications that may be relevant for community broadband eﬀorts. A local coop serves a
relatively small area that may be a single town or county and/or a radius of ten to thirty miles.
A super local coop serves two or more counties. A regional coop may have a service area of
several counties up to an entire state (or multiple states). For projects that involve several local
government entities that are already trading services like local public safety dispatch, a super
local coop may be the most appropriate designation.
Most local and super local coops use the centralized governance structure, which means that
individuals and businesses represent the bulk of members.
Cooperatives oﬀer one or more of three kinds of services:
Marketing coops help sell products or services produced by members.
Purchasing coops buy products and services on behalf of members.
Service cooperatives provide services to members, and service coops include the credit
unions, the electric coops, and the telephone coops.
Equity is typically raised for coops by direct investment from members. In return for an
investment, members receive a membership certificate. The member may also receive shares of
stock if the cooperative issues stock (some do, and some do not). Once a member has invested,
they gain the right to vote in elections. As an example, if the local governments made a large
initial investment in the cooperative, they could gain substantial influence in the aﬀairs of the
organization by gaining multiple shares and increased voting rights. Property owners
(residential property owners and business property owners) who paid an initial connection or
pass-by fee would also gain shares in the business, so every property owner that pays the
connection fee gains ownership in the enterprise--an important selling point when encouraging
property owners to, quite literally, invest in the project.
Although cooperatives are typically constrained by both Federal and state laws to do a majority
of business with members, in most cases, cooperatives are able to do business with nonmembers
up to some percentage of business income that can be as high as 49 percent. Note that this
may be aﬀected by the underlying legal incorporation of the cooperative--if incorporated as a
501(c)(12), the IRS requires that 85% of income must come from members for the purpose of
meeting ordinary expenses.
In summary:
Coops are member (subscriber) owned, meaning they are strongly vested in the community. Any eﬀort by the coop board to dispose of assets or to sell the coop would
have to be approved by a majority vote of the members.
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Members play an active long term role in governance by nominating and electing
board members. So members have a straightforward way of influencing decisionmaking by the board.
Coops generally operate on a cost-plus basis. Income that exceeds some preset level
is returned to members periodically as a distribution of funds.
Broadband coop bylaws must be carefully written, especially if there is an interest in
several classes of membership. Each class of membership can be charged a diﬀerent
membership fee, and this can be a valuable source of start up funds, but membership
categories are diﬃcult to change later.
Coops are largely immune to challenges by incumbent telecom providers due to the
long history of existing coops and because of special legislation passed by Congress.
Coops can tap USDA funds, but the application process would be time-consuming
and expensive for a start up coop.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
In the county, service providers will be part of the solution. No matter what investments the
County chooses to make, service providers will have to use the new infrastructure to make the
local government investments successful. While in many respects telecom infrastructure
investments share many similarities with other public utilities (e.g. roads, water, sewer) there is
one fundamental diﬀerence. Other public utilities like water and sewer have a captive audience
and the utility is able to operate as a monopoly–meaning the customer base can be taken for
granted. Early discussions with service providers have been positive, with at least several
providers expressing a readiness to oﬀer services if the county makes new infrastructure (like
tower access for WISPs) available at fair prices.
Regional telecom investments will be a public/private enterprise, and service providers are the
primary customers of the infrastructure. Service providers cannot be taken for granted.
Instead, a fair fee structure, high quality infrastructure, excellent maintenance and operations
(where needed), and flexibility on business agreements and pricing will be required to recruit
and retain service providers.
Projects that are not successful in attracting service providers will fail. Aﬀordable lease rates for
tower space and/or fiber connections will attract service providers. Other open access projects
(Danville, The Wired Road, FastRoads, Utopia) have not had any diﬃculty getting service
providers to use the infrastructure.

ELECTRIC UTILITY
Electric utilities are natural partners in any municipal broadband venture. The fiber
infrastructure can easily support both automated meter reading (AMR) and Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI). The latter application is becoming more common, and is being
used in both industrial and residential settings to control the power use of large appliances and
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industrial equipment, typically during peak use hours when the utility may have to buy power
at higher spot prices. There are other applications that can be valuable to the electric utility.
Chattanooga’s fiber to the premises (FTTx) initiative has enabled millions in savings for the
city-owned electric service. When power outages occurs from events like ice storms or tree
damage, the utility is able to use the fiber network to very accurately pinpoint where the outage
occurs, enabling a more rapid repair of the electric network at less cost.

COOPERATIVE NETWORK SERVICES
Cooperative Network Services owned by 20 of the telephone coops in the state of Minnesota.
A key part of the company’s mission is to support the deployment of improved rural
broadband. The company provides a variety of services to the telephone coop members, and has
fiber running through Isanti County.
CNS can provide engineering services, network design services, and network operations and
management services. More information is available at www.cooperative-networks.com.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Throughout the United States, public safety voice and data communications systems are being
upgraded, often at staggering cost. Many of the upgrades include new towers to eliminate
“holes” in the served area where first responder, fire, and rescue radios do not work. Combining
public safety needs with community broadband needs can bring new sources of funding and cut
costs, sometimes dramatically. Elected oﬃcials may need to take the lead in this area to ensure
that public safety oﬃcials work collaboratively with the broadband eﬀorts.
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Financing Options
It is important to note that any County investment in broadband infrastructure must be passive
infrastructure. These assets will have a conservative life span of forty years or more (e.g. wireless
towers, conduit, fiber cable). These types of infrastructure investments create hard assets that
have tangible value and can then be leveraged for additional borrowing. The demand for
services and the associated fees paid for those services will provide the revenue that will pay
back loans over time. There is ample time to recoup not only the initial capital investment, but
also to receive regular income from the infrastructure.

Funding Options

Bonding

City G.O.
bonds or
revenue bonds

Coop
Membership
Fees

Coop members
pay a one time
membership
fee that is used
to fund
infrastructure

Lease Fees

Special
Assessment

Grants

Private sector
providers pay
appropriate
fees to use the
infrastructure

Similar to a tax
increase but a
special, termlimited
assessment solely
for broadband

Seek grants
where available,
including USDA,
FCC funds, other
sources

The financing of community-owned telecommunications infrastructure faces several challenges
with respect to funding.
• Not all local governments are willing to commit to making loan guarantees from other
funding sources like property taxes, because the idea of community-owned telecom infrastructure has a limited track record and therefore a higher perceived risk.
• Similarly, citizens are not always willing to commit to the possibility of higher taxes that
may be needed to support a telecom infrastructure initiative, for many of the same reasons that local governments are still reluctant to make such commitments: perceived risk
and a lack of history for such projects.
• Finally, banks and investors are also more skeptical of community telecom projects because of the relative newness of the phenomenon. By comparison, there are decades of
data on the financial performance of water and sewer systems, so the perceived risk is
lower.
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Somewhat paradoxically, the cost of such a community digital road system is lower when there
is a day one commitment to build to any residence or business that requests service. This
maximizes the potential marketplace of buyers and attracts more sellers to oﬀer services because
of the larger potential market. This is so because:
• Service providers are reluctant to make a commitment to oﬀer services on a network
without knowing the total size of the market. A larger market, even if it takes several
years to develop, is more attractive.
• Funding agencies and investors that may provide loans and grants to a community network project want to know how the funds will be repaid and/or that grants will contribute to a financially sustainable project. Knowing that the size of the customer base is
the maximum possible for a service area helps reduce the perceived risk for providing
loans and grants.

BONDING
Revenue bonds are repaid based on the expectation of receiving revenue from the network, and
do not obligate the local government or taxpayers if financial targets are not met. In that
respect, they are diﬀerent from general obligation bonds. Many kinds of regional projects
(water, sewer, solid waste, etc.) are routinely financed with revenue bonds. We believe many
community projects will eventually finance a significant portion of the eﬀort with revenue
bonds, but at the present time, the limited financing history of most community-owned
broadband networks has limited using revenue bonds.
Selling revenue bonds for a start up municipal network can be more challenging because there
is no financial or management history for the venture. Bond investors typically prefer to see
two or three years of revenue and expenses and a track record of management success. It would
be advisable for the County to have an early conversation with qualified municipal bond
counsel to assess the viability of this approach.
Obtaining funding using revenue bonds requires an excellent municipal credit rating and an
investment quality financial plan for the operation and management of the network. Revenue
bonds must be used carefully, and a well-designed financial model is required to show investors
that suﬃcient cash flow exists to pay back the loans.
General obligation bonds are routinely used by local governments to finance municipal projects
of all kinds. G.O. bonds are guaranteed by the good faith and credit of the local government,
and are not tied to revenue generated by the project being funded (i.e. revenue bonds). G.O.
bonds obligate the issuing government and the taxpayers directly, and in some cases could lead
to increased local taxes to cover the interest and principal payments. Some bond underwriters
have indicated a willingness to include telecom funds as part of a larger bond initiative for
other kinds of government infrastructure (e.g. adding $1 million in telecom funds to a $10
million bond initiative for other improvements).
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In discussions with bond underwriters, it has been suggested that it would be easier to obtain
bond funds for telecom if the telecom bonding amount was rolled into a larger water or sewer
bond, or some other type of bond request that are more familiar to the bond market.

COOP MEMBERSHIP FEES
Coop members pay a one time membership fee to join the coop. For fiber improvements, this
fee could be set at a level that pays for part or all of the cost of building the fiber to the business
or residential premises. It may also be possible to work with local banks to provide a financing
option (e.g. the membership fee could be paid monthly over a period of several years to reduce
the financial burden on a household or business).

LEASE FEES
Initiatives like tower access and access to local government-owned conduit and fiber can create
long term revenue streams from lease fees paid by service providers using that infrastructure.
The City of Danville has recovered their entire initial capital investment from lease fees paid by
providers on the nDanville fiber network.

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
Communities like Bozeman, Montana and Leverett, Massachusetts have been funding
broadband infrastructure improvements with special assessments (in Leverett, $600/year for
five years), and in Bozeman, TIF (Tax Increment Funding) is being used in some areas to add
telecom conduit, handholes, and dark fiber.

CONNECTION FEES
Tap fees, pass by fees, and connection fees are already commonly used by local governments for
utilities like water and sewer. The revenue share model can be strengthened from additional
sources of revenue, including one time pass by fees, connection fees and sweat equity
contributions.
Pass By Fees – Pass by fees could be assessed once the fiber passes by the property, just as some
communities assess a pass by fee when municipal water or sewer is placed in the road or street–
and the fee is assessed whether or not the premise is connected, on the basis that the value of
the property has been increased when municipal water or sewer service passes by. At least one
study has indicated that properties with fiber connections have a higher value by $5,000 to
$7,000 that similar properties without fiber access.
One Time Connection Fees – A one time connection fee can be assessed to property owners
(e.g. residents and businesses) when the fiber drop from the street to the premise is installed.
This is similar to the kinds of connection fees that are typically charged when a property is
connected to a municipal water or sewer system. The fee is used to oﬀset the cost of the fiber
drop and the Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) needed to provide the operational access to
the network. The connection fee can be modest (e.g. $100) or it can be a larger percentage of
the actual cost of the connection. Fiber CPE may range from $250 to $350 and a fiber drop
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may cost from $200 for a premise very close to the distribution fiber passing along the property
to $1,000 or more if the premise is hundreds of feet from the road. One variant would be to
charge a minimum connection fee for up to some distance from the road (e.g. $100 for up to
75’ and $2 for each additional foot).
There is already some data that indicates that residential property values increase by as much as
$5,000 to $7,000 if fiber broadband services are available, so pass by fees can be justified on the
basis of increased property values accruing to the property owner. Given the novelty of this
approach, pass by fees may need more time to become an accepted finance approach, but tap
fees (for installing the fiber cable from the street or pedestal to the side of the home or
business) may be easier to use, especially for businesses that may need improved broadband
access. Tap fees have the potential of reducing the take rate in the early phases of deployment,
but as the value of the network becomes established, it is likely that there will be much less
resistance to paying a connection fee.

GRANTS
Grant funding is limited and should be viewed as part of a larger basket of funding. Federal
funds from sources like the USDA and the FCC are highly competitive and often come with
substantial limitations on who can qualify and how the funds can be used. CDBG funds can
support telecom infrastructure construction but must be tied to job creation and/or job
retention.
The state of Minnesota has a broadband grants program that is oﬀering significant funding to
approved broadband projects. The state legislature has approved $20 million for the Border-toBorder grant program, which can provide up to 50% matching funds for broadband projects,
with a maximum grant amount of $5 million. The application period for 2018 is not yet listed
on the grant Web site, but if the dates are similar to those in 2017, applications should plan to
be submitted by late summer (2018).

NEW MARKETS TAX CREDIT
New markets tax credits are a form of private sector financing supported by tax credits supplied
by the Federal government. The New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) Program permits taxpayers
to receive a credit against Federal income taxes for making qualified equity investments in
designated Community Development Entities (CDEs). The CDEs apply to the Federal
government for an allotment of tax credits, which can then be used by private investors who
supply funds for qualifying community projects. Substantially all of the qualified equity
investment must in turn be used by the CDE to provide investments in low-income
communities.
The credit provided to the investor totals 39 percent of the cost of the investment and is
claimed over a seven-year credit allowance period. In each of the first three years, the investor
receives a credit equal to five percent of the total amount paid for the stock or capital interest at
the time of purchase. For the final four years, the value of the credit is six percent annually.
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Investors may not redeem their investments in CDEs prior to the conclusion of the seven-year
period.
Throughout the life of the NMTC Program, the Fund is authorized to allocate to CDEs the
authority to issue to their investors up to the aggregate amount of $19.5 billion in equity as to
which NMTCs can be claimed.
These tax credits can be quite useful, and there may be some areas that qualify. However, it can
take up to a year or more to apply and then finally receive NMTC-related cash. This can be a
useful long term source of funds.
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Financial Projections
Two scenarios have been developed for this report.
Scenario One — Broadband wireless consisting of eight new towers that includes high
performance microwave links between all towers. Each tower has links to two other towers,
creating a redundant ring network around the county.
Scenario Two — This estimate includes the wireless network in Scenario one plus a substantial
investment in fiber to the home/business. It is important to note that the recurring revenue
generated is a monthly connection fee used to support the cost of managing and maintaining
the physical network. In this model, that fee is $40/month. Fiber customers will choose from
one or more service providers for retail services like Internet, voice, video, home security, telemedicine, and business services.

PRO FORMA OVERVIEW
The pro forma summary includes the following data.
Total Recurring Revenue represents payments for monthly service from fiber subscribers.
Total Non-Recurring Revenue are one time construction payments collected from
property owners who elect to be connected to the fiber network.
Wireless services represent lease payments from WISPs for tower space and backhaul
circuits.
Cost of Services are the direct expenses related to the operation of the network.
Gross Profit and Gross Margin provide the standard business metrics for an enterprise.
Sales, General, and Administration (SG&A) are the overhead and administrative
costs of managing the enterprise.
EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, Amortization) represents
the net income before certain other expenses are accrued.
Net Income compares expenses to revenue. Negative values indicate that expenses are
higher than revenue.
Cash At Year End is one of the most important values. A network may lose money
for several years, but as long as the Year End Cash retains an adequate positive balance, the network can continue to grow and expand.
Equity Provided represents the funds required to build the network. This does not
include the Non-Recurring Revenue collected from connection fees.
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Total Debt indicates how much money has been borrowed to help build the network.
Accumulated Capex shows the total amount of funds used for capital expenses.
Book Value represent the value of the infrastructure after depreciation and amortization.
Residential Fiber Take Rate indicates the percentage of customers who receive service. If 1000 homes are passed with fiber and 500 buy service, the take rate is 50%. It
is not recommended to build fiber until a market demand study has been completed
that shows that at least 50% of passed properties intend to buy services and pay the
one time connection fee. Binding pre-service contracts are recommended. Market
demand studies normally have two parts. The first step is a simple online survey that
identifies neighborhoods and defined rural areas where at least 60% of residents and
businesses indicate they are interested in buying services from an improved network.
The second step is to collected binding pre-construction service agreements from
those residents and businesses that indicated they are willing to buy service. The cost
of the Web survey in the first step is minimal, but some marketing awareness will be
required via neighborhood mailing lists, newspaper articles and other community
news outlets. Collecting the binding agreements will probably require a combination
of volunteer and paid (part time) help.
Residential Subscribers indicates the projected number of connected fiber customers.
Business Fiber Take Rate indicates the percentage of business customers who receive
service. In Isanti County, the larger communities (with most of the businesses) are
already served by reasonably adequate DSL or cable modem services, so few business
customers are included in this estimate.
Business Subscribers indicates the projected number of connected business customers.
No Wireless Subscribers are projected because tower space will be provided on a
wholesale basis to WISPs, and that revenue is included as Wireless Services.
The Average Revenue Per User (commonly called ARPU) shows the projected average monthly revenue from customers.
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WIRELESS NETWORK FINANCIAL ESTIMATE
The pro forma below projects the ten year results of an initial $1.65 million investment for
eight towers and a high performance microwave ring network between towers with redundant
connections between each tower. The modest revenue would be generated from private sector
service providers leasing tower space and backhaul circuits on the ring network. Maintenance
(Cost of Services) is also very modest, and in this model, the network loses a modest amount of
money year over year, but the initial investment provides cash to support the long term
operations. In years nine and ten, modest increases in revenue begin to oﬀset the annual losses.
10 Year Financial Overview--Wireless Only
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

REVENUE:
Wireless Services
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUE

$72,000
$72,000

$72,000
$72,000

$74,880
$74,880

$77,882
$77,882

$81,013
$81,013

$84,277
$84,277

$87,680
$87,680

$91,229
$91,229

$94,931
$94,931

$98,792
$98,792

Cost of Services
Gross Profit
Gross Margin

$26,750
$45,250
62.8%

$38,844
$33,156
46.1%

$40,331
$34,549
46.1%

$41,880
$36,003
46.2%

$43,494
$37,519
46.3%

$45,175
$39,102
46.4%

$46,927
$40,753
46.5%

$48,753
$42,476
46.6%

$50,656
$44,275
46.6%

$52,640
$46,152
46.7%

$42,425

$26,256

$23,889

$24,023

$24,158

$24,295

$24,432

$24,572

$24,712

$24,855

$2,825

$6,900

$10,660

$11,980

$13,361

$14,807

$16,320

$17,904

$19,562

$21,298

$2,825

-$46,964

-$68,975

-$68,285

-$68,606

-$67,103

-$66,679

-$65,025

-$64,443

-$62,624

$560,590

$55,486

$48,304

$50,625

$64,343

$69,570

$86,338

$94,765

$114,893

$126,846

$1,650,000
$0
$0
$0
$1,098,000 $1,612,000
$1,098,000 $1,555,800

$0
$0
$1,630,000
$1,493,933

$0
$0
$1,640,000
$1,423,467

$0
$0
$1,640,000
$1,341,289

$0
$0
$1,650,000
$1,269,111

$0
$0
$1,650,000
$1,185,822

$0
$0
$1,660,000
$1,112,533

$0
$0
$1,660,000
$1,028,133

$0
$0
$1,670,000
$953,733

67%
0
45%
0
0
0

71%
0
55%
0
0
0

74%
0
60%
0
0
0

78%
0
62%
0
0
0

81%
0
65%
0
0
0

85%
0
67%
0
0
0

88%
0
70%
0
0
0

92%
0
71%
0
0
0

Sales, General & Admin Expenses
(SG&A)
EBITDA
Net Income
Cash-on-hand at year end
Equity Provided
Total Debt (end of year)
Accumulated CAPEX
Book Value (net plant)
Residential Fiber Take Rate
Residential Fiber Subscribers
Business Fiber Take Rate
Business Fiber Subscribers
Wireless Subscribers
Total Subscribers
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60%
0
25%
0
0
0

64%
0
35%
0
0
0
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WIRELESS AND FIBER NETWORK FINANCIAL ESTIMATE
This second pro forma below projects the ten year results of an initial $7.5 million investment
for the eight towers in the previous pro forma but also includes fiber to the home (FTTH) that
passes as many as 1,700 homes and businesses. The fiber build out is modeled on an estimated
three year fiber construction phase, and all the towers could be built in year one. Revenue from
the fiber connections is substantial. The network loses money for the first five years, but has
suﬃcient cash on hand to get to year six, when the network moves into the black. By year ten,
the network could generate as much as half a million per year in income and would have an
estimated $1.7 million in cash which could be used to begin to reimburse the County for the
initial expenditure. If this was developed using a newly formed broadband coop, the coop
would be able to make dividend payments to member beginning in year eight.
10 Year Financial Overview--Fiber and Wireless
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

REVENUE:
Total Recurring Revenue
Total Non-Recurring Revenue
Wireless Services
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUE

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

$66,485
$278,538
$74,880
$419,902

$301,526
$316,100
$87,960
$705,586

$474,550
$167,438
$97,128
$739,115

$610,504
$116,063
$104,054
$830,621

$738,225
$123,063
$110,893
$972,180

$880,100
$130,255
$118,105
$1,128,459

$1,100,523
$296,570
$129,404
$1,526,497

$1,318,921
$90,213
$137,321
$1,546,454

$1,468,957
$90,563
$143,783
$1,703,303

$1,630,846
$89,223
$150,380
$1,870,448

Cost of Services
Gross Profit
Gross Margin

$241,383
$178,520
42.5%

$328,005
$377,581
53.5%

$350,978
$388,138
52.5%

$370,574
$460,047
55.4%

$390,604
$581,577
59.8%

$412,708
$715,751
63.4%

$440,947
$1,085,550
71.1%

$470,692
$1,075,763
69.6%

$498,479
$1,204,824
70.7%

$529,581
$1,340,867
71.7%

Sales, General & Admin Expenses
(SG&A)
EBITDA

$325,923

$319,519

$288,571

$279,772

$283,229

$286,790

$323,686

$282,961

$285,356

$287,253

-$147,403

$58,062

$99,567

$180,275

$298,348

$428,961

$761,864

$792,802

$919,469

$1,053,614

Net Income

-$147,403 -$117,325

-$159,741

-$129,343

-$58,869

$51,545

$369,755

$363,381

$474,308

$594,527

$268,183

$587,732

$337,222

$197,868

$162,414

$144,011

$550,288

$1,097,380

$1,774,379

$4,000,000 $2,000,000
$0
$0
$3,682,006 $5,697,345
$3,647,006 $5,493,049

$1,500,000
$0
$6,977,815
$6,520,095

$0
$0
$7,411,949
$6,648,426

$0
$0
$7,853,013
$6,737,231

$0
$0
$8,320,392
$6,832,838

$0
$0
$9,106,763
$7,224,979

$0
$0
$9,492,973
$7,181,448

Cash-on-hand at year end
Equity Provided
Total Debt (end of year)
Accumulated CAPEX
Book Value (net plant)

$217,867

Residential Fiber Take Rate
Residential Fiber Subscribers
Business Fiber Take Rate
Business Fiber Subscribers
Wireless Subscribers
Total Subscribers
ARPU (per subscriber/monthly)
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$0
$0
$0
$0
$9,870,158 $10,254,096
$7,111,574 $7,032,219

50%
359
25%
6
0
365

54%
767
35%
12
0
779

57%
980
45%
23
0
1,003

61%
1,127
55%
30
0
1,157

64%
1,284
60%
36
0
1,320

68%
1,451
62%
40
0
1,491

80%
1,834
65%
46
0
1,880

80%
1,949
67%
50
0
1,999

80%
2,064
70%
56
0
2,120

80%
2,178
71%
60
0
2,238

$8

$44

$44

$47

$50

$52

$54

$57

$59

$62
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Risk Factors, Legal and Regulatory Issues
MARKET SIZE
Market size is a key consideration for evaluating risk. Market size (called “addressable market,”
or the number of potential customers) determines the level of interest of service providers, who
are the primary customers of an open network. Certain kinds of services are essential to the
financial viability of a community network, especially TV and telephone services. While
telephone services can be oﬀered aﬀordably in even very small markets, the overhead costs of
establishing a local or remote TV head end (equipment that manages and distributes the
channels available from a provider) is still relatively expensive compared to providing other
services like Internet access. A rule of thumb for evaluating market size is that a minimum of
four to five thousand potential residential customers (households) are needed to attract an IP
TV provider. Note that fiber is required for adequate TV package oﬀerings.
Isanti County represents a business opportunity for service providers who can make a business
case for providing advanced services beyond Internet access, TV, and telephone: home health
care, home security monitoring, computer backups, pay per view/video on demand, and other
high margin services are going to become increasingly common. Alternatives to existing cable
and satellite TV oﬀerings will not become available until fiber connections are more widely
available.

TAKE RATE
Take rate refers to the number of customers that actually subscribe to one or more services.
Take rate targets are established in a detailed financial projection, and are adjusted over time as
actual take rate data becomes available once the network is in operation. If the take rate is too
low, revenues will not meet goals, and lowered revenues may aﬀect the project’s ability to pay its
bills and maintain and operate the network.
Take rate projections are a significant risk factor in any project of any size, and must be
considered carefully. Take rate risk can be managed by only building in areas where businesses
have made a threshold commitment to buy a minimum dollar value of services (e.g. 40% of
businesses in a defined area must commit in advance before build out would commence).

FUNDING
Excellent leadership and hard-nosed business management of the enterprise are essential to the
project’s ability to obtain necessary funding. Although the network may be operated as a
government eﬀort, it must be managed with the same attention to costs, revenue, and financial
administration as any private sector business. The project must be able to develop and
maintain “investment quality” financial reports and business models to attract private sector
sources of funding like revenue bonds, municipal leases, commercial loans, and business
contributions. If investments are restricted to basic infrastructure like tower sites, fiber, towers,
and equipment shelters, maintenance costs will be relatively low and it should be possible to
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structure attractive tower space lease rates to cover routine maintenance, minimizing financial
risk and requiring limited funding.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
While in many respects a community broadband network shares many similarities with other
public utilities (e.g. roads, water, sewer) there is one fundamental diﬀerence. Other public
utilities like water and sewer have a captive audience and the utility is able to operate as a
monopoly–meaning the customer base can be taken for granted. Early discussions with service
providers have been positive, with at least two providers making requests for additional
information about the eﬀort.
A community broadband network is a public/private enterprise, and service providers are the
primary customers of the network. Service providers cannot be taken for granted. Instead, a
fair fee structure, a high quality network, excellent maintenance and operations processes, and
organizational flexibility will be required to recruit and retain service providers.
Projects that are not successful in attracting service providers will fail. Aﬀordable lease rates for
tower space and/or fiber connections will attract service providers. Other open access
projects(e.g. Danville, VA; New Hampshire FastRoads,; Bozeman Fiber; Utopia/Salt Lake City
area) have not had any diﬃculty getting service providers to use the infrastructure. Indeed, the
Utopia project has twenty-three providers on its network.

TECHNOLOGY
A question that often dominates early discussions of community broadband projects is, “Are we
picking the right technology and systems?” Everyone has experienced the rapid obsolescence of
computers, cellphones, printers and other IT equipment.
There is always some risk associated with making a substantial investment in a network.
However the risk can be managed. In a predominantly fiber network, a large portion of the
investment will be dedicated to getting fiber in the ground or on poles throughout the
community. Properly installed fiber has a minimum 25 to 30 year useful life, and fiber installed
by the telephone companies in the seventies is still in use today. Fiber also has a useful property
not shared with other public systems like water, roads, and sewers. The capacity of fiber can be
increased without replacing the fiber or adding additional fiber. Instead, fiber capacity can be
increased indefinitely by replacing the electronics at each end of the fiber. This means that a
community investment in fiber creates a stable, long term asset for the community with long
lasting value.
The equipment used to light the fiber has a shorter useful life, and is usually depreciated over a
period of 7 to 9 years. Some equipment may remain useful longer than that. Wireless
equipment must be replaced much more often (typically 2 to 4 years of useful life) because it is
typically exposed to much harsher conditions (extreme heat and cold, lightning strikes, ice,
snow, rain, wind).
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The primary technology risk is selecting a vendor who provides equipment that does not
perform as advertised. This risk can be managed by a careful procurement process which would
include a careful analysis of network capacity and features, detailed RFPs that specify
equipment features and functions explicitly, and a thorough RFP evaluation process.

LEGAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES
Community-owned broadband projects are subject to state and Federal regulations of various
kinds, but unless a project is oﬀering retail services (e.g. the local government is selling Internet,
TV, and/or voice services directly to residents and businesses), there are limited regulatory
issues. The City of Eagan’s AccessEagan Gigabit fiber network has been in operation for seven
years, and has four private sector service providers oﬀering services. There has never been an
incumbent legal challenge because incumbent providers like Comcast and CenturyLink have
been invited to use the network (both have repeatedly declined).
The key strategy is for community-owned projects to adopt the wholesale model of leasing
passive infrastructure like towers and dark fiber and for active networks (with network
electronics) to lease circuits to providers on a wholesale basis rather than selling retail services.
The Utopia project, which oﬀers services in fourteen communities in the Salt Lake City area,
has been targeted in the past as a “failed” eﬀort but has overcome some early financial
challenges and today has 23 private sector providers oﬀering a wide range of price points and
service packages—delivering true choice and competition to citizens and businesses. The
wholesale model is not subject to many of the FCC (Federal Communications Commission)
regulatory requirements.
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Getting Started
BROADBAND STRATEGIES
Isanti County has a variety of options and strategies available to improve broadband availability.
The following pages provide a set of strategies: some can be applied to meet very specific needs
in individual areas. Other strategies can be applied more broadly. These include:
Form a Coop— A broadband coop that includes a variety of membership levels, including
residents, businesses, institutions (e.g. health care) and local government to pool funds and to
take control of the economic future of the county.
Ordinance and Planning Changes — Ordinance and planning changes can make it easier and
less expensive for private sector infrastructure investments. Ordinance changes do not commit
the County to long term expenditures but can accelerate private investment.
Public/Private Partnerships — All telecom, at varying levels, involve both public and private
collaboration.
Increased Wood Utility Pole Use — In rural areas of the county, many rural residents may be
able to access improved wireless broadband via a properly sited wood utility pole or inexpensive
metal tower to “see” a broadband tower with wireless service. Provide incentives for increased
use of these utility poles.
Meet-me Box and Fiber Drop Strategy — Meet-me boxes and inexpensive fiber drops to
nearby homes or business/retail locations could attract improved wireless services from service
providers and/or promote increased competition. Because there are a sizable portion of
residents located in rural subdivisions, this could be extremely eﬀective if coupled with a
Service District funding strategy.
Demand Aggregation — A simple ongoing Web-based survey managed by the County that
collects customer demand information (including location) could be distributed periodically to
service providers.
Referendum — It may be useful to have a public vote on allocating funds for broadband
improvements in the county.
Nano-cell Cellular Strategy — In some parts of the County where broadband service to the
home is adequate but cellular service is poor, wider use of nano-cell equipment can provide
improved cellular phone service in homes and rural businesses. If rural subdivisions get fiber to
the home broadband service, using the nano-cell boxes could reduce both the complaints about
poor cellular service as well as reduce the number of new cell towers needed.
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FORM A COOP
A broadband coop has the potential of providing the business structure that could include a
variety of public and private members, including businesses, residents, institutions like K12
schools and health care facilities, and local governments. Membership fees can provide an early
source of revenue because the membership fee can be collected in advance of delivering a
working network connection.

OWNERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
A Board of Directors has to be appointed to lead the formation and early development of the
coop. Board members should have substantial management and business experience. Not all
members need to have a telecom background.

EARLY AREAS OF ATTENTION
Coop formation will require retaining legal counsel with significant prior experience with
coops. Most utility-focused coops in the U.S. were formed sixty to eighty years ago; typical
coops formed recently are often retail (e.g. coop grocery stores) or agricultural (e.g. beekeeping,
organic farming, etc.). Inexperienced legal counsel could be very expensive.
Early start up costs may require funding from grants or donations.
A key early task will be defining the appropriate membership levels and setting the right
membership fees for each level. Adjustments can be made to these membership categories
later, but it will be easier to grow the coop membership quickly if membership categories are
developed with care.

RECOMMENDATION
Rural businesses and residents in the county need a strong advocate for broadband.
Improvements to broadband access and aﬀordability are more likely to be successful if there is a
single entity that has primary responsibility for those improvements. A coop, with early
developmental assistance from the County and other interested parties and stakeholders could
provide an ideal long term solution to broadband in Isanti County.
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ORDINANCE AND PLANNING CHANGES
A variety of strategies can be implemented at the County government level that do not require
significant capital expenditures but can cumulatively have a positive long term impact.

CONDUIT/FIBER OVERLAY PLAN
Identifying where it is desirable to have telecom infrastructure and maintaining that data in the
County GIS systems is an important first step.
INTEGRATE TELECOM INTO PLANNING AND PERMITTING
New construction, road and sidewalk improvements, and other infrastructure projects should
include a review of the fiber overlay plan to assess the value of adding, at a minimum, conduit
and handholes. Private developers should be encouraged early in the planning process to add
conduit and handholes to both commercial and residential projects.

MAP PRIVATE SECTOR ASSETS
Any private sector fiber cable construction work in the County should be added to the County
GIS system using as-built drawings submitted as part of the permitting and construction
process.
OPEN DITCH POLICY
Look for joint trenching opportunities. As noted above, a conduit and fiber overlay plan will
help identify where limited capital funds for telecom infrastructure can be put to best use.
Occasionally, private sector infrastructure projects will agree to participate in a joint (shared)
trench opportunity.
MINIMIZE TOWER PERMITTING COSTS
Tower ordinances that require unusually high engineering and radio interference studies can
discourage private sector investment. Tower ordinances and permitting fees should find a
balance between the need to protect the public and minimizing the cost of erecting new towers.
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INCREASED WOOD UTILITY POLE USE
Line of sight issues are a constant problem for rural residents and businesses, as clear line of
sight (or near line of sight) is required for fixed wireless Internet
services. Even newer technologies like white space and LTE
systems work better with clear line of sight to distant towers.
The increased use of wooden utility poles is already common in
some other areas of the country, and increased use of this technique
to get the customer CPE radio/antenna above tree cover is a
relatively simple solution.

OWNERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
The utility poles would normally be placed on private property, subject to existing or updated
ordinances governing the placement of wooden utility poles. The local government would have
no responsibility for maintenance and repairs.
COST DISCUSSION
The cost of placing an eighty foot pole can range from a low of about $2,000 to $7,000 or
more, depending on permitting, engineering requirements, and the location of the pole. Some
counties provide “by right” permitting of these poles if they are placed on private property,
which can reduce the cost of installing them.

FUNDING OPTIONS
Because these are placed on private land, local government would not have to provide any direct
funding. However, the localities could encourage wider use of this option with a public
awareness campaign developed in partnership with wireless providers. Local banks could be
encouraged to provide low cost financing of the poles so that property owners could make a
small interest and principal payment monthly over several years to reduce the financial impact.

OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Local government would incur no ongoing operational or management costs.

RECOMMENDATION AND NEXT STEPS
Given that this strategy requires minimal financial support from a locality and has the potential
of improving broadband access in rural areas quickly, the localities should support “by right”
permitting of wood utility poles in rural areas, including allowing a minimum of fifteen feet
above existing tree cover and subject to a very limited set of restrictions (e.g. a minimum set
back from public right of way).
Local government support for an awareness campaign developed with local wireless service
providers would also be beneficial.
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MEET-ME BOX AND FIBER DROP STRATEGY
In certain areas of the county, some smaller communities, rural
neighborhoods, and subdivisions, “meet me” boxes could be
installed. A meet me box is a telecom cabinet with fiber cables
installed between the cabinet and nearby homes and/or
buildings. Providers only have to reach the meet-me box,
lowering their costs. Both wireline and wireless providers can
use this infrastructure. This approach can also be used to
provide fiber services in business and industrial parks. A small
Virginia county installed five miles of fiber in their business
park and was able to attract a Tier One provider to provide
service to an existing business (a manufacturing plant that was
going to leave if the county did not help them get better
Internet service).
The dark fiber approach minimizes operational costs. Service
providers would install their own equipment in the cabinet and
would pay a small monthly lease fee for the fiber strands they use to connect customers to their
services.

OWNERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
The meet-me boxes and related fiber, conduit, and handholes could be owned by the County or
by a coop or nonprofit.

COST DISCUSSION
For a meet-me box installed in a “main street” area (e.g in an alley behind commercial/retail
buildings) with relatively inexpensive and short fiber drop cables into nearby buildings, the
lower end of an installation might start at $35,000. For a box installed in a rural sub-division
that requires distribution conduit/fiber and drop cables, the cost to connect 25 homes might
start at $175,000 on the low end and increase as the number of homes connected increases.
Larger numbers of homes or businesses will each add to the cost, but adding more connected
premises also increases the value of the infrastructure and increases the revenue potential.

FUNDING OPTIONS
In some areas, where it can be shown that this infrastructure is going to keep existing jobs and/
or add new jobs, CDBG funds may be available to support the initial capital costs. Some local
match (e.g. 10% to 20%) may also be required.
Providers will pay monthly lease fees for the fiber strands they use to connect customers, and
these fees will cover some or all of the ongoing operational costs. The greater the number of
connected customers, the larger the revenue potential.
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DEMAND AGGREGATION
A very brief survey, conducted by the County or the newly formed coop, collects address
information and bandwidth needs that can provide valuable demand data to be be passed on to
ISPs and/or help direct infrastructure investments. For wireline services, neighborhoods (often
as few as a handful of homes) can aggregate their demand to attract improved service from
existing providers and/or provide data on take rates for a fiber initiative—at the neighborhood,
sub-division, or community level.
This approach is becoming more common, and has been used by both community fiber projects
like Utopia in Utah and commercial fiber to the home projects like Google Fiber. Rather than
building fiber throughout a community without regard to where demand is located, demand
aggregation first tests and identifies where customer take rates for services meet financial
projections.
This approach reduces financial risk by only making investments in those neighborhoods and
rural areas where residents have signed binding agreements to buy service at an acceptable take
rate (which would be on the order of 50% to 60% of households at a minimum).
The process would be conducted in two steps:
• Step One: The County or the coop announces a demand aggregation study (a very short
online survey) that asks residents if fiber or a wireless tower is built in an area, would they buy
Internet service? No binding commitment is requested at this point, just a yes or no response.
The survey has a menu of neighborhoods and residents identify the neighborhood in which
they live. Once the study is complete, the coop or the County would examine which
neighborhoods or rural areas had an acceptable response rate for the non-binding “yes”
answer.
• Step Two: In the areas where an acceptable response rate was received (which would on the
order of 60% to 70% aﬃrmative, then binding agreements to buy service are solicited, with a
commitment to install a tower or fiber to the home in that area if enough binding agreements
are collected.
In this manner, the new broadband entity determines if there will be suﬃcient revenue to pay
for operations and any debt service prior to spending any funds on construction. This approach
assumes that a detailed business plan that includes both construction and operations costs has
been developed to guide the take rate levels.
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REFERENDUM
It may be useful to have a public vote on allocating funds for broadband improvements in the
county. Properly presented to the public, it could be an excellent opportunity to educate the
public on the cost of trying to balance citizen requests to take action with the cost implementing that action. This approach could have two very diﬀerent but positive outcomes.
• If the voters were asked to support a tax increase or special assessment to support improved broadband in the County and they voted “no,” it could provide elected oﬃcials
and County staﬀ clear direction on next steps.
• The special assessment could be allocated by creating service districts. By using the demand aggregation strategy to identify areas where homeowners and businesses are willing
to pay an extra fee for improved broadband, the assessment would only be levied based on
demand.
• If the voters agreed to support a tax increase or special assessment, then the County
would have a mandate to fund solutions.

COST DISCUSSION
Staﬀ time would be needed to develop the cost proposition that would be placed on the ballot.
Additional eﬀort would be required to provide an appropriate public awareness campaign to
educate the public on the meaning and purpose of the referendum.

FUNDING OPTIONS
No special funding required.

OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
None.

RECOMMENDATION AND NEXT STEPS
Discussion by County staﬀ and Commissioners.
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NANO-CELL CELLULAR STRATEGY
A common complaint in the county is the poor cell service in some areas. In some parts of
Isanti, there may be adequate broadband service via DSL or cable modem Internet, but poor
cellular phone/data service. This problem can be addressed by promoting the wider use of
“nano-cell” devices. These small pieces of equipment are connected to the DSL modem and
provide improved cell service in the home or business. The working distance of these devices is
limited, and service generally drops oﬀ once you leave the house itself (it may work for some
short distance in the yard).
These devices work very well and do not require a large amount of
bandwidth. They would work with both the DSL and wireless broadband services available in the county.
The cellular providers do not always promote the use of these devices, so
many cellular users who would benefit from their use are not aware that
this option is available. The device averages around $200 retail, but the
cellular providers often provide substantial rebates (50% discount or
more) and in some cases may provide them at no charge.
This strategy is interesting because improved broadband service can also
improve cellular service without the need for more cellular towers, especially in parts of the county where cellular providers have not been able
to make the business case for more towers.

COST DISCUSSION
This strategy does not require any direct funding from the County, but if an coop or nonprofit
is formed, that entity could develop play role educating residents and businesses about this option. Prior to formal development of an independent entity, the County could post information
on its Web site, and the local libraries could provide information about this as well.

FUNDING OPTIONS
No special funding required.

OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
None.

RECOMMENDATION AND NEXT STEPS
This should be developed as a short term strategy whether or not an Coop is formed.
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Timeline and Next Steps
PLANNING FOR SUCCESS
With more than a dozen years of operation for a variety of community-owned network
infrastructure projects around the country, there is very little “experimentation” that is still
necessary. With more than three hundred communities making investments in broadband
infrastructure, there is now enough information about what works and what does not work to
be able to identify best practice across nearly all areas of operations, planning, management, and
finance.
It is now relatively easy to identify the obstacles, challenges, and opportunities that the County
is likely to face if it moves forward.

FOCUS ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Many communities have made investments in broadband and have been disappointed in the
results. What we have seen is that without a well-defined set of goals for the eﬀort, community
broadband projects have trouble delivering the hoped-for results. The “quick win” for Isanti
County is to maintain an early focus on broadband improvements that will support rural
businesses, work from home, and job from home activities. The eﬀort will need early support
from the community, and marketing the project becomes critical, with clear explanations of the
benefits to businesses and residents(like lower costs, improved service, and business expansion
opportunities).
FUND FOR SUCCESS
Successful projects provide enough funding to support eighteen to twenty-four months of
operations. There are a variety of fixed costs (staﬃng, outside plant maintenance, network
operations, utility costs, oﬃce costs, etc.) that accrue beginning on day one, when revenue is
low. While some community projects have been successful getting into the black operationally
in year one, it sometimes takes longer.

USE GRANTS AS SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING
Grants can be extremely important in the early stages of an eﬀort to support planning activities
and/or to fund a Phase One build out initiative. But grants rarely will allow spending on
operational expenses. Grants should be used to supplement other sources of funding and as
one time cash injections to support very specific goals. Communities that have relied too
heavily on “the next grant” as a key source of expansion or operational funding usually
experience severe financial problems.
MANAGE FINANCES
Broadband infrastructure projects require hard-nosed financial oversight. Projects that have
developed financial problems have usually over-estimated early revenue, under-estimated
expenses, and/or simply spent too much without aligning expenses with revenue. Any eﬀort in
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Isanti should maintain a tight focus on setting financial targets, managing to meet those targets,
and tracking costs and revenue.

USE TAKE RATE TARGETS AS A KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE
The initial business plan should have a minimum three to five year projection of connected
premises (i.e. the take rate), including County facilities, large and small businesses, health care
facilities, and residential customers (for wireless). Take rates directly aﬀect revenue: if take rate
projections are not being met, revenue shortfalls are likely. Take rates (both raw numbers and
month to month growth rates) should be analyzed at least quarterly (monthly would be
preferable).

PLAN FOR MARKETING AND PUBLIC AWARENESS EFFORTS
If a countywide broadband initiative moves forward, it will be necessary to have a modest but
regular marketing and awareness campaign to ensure that local businesses know that the new
dark fiber network is available, that they know what service providers are available on the
network, and they know how to order service. While service providers will be responsible for
sales (that is, selling their services and signing up their own customers), the network itself will
have to market general awareness of the network.

PLAN FOR EXPANSION
Most community-funded eﬀorts start small. This minimizes financial risk and gives the senior
leadership the opportunity to learn on the job. But some projects tend to stall out after the first
year or two. The underlying problem is twofold: even small networks have a certain amount of
fixed operational costs regardless of size, and the network needs enough revenue to pay those
expenses, as well as make principal and interest payments on any loans. The second problem is
that network infrastructure is sometimes damaged and needs both emergency and routine
maintenance. Lack of funding to keep the network in good condition will degrade service over
time. The solution is to have an expansion plan (which could be modest) that contributes to
revenue growth over time.
BUDGET FOR CUSTOMER CONNECTIONS
If the network is going to achieve financial sustainability, new customers have to be added on a
schedule that matches the financial projections. This means the project must have the funds to
support adding customer “drops” from the distribution fiber on poles or underground in right of
way at the edge of the street or road. This is where careful budgeting and adequate funding is a
necessity. The worst possible outcome is to have business and residents requesting a connection
to the network but having a lack of the funds to make that “last hundred feet” connection.
There are a variety of charge back and fee-based strategies for raising the capital needed to
complete drops, and a plan that supports funding of new customer connections is essential.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING
For the area, the development of a successful community-owned wholesale network will
require attention in several areas including the technical (network equipment selection),
engineering and construction, and business and financial planning. It is important to note
that the business and financial planning are critical elements that will in large part
determine the long term success of the eﬀort. This section provides an overview of the key
task areas and activities.
The illustration below shows the sequence of key phases and activities in the course of a
network project. On the pages following this diagram is more detailed information about
the individual tasks and activities that will lead to successful completion of a fully
operational network, including the business processes required.

Decision point:
Is this something
the community
wants to do?

A successful project requires a plan that ensures the right resources are available at the
appropriate times during the various phases of development. Some resources must be
identified and procured during the planning phase, some during the implementation and
construction phases, and some during the operations phase.
Financial Planning – Financial planning includes the development of short term and long
term budget estimates and pro-formas. These materials form the basis of developing a
funding plan, as well as providing a solid base for ongoing evaluation of the success of the
enterprise.
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Business Model – The business model selected determines the kind and type of revenue
that will be generated by the project, and also aﬀects the kind and type of expenses that
are incurred. For community-owned infrastructure, there are two basic model. A “retail”
network has business and/or residential customers buying services directly from the local
government, which creates direct competition with local private sector providers. The alternative is the “wholesale” model, in which the community-owned infrastructure is leased
out to private sector providers on a wholesale basis--the local government sells no retail
services and does not compete with the private sector.
Legal Counsel – Whether the retail or wholesale business model is chosen, there is a short
term and long term need for legal counsel familiar with telecom and broadband business
agreements and contracts. Well written contracts with service providers protect the network and create a fair and equitable “level playing field” for competitive providers.
Engineering – Whether fiber cable is hung on utility poles or placed underground in conduit, prior to construction, the routes must be surveyed and engineered drawings must be
developed to meet DOT (Dept. of Transportation) requirements and to provide contractors with the information needed to construct the network to industry and state technical
requirements.
Network Design – The logical design of the network must be matched to the business
model, as the architecture of the network may vary according to a retail or wholesale model. The network design must also meet the requirements of large and small businesses, and
for large businesses with extensive broadband and data needs, the network must be capable
of meeting both current needs and future growth.
Equipment – Once a network design is complete, an evaluation of equipment vendors must
take place, ideally via a bidding process to ensure that the selected equipment will meet all
of the business and technical requirements of the network, at the best possible price. A
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) evaluation should be completed to ensure that the right
initial price is balanced with the longer term costs of extended warranties and technical
support. The least expensive purchase price for equipment may be more expensive over
time than equipment from a vendor with a higher initial equipment cost but lower support and warranty fees.
Build Out – While fiber construction is generally much less expensive than other typical
community projects like water and sewer development, care must be taken to select contractors with the appropriate experience installing fiber in both aerial and underground
designs. The cost of construction can vary widely, so the development of very specific bid
documents that include the right engineering information as well as a carefully structured
proposal response on pricing is needed to ensure the community obtains the right contractor at the right price.
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PHASE ONE: FEASIBILITY/EARLY PLANNING
This report represents the activities of the early phase planning. This report represents the early
phase planning identified in this section. The work includes:
Needs Assessment and Market Analysis – An evaluation of current
assets and projections of future needs, based on local business and
economic conditions.
Pre-engineering Cost Estimates – Pre-engineering cost estimates
of potential network projects provide a baseline for understanding
the costs of getting started, provide necessary inputs to the financial pro forma development, and also inform funding strategies.
Cost estimates have been included in earlier sections of this report.

	  -

-

-

Financial and Business Modeling – An understanding of the revenue potential and operational costs is needed to make a decision
to move forward.
Governance Planning — Before making a commitment to move
to implementation planning, it is necessary to have a basic understanding of the key operations and management tasks related to
operating the enterprise.

-

-

-

-

&

Mapping – Mapping of current assets, areas and business locations
of needs, economic growth areas, and key customers and stakeholders informs the development of the network architecture and the financial planning.
Funding Strategies – Before moving to the next steps, it is vital to understand where the
planning, engineering, and initial construction funds will come from. There are many options available.
Next Steps – A list of key activities and milestones needed to move the project ahead.
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PHASE TWO: IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING
This phase produces the equipment and construction specifications
needed to bid out the work of constructing the network. If theTown
makes the decision to move forward, many of these activities would
become part of the “next steps.”
Business and Financial Planning – A more detailed business and
financial plan is developed. This includes planning how the business front oﬃce and back oﬃce will be run.

	 

Survey and Route Engineering – An on the ground survey is needed to complete a final route design. This work is performed by an
engineering firm that also has the responsibility to produce the
engineered design and obtain required permitting. The field survey confirms that the final route can be built to the necessary
standards and regulations.
Engineered Cost Estimates – If the engineering firm will not perform the build, the full drawing set is attached to the construction
bid documents and becomes the basis for the awarded construction contract.
Network Architecture Design (Detailed) – Final analysis of vendor equipment is performed
and selection is made.
Equipment and Materials Specifications – The Engineering firm also completes a detailed
list of all equipment required for the construction.
Service Provider Development – In an open access network, service providers have to be
recruited and formally signed to a contract to become a provider on the network.
Providers usually need “coaching” because they are typically unfamiliar with open access
networks and need help understanding the unique business opportunities they represent
for private sector companies.
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PHASE THREE: PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
The documents produced in the Implementation Phase are used to bid
out the construction work and to procure the network equipment
needed to produce an operational network.

,

Procurement – At the beginning of the construction phase the
work will be bid out to qualified contractors.
Construction Management – The construction work is bid out and
an award is made to a qualified contractor with the best price. It
is common to negotiate the final cost of this work once a firm has
been selected.

,

,
,

Network Installation – Network materials are ordered from a vendor that meets the technical specifications. The dark fiber approach does not have any powered equipment other than a generator for the dark fiber cabinet.

,

,
,

Business Process Development – During the construction phase,
business and operational decisions must be made to produce a set
of business processes that will guide the day to day operations of
the network.

,

Service Provider Negotiations – Negotiations with qualified service providers continues.
	 

, ,

,

,

,

Contracts, Agreements, and Leases – The construction phase will
generate the need for a variety of legal documents. Some will be related directly to the
construction (e.g. an easement agreement to have conduit cross property)
Marketing and Public Awareness – As the network is constructed, a modest but ongoing
public awareness and publicity eﬀort is required to ensure that business customers, schools,
local government agencies and other potential users of the network are aware of the
project and the possibility of reducing costs and obtaining more and better services.
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PHASE FOUR: ONGOING OPERATIONS
Once the network is completed, service providers are connected first and
then their customers receive connections. At that point, the enterprise
becomes operational and a variety of ongoing tasks and activities begin
to take place.
Service Provider Management – Service providers sell directly to their

own customers. Once they have obtained a new customer that is
passed by distribution fiber, they contact the network to get either a
physical fiber connection completed (e.g. from the curb to the building) and/or a logical connection across the network to deliver the service requested by the customer (e.g. Internet, phone, data backup,
etc.).
Network Operations – In the dark fiber model recommended for the

region, network operations will be very limited and there would be
limited day to day management responsibilities. Some monitoring of
the dark fiber would be required, but this could be outsourced economically, and the main responsibility would be to coordinate emergency repairs if there is a fiber break of some kind (e.g. errant backhoe,
etc.).
Network Maintenance – While routine maintenance (e.g. replacement of worn out equipment)

may be limited in the first year or two, non-routine/emergency maintenance support must be
in place as soon as the network has customers. Fiber is occasionally damaged (e.g. tree limb
falling on aerial fiber, backhoe damaging buried fiber), and a qualified firm must be available
to back repairs within two to four hours. This service is usually outsourced to a qualified private sector company.
Business Administration and Financial Oversight – An dark fiber network only has a small num-

ber of customers, which are the connected service providers. Prudent and careful financial
management is needed for accounts receivables and accounts payables, along with other
normal bookkeeping activities--chart of accounts maintenance, bank deposits, check writing,
and other tasks.
Marketing and Awareness – While service providers will be responsible for their own market-

ing and sales eﬀorts, an ongoing modest awareness/marketing campaign is required to ensure
that customer take rate targets are met.
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TIMELINE FOR KEY ACTIVITIES
Implementation Planning
Activity

M M M M M M M M M M M M
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Organizational
Expand Task Force

x x

Meet with potential partners, attorneys, tour RS Fiber

x x x x

Refine proposed organizational structure, ID potential partners
& roles; plan possible RFP process
Create Organizational Structure

x x
x x

Funding/Financing
Develop budgets for phase 1,2,3

x x x

Develop fundraising materials for partners/funders willing to
fund (Phase 1) organizational component & additional design
Outreach to Phase 1 sponsoring partners/funders

x x
x x

Develop financing strategy for initial capitalization and phased
construction; contact funding partners for 2019 budgets
Business Planning

x x x
x x x x x

Operations Strategy Development

x x x x x

"Go/go-no" decision on state funding application

x

State funding application due

x

Pursue other sources of capital funding

x x x x x x x

Implementation Planning
Detailed Network Design
Refine site analysis (county GIS)

x x x
x x

Identify currently available sites and areas where site acquistion
would be needed
Surveying and site design / route design

x x
x x x x

Additional network design & phasing

x x x

Secure options on tower sites if necessary

x x x x x x x

Communication
Local media when broadband report complete
Region 7E Broadband Summit
Conduct a public forum
Service Provider Marketing
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In the table below, the lighter-colored areas are ongoing activities that will continue even after
initial construction is complete. If funding is secured during the Implementation Planning
phase, some early construction work could take place near the end of year one. For the
proposed eight towers, all construction could take place within the first year if permitting and
site identification is not onerous. Fiber construction would be an ongoing process and some
customers could begin receiving fiber services near the end of the first year of fiber construction
if the build out is phased properly. At that time, operation of the network would occur
concurrently with the ongoing fiber construction, especially in year two.
Network Construction
Activity

M
9

M
10

M
11

x

x

x

x

x

x

M
12

Operations

Year 2
Q1

Q
2

Q
3

Q
4

Year 3
Q1

Q
2

Q
3

Q
4

x

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

x

x

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

>

>

>

>

x

x

x

>

>

>

x

>

x

x

x

>

>

Funding/Financing
Business Planning

x

Operations Strategy Development

x

State funding application due

x

Pursue other sources of capital funding

x

Implementation Planning
Additional network design & phasing

x

Secure options on tower sites if necessary

x

Communication
Service Provider Marketing
Network Construction
Procurement
Permitting & Pre-Construction Activities
Initial Phase Construction

x
x

x
x

Equipment Installation & Testing
Service Provider On-net

x

Ongoing Construction Phases

x

Operations
Service Provider Management

x

x

Network Operations
Network Maintenance
Financial Management
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Appendix A: Residential Survey—
Other Types of Internet
-

And cellular wireless
Cellular hotspot box
Century Link
Century Link
Century Link
Century Link
Century link internet. Super slow and expensive
Century Link is installing fiber optic Internet service right now. We will connect in late August, 2017 -- we anticipate
a major gain in speed, connectivity, and streaming, none of which we now have
CenturyLink
CenturyLink DSLl that's slow as a turtle
CenturyLink through landline phone
Comcast
Direct line of sight to connect with a tower
DSL and Satellite as neither of them is suﬃcient, nor are they suﬃcient together...
Genesis
Genesis Wireless
Genesis wireless...radio frequency
Home Fusion from Verizon a box connected to the house with a modem in the house.
Hot spot from Verizon
Hot spot Verizon
hot spots
Hotspot
http://www.genesiswireless.com/
I actually have no idea what it's called but it is high speed Internet from Century Link. Which is not high speed at all!
I use satellite if there is not a cloud in the sky (or it is to slow to use) and when satellite is too slow I have to use paid
hotspots.
I use satellite if there is not a cloud in the sky (or it is to slow to use) and when satellite is too slow I have to use paid
hotspots.
It is wireless through the cable company
Jetpack Hotspot
Midco
Mobile Hotspot device
Mobile hotspot- Verizon jet pack. We had satellite internet but it was far too slow to be worth the cost
My internet is pure overpriced crap.
my internet is so slow I cannot use services like Netflix. high cost, low quality
No internet service at home. No aﬀordable options for me.
None oﬀered other than satellite or my cellular phone hotspot and it's very expensive. Cellular hotspot works some of
the time.
Not really sure about the type. I get it through the cable modem that I rent.
Pay for high speed get turtle speed many times stuﬀ won't even load!!
Radio Frequency
The best speed I can get is 1.5megs it sucks
This is through Century link and it is very very slow!
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- Through Midco
- Up until a few months ago when Verizon oﬀered unlimited data, we would experience outrageous overages as we access
internet via our cell phone hot spot.
- Verizon Cam Box mounted to roof of house. Has eight or ten antennas in circular canister. Good but expensive!
- Verizon Jet Pack
- Version Hotspot-only gets one bar. Had to buy unlimited data.
- VSL
- We don't get any in our area , if we do it super super expensive
- We don't have any internet as of yet and our cell phone service is terrible
- We have a dish on our roof. Our service is slow an cannot use for watching videos, etc. or would use up monthly allotment quickly.
- Whatever century link oﬀers
- Windstream
- Wireless
- Wireless broadband
- **Note - we have currently 3 DSL lines due to slow speeds - both my wife and I work from home via the internet. She
changed jobs recently so 1 of those lines may be dropping soon.
- A T and T hotspot
- both DSL and Satellite
- Broadband I think? Whatever Midco is.
- Cable internet is somehow not available at my address even though you can get it literally any other address in the city.
My neighbor runs a cable from his property and we split the bill. DSL is available through CenturyLink but, the speed
is so slow its not worth the price.
- Cantana from Verizon
- Century Link
- century link
- Century Link
- Century link internet
- century link wifi
- CenturyLink
- CenturyLink 1.5 speed
- Dish Network bundle
- Do not have internet, only through our cell phones.
- Fired out satellite internet. Didn't work well they refused to come and fix it
- genesis
- Genesis wireless
- Genesis wireless
- Genesis wireless / radio waves.
- Hot Spot
- Hot Spot
- Hot spot from T-mobile
- Hot spot on cell phone
- Hotspot through our phone bill
- However, I am at the end of the line. The Service is good, but there is only so much bandwidth I can get. I have friends
in the Ely, MN area that have fiber up to their homes.
- I used to have Satellite.. the lag is too long and the bandwidth caps make it undoable. Try Century Link 5-6 years ago
they could not get me a signal. Sprint hotspot works sometimes but is not very reliable.
- I am not sure we have CenturyLink High Speed
- I get it through Comcast and it comes through as old phone line.
- I have to use both satellite and cellular
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-

-

I think it's broadband?
I use satellite and cellular because neither solely meet my needs
Im not sure what it is called. It is through Midco. We have a modem and our devices connect wirelessly.
It is wireless that's received by a dish, fastened to a 30-ft tower on our roof, fastened by guy-lines.
Leave government out of broadband services, let the free market decide which services to bring to the area. Spend our
tax(theft) dollars on roads.
Looking for a good Internet provider
Midco
Midco
Midco through the cable box.
Midcontinent
Modem through Century Link 7 MPS
My internet could be faster if the cable was run from the "Nearest" D-slam which is 3/4 of a mile away. Instead it is run
3 1/2 miles from the other direction. AND Century link won't change it.
Not available, have to use Cell Phone Hot Spot
Nothing because all options suck.
personal hotspot
radio band? less then 6mb
RADIO DSL
Radio frequency
radio frequency
Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency
radio frequency
Radio tower
Satellite and DSL.
satellite Internet is horrible. I have three diﬀerent providers they all sucks. please bring Xfinity or Comcast
T-mobile mobile hotspot
Through phone company
Through telephone line from CenturyLink and their modem.
Two diﬀerent carriers Verizon wireless and T-Mobile
Unlimited Hot Spot Device as part of my cell phone package
Unlimited hotspot
We can NOT even get satellite internet because we live in a low lying area and there are ridges of trees blocking the
dish. We do not get enough of a phone signal to have a hot spot either. We tried Verizon hot spot and Dish and have
had ALL satellite internet providers come out to say they cannot hook it up. Basically we have to drop the kids oﬀ at
the library to do homework.
We have a booster so our cell phones work with our internet
We have been told we can't get Internet unless it's dial up
We have CenturyLink and I work from home a couple days a week and often time my calls get dropped (I have voice
over IP) my screen sharing goes up and down when I am no conference calls my system is slow.
We only get internet through a jetpack and only have 5GB. We are very displeased with the lack of internet service in
our area!
We use a Verizon hotspot
We're better than dial-up but tend to buﬀer a lot when watching something live. It's the best that CenturyLink oﬀers
for our area presently.
Wi-fi
WIFI
(Viasat)
and Fiber
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-

Cable Modem?
Cellphone hot spot
Century Link
Century link
Century Link
Century Link
Century Link
Century link modem
Century Link phone line
Century Link phone line/ internet- slow speed
DSL line
Elipses box
Genesis Wireless
Horrible
Hot Spot
Hot spot AT&T phone
Hotspot
Hotspot (not free) $30/month
Hotspot (tether smartphone) $30/month for 10GB
Hotspot on cell phone
Hughes Net
Jet Pack
Midco
Midco
Midco
midcontinent
Mobile data plan
Mobile Hot Spot
No real other option
No Service
none
None
None
Not sure we use Midco
on my phone only
phone
phone line modem
Satellite, Broadband WISP
Smart phone
Think maybe Broadband WISP
Verizon Hotspot
Verizon hotspot
Verizon jet pac
Verizon Jetpack & Hotspots
Verizon Wifi "can" on roof but just switched to DSL. SLOW
We really need wifi. I need to go onto "settings" on my cell phone & open "hot spot" to get internet.
Wild Blue
wireless from antenna in yard
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Appendix B: Residential Survey—
Other Uses for the Internet
- Apple TV, Roku,
- CenturyLink has kept us going but no other choices. I see that new cable is being run so perhaps there is a chance that
we will be upgraded!
- google look up information such as directions, cost for flights, book flights.
- Home based business
- Home business
- Home Business
- Home oﬃce
- home security and monitoring
- I also use it for work occasionally.
- I also use mine for my work. (I work at home for my company)
- I also work FT from home relying 100 percent on Internet to do this
- I work from home part time too and our internet drops out constantly. It's unreliable.
- I would use it a lot more if it would work better. My download speed is only 2.28 mbps and my upload is .47mbps.
- Investing
- movies
- Need to upload images to internet and it's so slow. Absolutely ridiculous. Something that would take 10 minutes with
cable takes me 5 hours.
- Netflix
- Netflix
- Netflix, Hulu
- Online Fitness videos
- online giving
- Other = work from home.
- Remote web development (spouse's career)
- Required Courses for Work
- Run my business from my home - almost all of my applications are in the cloud. I back up to the cloud. Depend on
internet completely. The speed is the minimum to make it work. As I add more devices in the home, the internet suﬀers.
Attempting to stream Netflix etc can be tough.
- Sales
- security, Garage Door, Lights
- some software programs I use are only available with an internet connection.
- There are a lot of things i can't do due to speed limitations.
- TiVo, Netflix
- Unable to work from home now that I moved here
- We don't currently use all the above activities that are checked because our internet service is too slow or expensive but
we would like to use the internet for all of the above activities that are checked.
- We have sling tv hook to it, and magic Jack we have at needs internet.
- Work
- Amazon Echo
- Americans spent more money on taxes in 2016 then they did on food and clothes. Get government out of our lives and
pocketbooks. No wonder people can't retire at age 65 anymore, Obamacare, agriculture subsidies, medicare, medicaid,
social security.
- Apple TV
- Banking
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- Business applications, WebEx, Remote Desktop, Google Docs, Dropbox, SalesForce.com, disaster recovery/backup
services
- college coursework
- Download of material we need on a weekly basis.
- eBay
- eBay business, Roku Streaming
- Home Business
- Home oﬃce for work.
- Home security
- home security, house devices and appliances
- I don't stream movies because it would cost to much and use up all my data.
- I work from home and it's very important. I also use my Cell phone at home for work. I have Cricket (AT&T network,
owned by AT&T) and we just have 1 bar maybe 2. We used to have Verizon that never work, and Sprint is a no-go as
well.
- I would love to be able to Skype with my grandson, and other out of state relatives. My daughter cannot and she is also
in this county. Usually has better internet luck than I do. So I don't even try.
- I would use it for watching movies and listening to music but I have a limited amount of data and for more data I
would spend 100.00 a month
- I would work from home if I could, but I need higher speed for my work, so I can't.
- Internet TV (sling, Netflix, apple TV, etc)
- iPhone & iPad
- my private consulting business
- Netflix
- NetFlix
- Netflix through a game system
- Oﬃce out of home.
- Online TV, work access
- pay bills
- Performing work tasks
- Phones, tablets
- Reading, learning, finding answers, exploring.
- Remote Desktop support and other work activities
- Research
- research, technical assistance
- Roku
- Roku, Echo Dot
- scientific research
- Security
- Security surveillance
- Selling items.
- Software engineer/web developer
- Streaming Movies (Netflix/Amazon)
- Streaming movies on laptop
- Streaming video
- Thermostat, Water heater, washer/dryer, garage door all internet connected.
- Tivo and Videophone for deaf
- To run a business
- Trading stock options.
- Work
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- Work at home for job for internet auction company which requires me to be online all day with a lot of downloading,
and need faster and more reliable service. Many days I have to drive into town to a business to work because my own
internet is not working properly.
- Work from home
- Xbox Live
- Amazon Echo/Music
- Business
- Business
- Business
- Business-volunteer
- Can't use it because internet is not fast enough-- I have a side business
- Can't use it because it is limited
- Cellphone and email for work, and kids school work
- Continuing professional education
- google downloads (information)
- google for information
- I can't use my internet for anything
- I don't care
- I use a token to access my company's internet. I am a volunteer for this company
- invoicing/ job bids
- Just reliable phone service
- Look up crossword clues and driving directions
- More f.b. games
- Net flicks
- recipes, look up things/meds/people etc.
- Research
- researching
- Schooling
- Security System
- Streaming is Netflix, Prime Video, Hulu
- Tivo
- Work from home
- Work from home- NSe UPN
- Work- 2 Days
- Would use for more but it is too slow
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Appendix C: Residential Survey—
Additional Comments
- I will give Wild Blue a thumbs up for the speed I do get here and very seldom have an outage. I would have to say
much less often than when I had Comcast in the cities.
- The ability to work from home brought us out here but the cost of satellite internet also was a determining factor on
retiring early, although small.
- "supposedly" CenturyLink rc. federal grant & has upgraded Princeton area, working in N branch area & Cambridge
area is next year ??????
- 1.5Mbps is un-expectable for today's internet standards
- After fighting for access (which took 3 years to get only living 5 miles from Princeton and countless/daily of phone calls
to all levels of govt. and advocacy groups) then fighting for better speeds for said internet, I finally got awesome internet
and enjoyed it for 2 years of the 12 years I fought for it. Then 2 years ago, an 1x opportunity presented to buy a house
near Cambridge which I jumped on. Now the internet is back freezing, skipping, slow to load, unable to load --- horrible internet again and the inability to work from home and for my son to seamlessly do online schooling.
- All of my scheduling is online along with email which is our main way of communications. The biggest problems we
have is that the internet is never reliable. It is always going out and if it is humid or if there is any amount of rain, the
internet is even more spotty. I hope something is done to fix this as I understand that it is expensive to fix
- Although I pay for 3 Mb throughput, I am lucky to get 1.5 and a good day. when it rains, I get about .5 Mb. When I
call CenturyLink they tell me that DSL is not aﬀected by rain. But I can give proof during a rainstorm i get less than
half.
- Although we are not in Isanti County, we are right on the border in Fish Lake Township. Zodiac Street is in the County and I know if they were to run lines in the area, many Isanti County and Chicago County residents would benefit on
the north side of 95 between Highway 95 and Stark Rd running North and South and between Skogman Lake Rd and
Cedar Crest Trail. You should bring in Chicago County with this and work together to make this happen!
- AT&T service is incredibly poor and I am only able to utilize the hotspot from another individual's T-Mobile phone.
- Because I work from home full time, a faster internet connection is desired. Service is not horrible.
- Better cell service would be great it's very spotty in our area.
- Broadband would allow us to have internet without DSL as well as phone over internet.
- Broadband would allow us to have Netflix and/or Hulu. Broadband should be around $50 per month.
- Cable internet would be the best solution for my household. DSL is unreliable and CenturyLink doesn't seem to want
to upgrade their infrastructure. Satellite internet does not work for us with their data limits and not being broadband.
True broadband is where the focus needs to be.
- cable is about a block away from me but because there is only 5 homes on the dead end road they will not bring it to us
because it's to expensive (about a half mile). When we moved here we were told we were getting fiber optic cable shortly, that was 5.5 years ago and still nothing. I worked from home at that time and ended up with outrageous satellite
internet costs. Now I have cut back on my services but cannot download movies, music or Skype or anything much
more than use my computer for fb, news and shopping. I don't have enough data unless I more than double my cost.
Not an option for a retiree.
- Can't enjoy internet as its expensive and does not even come out to our road/house.
- Cell: It's "great" to stand outside to talk on my only phone (cell)... especially in 10 degrees just to be able to be heard.
And I have AT&T not some rinky dink carrier.
- century link is horrible in our neighborhood. They need to redo the lines. We have to have MidCo to eﬀectively use
the internet. It is more costly to have MidCo but why pay for century link and not be satisfied with the service.
- Century link ran fiber optic lines on County Road 3, would like it if they ran it North up to 39220 Flamingo St. Thank
you.
- CenturyLink has recently made available fiber optic internet in our neighborhood. I have an appointment for installation this month. This may change the answers to the above questions when we are operational.
- CenturyLink is our only option and 1.5 Mbps is the fast speed available at this address. My only regret in buying a
home in this area is the internet speed. I work full time from home for a tech company and my husband is a college
student so we depend heavily on our internet connection. I would gladly pay if there was a faster, more reliable option.
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- CenturyLink is overpriced, and under performs. Their customer service is terrible, but I have no other viable option. I
have filed at least two complaints with the better business bureau, but CenturyLink doesn't respond to them.
- CenturyLink is terrible all around. Disconnects every time it sprinkles. I have no other option and would love to see
something else more reliable and faster.
- CI schools requires ChromeBooks, but the kids cannot complete homework at home due to lack of service. Century
link is run to end our road, but has not come down our road. It would be nice if there were some type of communication
on their plan.
- Currently have CenturyLink and am not satisfied. Would prefer to have cable TV and Internet, but it is not available
where we live at this time.
- Direct tv and CenturyLink are horrible companies and I will not use their service again.
- Due to the lack of internet availability, we are restricted to finding local establishments which oﬀer wifi. Although we
are able to work from home, I am not able to do so due to the unreliability of my 'hot spot' internet connection. With
two family members in college and a student in high school we are forced to find alternatives to connecting to the internet to complete assignments.
- Fibre to the home is available in the middle of nowhere, rural WI. Fibre to the home is available to lake cabin owners in
northern MN.
- Frustrating that fiber lines cross our driveway but we can't tap into them because they are for school or hospital, or
that's what I was told.
- Have been complaining for 20+ years for reasonable internet service, would like to have it available to get work related
tasks done at home.
- Have from time to time had to work from home and it drains my internet data.
- Help us get the service we pay for
- Household is on very edge of cell phone coverage. Usually unable to use phone within the home.
- HughesNet is basically a scam. We run out of data, but at a speed that is not possible-we literally do not get fast enough
internet for the report it generates.
- I am a virtual oﬃce employee and when I am not traveling for my job I am on-line at home. My biggest issue with
internet service is the upload speeds. I do want faster download speeds but I NEED fast upload speeds before I'll spend
any more money on internet service. Ironically, they buried a fiber loop from Harris to Cambridge that runs right by
our house on HWY 10. That would be an awesome option but they wanted $130,000 to bring it up 440th street for any
residential connections since the junction is in downtown Harris.
- I am going to college and it is really diﬃcult to complete my classes when the only option I have it to take an online
class. On multiple occasions I have had to redo exams. In my area we can do Hughes net but it would be dial up for
over $150 with limited data. We are 1000 feet from access to century link. We have no options for aﬀordable internet
with the data we need.
- I am not willing to pay anymore for a faster service. We are paying to much for the service we are getting right now.
- I am surrounded by people and a school and a church that all have high speed options but I am constantly told I have
no options for anything. Since I home oﬃce, this becomes very painful and expensive.
- I am very dissatisfied with the services. It is usually a short term fix when they come out.
- I can only get 7mbps service to my house, I pay for 7mbps service from CenturyLink, and if only 1 device is using wifi I
still only see a max of 1.5, very temporarily. Most of the time I can check speed and downloads are less than 1mbps for
downloads. We don't upload anything beyond pictures, so I don't know how it does for uploads.
- I currently work full-time for another company and work from home periodically but the internet service slows me
down which limits how much I can work from home. I will be moving to self-employment this year and will be working from home most of the time. I have tried all available internet providers in this area and although some had decent
download speeds, in order to work from home fast download speeds are not enough because the information needs to
travel back and forth. Verizon Home Fusion is the best service I have found but Verizon charges for data so it is really
expensive and too expensive to stream movies. The speed for Verizon's Home Fusion service varies greatly and it is not
as good as the high-speed fiber optic internet service that I had when I lived in St. Paul.
- I do part-time eBay sales from home.
- I do township item on the weekend before the meeting. Sometimes I can not even get on the internet to do payroll.
- I feel our neighborhood would be happy if there was some aﬀordable options.
- I have 2 internet providers and still have trouble at high volume times.
- I have been told by my ISP that my stucco house is the reason for my problems. I have neighbors who have stucco
houses and they have no problems.
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- I have been told that cable and fiber is ran on the entire east side of long lake but not the easy
- I have called several other companies about internet service and they do not provide it to my address. We currently have
Verizon which is our only option and it is very expensive.
- I live a half mile oﬀ of a state highway, 10 miles from fast internet, and I have speeds that can range from .5 to 2.5
Mbps. There's something wrong with that.
- I need more internet options with more competition between company to provide me better service.
- I previously lived in Cambridge and had a 30MB Fiber connection MidCo. I loved their service and customer service.
I currently pay for 2 lines of DSL for a total of 6MB download/1500k upload. Don't miss the city, but if we had that
kind of service in the area I'm at now, it would be a huge relief to my household.
- I sometimes work from home but i would more often if i had a better internet connection
- I understand where the money comes from and goes in this area, but please do something for the people who will be
here in 20 years
- I will gladly pay more for faster more reliable service.
- I will oﬀer to dig the trench myself to get better broadband.
- I work occasionally from home
- I work part-time for the local government from home and also work part-time from home being self-employed.
- I would love to have some more aﬀordable, faster options. I cannot even watch a news video without buﬀering.
- I'd like to see choices but that is probably wishing for too much in the country. But please give me fiber optic! Everything is run by the internet - and I do mean everything.
- I'm pretty sure our whole neighborhood would like more options to compete with Century link. As it is they don't have
to provide good service since they are the only company providing internet to our area. There have been days when they
completely cut oﬀ access to the internet and landlines without any warning and most of the time we can't stream a
movie after 10 pm. We pay for the highest mbps you can get in our area and are lucky if we can get half of that most
days. If given the choice I would never get century link again.
- In addition to exorbitant cost of our current satellite internet, we have a severe problem with the DATA LIMITS at
Excede - 25GB a month is not enough for our college kids and our homeschooled kids (plus my husband trying to
work sometimes at home) to a basic and normal amount of internet per month. We cannot access TED talks, or YouTube educational videos, or any educational videos of any kind. We currently drive to Minneapolis to MacPhail school
of Music for our kids piano lessons, even though they have Face to Face via internet lessons available - we cannot even
try it due to our data limits. Literally one week of lessons would put us over the data limits of the month. Please, please,
please, bring unlimited high speed internet to the rural areas! Even paying "$80 plus" would be so much cheaper than
the 140 a month we are currently paying for inadequate internet!!! Thank you!
- In the Cambridge area we have cable which is fastest. WindStream telephone has fiber optics. Century link is slow
with copper phone lines, heck the still have dial up. There are 2 satellite companies that have internet service. It it is
very slow and intermittent.
- Internet is ridiculously expensive. For that we really have no other choice. We pay close to $90/month, and that only
covers basic usage. We don't have enough data to watch one movie/month, or to listen to music online ever. Netflix and
apple music are things we have no idea how to use, because we can't use them. Watching a couple of videos on Facebook or youtube puts us at the usage limit. Three adults live in our home, all working away from home full time, so
usage is minimal in my opinion. Sometimes service is so slow that we just get frustrated and disconnect. So we pay well
over $1000/year to access the internet for a bit on evenings or weekends. Other options at a reduced cost, or even faster
options at our current cost, would be a great benefit. I would do work from home if it were an option. Thank you for
asking the questions.
- Internet speed is extremely important for my wife's full time job working from home for a hospital. Because of the
slower internet connection she is unable to do some of the tasks that could be available to her. Thus because of this she
has to work evenings 3 to 11 pm on jobs less urgent. If she had a higher speed she would be allowed to work day time
hours.
- Isanti County definitely needs improvement. Our internet service is very spotty!
- ISPs would gain many customers if they would invest in expanding their territory instead of wasting money on boosting
speeds that are already more than suﬃcient.
- It frustrates me when internet, cell phone, and tv service companies have introductory oﬀers and will not match the
prices for their existing customers. They should equally reward their loyal customers.
- It is imperative that rural residents have access to unlimited high speed internet. We have been considering leaving the
area so our children have the same opportunities as others that live in more urban areas. It has also limited our ability to
continue our educations/careers. This is absolutely crucial in present times. Do not delay this process any longer!
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- It's. Very frustrating when we can't get good aﬀordable internet we don't live far from town An it's costing far to much
to keep satellite internet An our kids need it for school An can't aﬀord to keep it up An going. It's very frustrating An
time consuming finding other arrangements just so they can get school work complete on time.
- Last year Century Link spent many hours working on internet in out area just west of Stanchfield. When early autumn
came, the company Century Link told us they would only be connecting one customer to the service. Their big box is in
front of our house, and our phone line went to the one new customer.
- Limited downloads, metered daily at 250 mgs. Easily depleted when Microsoft automatic updates occur on laptops. Not
able to download movies, large files at home.
- Local DSL is over provisioned so we will often have super slow speeds. Shows 1.5mb test but often slow for pages to
appear and video clips are often buﬀering, unless viewed at 2am
- MidCo service is sketchy and unreliable and if you call them they blame you! But, it's better than the other option or so
I've heard.
- My husband works over nights
- My main reason for wanting another way of connecting to the Internet is to lower the price that I now pay for the service.
- My new Cambridge home: it took them 2 MONTHS to hook up my internet at my new house in Cambridge; because
of this my son's grades tanked and he had to drop out of his online school halfway through 10th grade and attempted to
go to (a new to him) public school which didn't last 1 day due to extreme anxiety. So he dropped out. (Thanks CenturyLink).
- My spouse does some of his work from home and we both get emails from employer and client/students.
- Need another option besides Century Link!!! Would love to see MidCo come out this direction and I know multiple
neighbors would agree!!
- Need fiber optics on 329th
- Now we have mifi Verizon and the service is hit and miss, but it seems to be the best option for right now.
- OR, if we had improved cell phone coverage, we'd only need Broadband for internet.
- Our Century Link service is very poor with frequent down times and is very, very, very slow. When we started our internet service it was with Quest which then became Century Link, and we were told that in our immediate area we
were the only household that had it and because of wire limitations nobody else could have the service. Well I know for
a fact that no new wire or fiber optic cable has been run in this area, but that now more people in the area have Century
Link internet service including a next door neighbor. WE NEED IMPROVED INTERNET SERVICE! I work
with a person who lives in the Sunrise area of Chicago County and is very pleased with the upgrade in their internet
service. Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinion.
- Our children are required to do online assignment and research which require Internet service. With Satellite internet,
it can be unreliable. Also, working from home a few days week also requires better more reliable service. I switch between my cell phone hotspot and the satellite. And with all of us needing Internet, it gets bogged down when we are all
on it. Have to almost schedule times for each of us to use it. We REALLY need a better option other than satellite internet.
- Our DSL line is under 3mbps
- Our household recently had internet through Verizon, but due to the amount of internet usage for two college students
and a home based business there were way too many very expensive overage charges. We just switched back to century
link for the cheaper prices. The internet service is extremely poor but it's better than paying 100-500$ a month on
overages.
- Our internet drops ALL THE TIME! We have to unplug our modem several times a day and restart.
- Our internet is so unreliable and CenturyLink says it's because we are to far from hub, but we don't get s discount for
crappy internet. We pay the same as the person close to hub with great internet.
- Over our data limits. In order to get enough data to use streaming services, it would cost us over $150 per month for
Internet
- Please bring rural Isanti County better internet service. We have few, expensive and unreliable options.
- Please get better internet / more options
- Please get going on getting internet, at a reasonable price, for the entire county. I've been told you want to keep doing
survey after survey. Enough with the surveys. Let's see some action.
- Please give us rural dwellers better options. It's not fair that we choose to live in the country and get penalized for it by
not given the internet options of those that live more urban. Another couple options would be great at awesome prices.
It is disheartening to not be able to do some of the work on our computer we need to do at home and have to try and
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find an available computer open at the local library on certain days. We shouldn't have to do that in this day and age of
technology. We aren't given unlimited access so we can't stream, have fast downloads, etc.
PLEASE help us get better internet speed, quality & price!!!! CenturyLink has been horrible & charged us more each
month than what we were told they would.
Please make sure the new fiber optic lines being installed on Durant allows for homes on 253rd ave Ne between Durant
and Lever Street to connect this year to high speed internet as we currently use Verizon hotspot but we have very poor
connection and it is frequently slow and the connection is lost. Our children need internet access for school projects and
I need it for my job.
Please provide options for the rural population . We may live in the country but we are still living in modern times!
Please we need better internet service!
Please, please give us better options!
Slow, unreliable internet is a big issue for us. Cell phone service is also very unreliable (AT&T).
So PLEASE advocate on the citizen's behalf and work toward getting more providers and better service (competition
and customer choice like every other decently size city).
Someone said they were laying fiber optic cable at the end of our driveway (I asked the workers at the end of my driveway, I saw them physically doing the work, so I was super excited, but its like nothing was ever done)...maybe 2 years
ago now, and I continue to call Century Link, and they say we have the best available in our area (which is not even 4
mbps). We moved here 3 years ago, LOVE living in the country, but my only complaint is the internet service, I could
work from home once in a while, but the service is just awful....
Survey, consultants, blah, blah, blah. Get broadband access for all! I'd type more but I'm out of data for the month.
Thank you
Thank you for this opportunity! We have been extremely frustrated with Century Link for a long time but it's our only
real option. Last summer County Road 9 was resurfaced and ditches were dug up and widened, Century Link had the
perfect opportunity to add fiber for higher speed but they did not.
Thank you.
The fact that only ONE provider is even available is unacceptable. CenturyLink has always been known for jacking up
people's bills, fraudulent billing, horrible customer service - I fought with them for 3 years to even get internet at my
previous home, if they said the truth it was a capacity issue. I could see the box from my kitchen window, they took
forever to increase the capacity then they finally increased the speed years later.
The internet is never as fast as they advertise it. I would like to be getting the actual speed, which is 40 mb per second.
The internet options are pathetic in the area. They are too expensive and not enough options. The speeds are horrible.
It's the same thing with the Cable/Dish options. Get with the times!!
The internet speeds available make working from home (telecommuting) extremely challenging. This is especially true
in the afternoons, evenings, and weekends when other people are accessing the service - even if they are not accessing it
from my home. It is a drain on our community and creates an opportunity divide/gap between those living in more
urban areas and those living in our area. Jobs that may be available to members of our community via telecommuting are
not feasible given our internet resources. This is highly problematic.
The only internet option available at this time is Hughes Net which is more expensive for less quality.
The poor internet and cell service is one of the reasons we will be moving.
the service in our area is horrid, unreliable and basically non - existent DIAL up REALLY!!! we cut ties with our landline provider years ago
The speed I have for my area is extremely slow and I even upgraded to the Business internet which does not help much.
This is my only option of internet I can use for my work purposes. I would prefer a Fiber optics internet if that was
available
The two issue with relying on cellular internet are 1). occasional slow service due to connection and usage levels. 2).
Unlimited service is not truly unlimited as it is slowed after a certain number of Mbps are used.
Then we had Excede satellite internet, very unreliable, weather permitting.
There are more and more services that can only be done with internet. Moved here in 2014 and was unable to find a
land line or internet. The people we bought our from had CenturyLink but when I called they insisted that they did not
service this address. It was more than a little disappointing.
this address is a vacation home, but we would like to have internet service or cable tv, or both.
This community absolutely needs another reliable cable company so that MidCo has competition. I will not have satellite service because when I had it, the services failed every time there was heavy rain, snow, or wind. MidCo knows this
and can charge consumers whatever they want.
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This is a lake home, not a year round residence.
Tried satellite providers completely unreliable
TV is Dish. It is expensive, but that's our choice to pay.
unable to complete #17 - CenturyLink is only provider at 5mbps
Use to have direct tv with a package with century link but that direct up prices like 45 bucks on us a month ago so we
switched to sling.
Very limited choices, satellite internet and tv is very unreliable and expensive. It goes away when you need it most in
bad weather. We have only one phone service choice and no cable choice. We were actually misled when we purchased
our property,
We are completely annoyed with Century link and would love another option
We are currently paying over $200 for less than 5 m internet service and a basic Direct package. We are very unsatisfied
with the poor customer service, but have not been able to find any other options for our residence.
we are in a rural are and have asked for better service for many years, we were once told that if we got a petition and had
100 neighbors sign it they would look into it...we would have to go pretty far to get that many people to sign.
We are limited to 10 gigs a month. Need unlimited download capabilities. Cook county in northern minn. applied for a
grant for broad band. They are about as remote as anyone in Minn. and now are fully connected. Why are we having
such a problem getting this done.
We are moving to Sherburne county because my kids can't do their school and my husband can't get promotions without high speed internet access at home. T-Mobile sent us a power booster which does help but not enough for anything
more than boosting cell phone signal and social media. We were promised over a decade ago it would be in by the end
of the year by CenturyLink (Qwest) and it was never completed. It seems we are stuck in a hole near the county line
where the Princeton/mille lacks high speed and cell signal don't come out far enough and neither does the Cambridge/
Isanti county services. It's made our life and finances aka jobs much more of a hardship on our family than ever needed
to be. We're done!
We are not interested in broadband. We are very happy with what we have and the privacy it aﬀords us.
We are only 2 miles from town and go no cable or internet. Yes we could get dish but not what we want. We have almost no options.
We are paying $160 per month for internet service. And it's awful service. For Direct tv basic package I was told it
would be $39.95 a month. This is not the case. We pay over $100 per month for basic tv that will not download pay
preview service or anything that needs to download. Always a problem. Its infuriating.
We are rural and cable is not available. The best option we have is DSL, but it is only available at 1.5 download speeds.
We desperately need better internet out in the country!!!! 3Meg DSL is barely adequate.
We do not currently work from home, but within the next year at least one of us will be working part time from home
with a VPN.
We have 3 options for internet access: Hughes Net, cell phone hotspot (T-Mobile), or Genesis Wireless. None of
these options provide reliable, consistent service. We have neighbors that use the other options with similar results.
Hughes Net is expensive and not always reliable. We use our cell phone hot spots for faster download, but the signal is
not always reliable. This is why we have kept our landline. However, our landline (CenturyLink) is challenging as well.
When we have rain or the ground becomes saturated from snow, our line becomes scratchy and at times we can't hear
people talking. We've complained many times to CenturyLink, but they continue to tell us it is our cordless phone in
the house. One technician finally told me the line is old and needs to be replaced, but because there are so few people
on our trunk line, they aren't prioritize the upgrade. CenturyLink has put fibre optic cable in 7 miles south of us, but
not further. I tried to get service through NorthStar Access, but that isn't an option either. When the CI school district gave students Chromebook's, this created an increase in usage and more stress in our household. It is not always an
option to go to the library or some other free WiFi spot to compete homework. Especially when you live 9 miles from
town. We love our home and have lived here for 16 years. When we purchased our home, these issues were not as
prominent as they are now. The location of our home is a perfect example of the urbanization of services. Why should
I move so I can get better internet?
We have a plan through T-mobile for unlimited hotspot, but only one device can be connected at a time. Storms knock
out coverage. Coverage can lag often. Online gaming is impossible & it takes twice as long to get anything done work
or school.
We have a small business out of our home and we rely on good internet to get our billing and other communications
out. It's frustrating at the best of times. We would love to have better internet services.
We have asked for years for better internet service. I have a brother that live 2 miles north Of Osage, MN on a dead
end dirt road and he has had high speed internet service for at least 10 years. We expected better living this close to the
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Cities. If Isanti County is looking to attract good businesses with good paying jobs, and thus improve their tax base,
improvements in internet service is critical.
We have been here 10 years and have had spotty Cellular and marginal high-speed internet since day one. My neighbor,
who has Genesis also, cannot get service in the summer, only in the winter when the leaves are oﬀ the trees. The trees
make a diﬀerence to us, too.
We have been waiting for 12 years (since we built our house) for better internet at our house. CenturyLink has DSL
1/2 mile south of us and 1 mile east of us for years but won't run it to our house. Fiber optic is buried next to our property running up to Oglivie?,Mille Lacs? but no one along it can use it. ISD 911 thinks everyone has internet access at
home for schoolwork, but our internet access is a cellular stick that costs more than $200/ mo and is mainly reserved for
us to do our business work on. There is no such thing as Netflix or movie watching from the internet at our house, it
would be way too expensive.
We have MidCo for Internet service and are extremely unhappy. We constantly have to unplug and restart are routers,
have had servicemen out several times, had to basically beg to get them to replace the cable from the street to the house
which did help some. I pay for one of the fastest speeds that they have and yet I only am able to download and upload
approximately one-fifth of the speed I'm paying for. And then there are times when it doesn't work at all.
we have no choice here except to use century link and a satellite dish for our tv. We feel it is so unfair that Century Link
is the only one available back here. The price we pay is high, but we have NO choice and each year it goes up
We have no other options but 1.5mbps at our home. Century link wants $45 per month! It's unacceptable to have no
other options. It's 2017... and the only other option for us at our home is satellite, which is unbelievably expensive.
We have tried satellite, which oﬀers faster internet, but they don't work with VPN, which I have to use for work. We no
longer have cable as it is too expensive.; we use channel Master DVR for local TV and Red Box for movies.
We have two AT&T towers, why cant the services share like they used to???? (used to be T-Mobile)
We have very poor internet service. We never know if we will be able to connect or if our Internet will stop working
while we are using it. The company will not do much about it. They say it could be something in the house and need to
come in and then they charge you for the service. We have payed them to check it out and everything is fine in the
house.
We homeschool our children and often use the internet for access to information. When the internet is intermittent,
we miss out on opportunities for learning. I also rely on our internet to talk with our husband/father who is in the military, and often our service is too slow to Skype. Furthermore, I work from home logging home visits and billing, and
logging into my secure site is often diﬃcult with the service we currently have. We love where we live, but not having
access to high speed internet puts stress on our household. This makes living in rural Isanti county less favorable, and as
much as we love this area, consider moving to an area with high speed internet. We would love access to high speed
internet on 301st!
We live 2 miles out of city of Cambridge and do not have an option for high speed internet. Ridiculous.
We live in the middle of a triangle drawn from NB to Isanti to Cambridge. Our cell provider is Verizon, and we have
decent service, but that comes with a cost. Visitors with other providers often are without service.
We need a more aﬀordable home phone, TV, internet plan we should have to pay $330 for these services for one month.
This is not including cell services. That is additional $300 for 4 phones only. Ridiculous paying over $600 a month to
talk on the phone, watch TV & have internet service.
We need voice and internet. We both have cell phones, but no reliable reception in the house, so need landline for
phone.
We only get 1MB through century link. need to upgrade lines
We only have one choice for high speed internet and it is expensive and I have to bundle it with there cable tv which is
also expensive
We only have one option for internet and though it works great, it is expensive and can be unreliable during storms or
heavy rain. Also it is not unlimited so we do need to watch our internet usage. Make sure the kids can do their school
work and such.
We pay almost $90 for a limited amount of data each month. We cannot stream programs like Netflix because we
would go
We previously lived in Athens Township for 16 years. All of that time we did not have DSL or broadband. There were
no cable providers in our area and Century Link did not oﬀer high speed internet. We used a wireless router from Verizon but we were always going over on data and we were not streaming. Every month it was never enough and they
charge you a fortune for it. Now I think they are oﬀering unlimited but I think they just slow your speeds down.
We really need fast internet service and TV cable service.
We really need good reliable internet.
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- We really need internet!!
- We run our own business from our home and depend heavily on internet service. My husband is a programmer for a
bank good internet service is imperative. That is why we have 2 provider, because we cannot be without service.
- We seem to live in a hole, all cell services are horrible here.
- We tried century link, slower then dial up.
- We use our cell phones as hot spots for our computers. We can not get DSL or any other type of wired connection in
our area. Cell coverage seems to work good enough for most things. Satellite connection is to costly. It would be nice to
have a fiber connection in our area but I am told it is just to expensive to upgrade in our area.
- We use to live in Wyoming, MN and had midco, that was just awesome and never any issues in the 15 years we lived
there.
- We very recently switched to Midco and it is wonderful. The customer service is excellent as well as the quality/speed
and the price of the internet.
- We were told that we cannot get cable or cable internet at our house because the lines are not upgraded and there are no
plans to do so.
- we will switch to a better DSL line for TV and internet ASAP
- We would like more reasonable pricing odor Internet, phone and TV. There is no cable service. The satellite TV service
has gotten quite expensive
- were told there was cable available and there was not. It may have caused us not to locate there if we knew that at the
time.
- When internet regularly goes down, then normal response is that they will schedule someone out, usually 3 to 4 days.
Completely unacceptable.
- Wish we could get high speed internet. It gets frustrating to wait to read an article or to view a how to you tube video.
Sometimes, there is no service if internet too busy or weather is bad.
- With Windstream, we need landline DSL for internet and landline for phone (it's their bundle).
- Yes, Our Verizon cell phone signal is so weak, we had to install a $1000 signal amplifier. Likewise, we had to install the
Verizon 'Antenna' to receive more reliable Broadband service but that is pretty slow after a couple months of using it. I
think they borrow bandwidth from ours and it gets slower…
- Access to information aﬀordable and reliable
- After school day care of grand kids that need access for school
- Also work full time out of oﬃce, self employed. Tired of service dropping, and waiting to get on the internet. This is
supposed to be so fast, but is a disappointment.
- Answers are for/from head of household
- Any internet speed increase with low latency would be awesome.
- anything is better than what I have.
- Better cell service in my area and I drop my land line.
- I would be willing to pay a little more for better internet.
- Better internet and cable tv, would be a very nice option to have here. I would sign up right away
- but very busy!!!
- Cable internet seems to be most reliable and the best value for the cost of service. We have had DSL through various
providers and found it unreliable and expensive for the speed of internet that you get.
- I also have several friends in rural areas but are on a street with multiple other houses that cannot get internet service
without paying a prohibitive amount for very limited use.
- Another issue within Cambridge is that there is somewhat limited service providers. There is only one cable provider
and if you get DSL through the phone company - century link owns most of the lines and so a fee is added to other
providers' services in order to use century links lines.
- Cambridge residents need faster and more high speed internet providers not just the over priced Midco. I just called
earlier this week to find out about high speed internet from century link and the fastest speed they have for my residential area is 7mbps. Not even worth my time to switch it. Please look into more options.
- cell phone bad reception team mobile internet is really slow frustrating. thanks, need more providers, satellite way to
expensive for speed.
- Century Link is the absolute work company ever...yet we are locked into using it because of where we live (it is the only
option available to us for landline and internet). I would pay more for a similar service just to get away from Century
Link!
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- Century Link is the worst company possible for rural internet. I get total crap fluctuating internet. I rarely get the
speed I am paying for. It seems overtime I call they fix the problem only to have it come back within a few days. It's
like they simply turn it oﬀ and on when I call to complain. This is a detriment to my kids ability to use the internet for
school and for us to simply enjoy life. One time for a few months I was getting 7mbps. I had a problem with my modem and connecting. When they looked at the line they saw I was getting 7 when I was told I could only get 3Mbps.
The technician told me he had to fix that so I only got 3. When I said wait no, I will happily pay more for the 7, I was
told he could do that, I wasn't allowed to have 7Mbps. This is total crap. I'm sick of being jacked for 10x the cost per
Mbps the cities get for pathetic inconsistent internet. I would happily pay more. I fully support any eﬀort to build our
own network and cut Century Link out. As soon as we tell them we are going forward, they will likely race out here
with lines to get us to stay. DO NOT!!!!
- Century Link is too slow. When I call for tech service it takes a very long time on the phone to get to somebody live
and most of the time I get someone that I can't understand or they can't understand my problem. Language barrier.
Should be local.
- Century Link oﬀers a price for life promotion, $45 per month for speeds up to 40 Mbps. We only get 7 Mbsp in our
area, same price.
- CenturyLink is a terrible ISP, it rains just a little bit and we get disconnected. There are no other options for us at the
moment and we need those options. I work from home full time and I need dependable internet. I am also an avid
gamer and would LOVE blazing fast speeds. Not this 12mbps-16mbps garbage.
- Thank you for your time.
- CenturyLink is the only provider in Springvale township where I live-all other providers just piggyback oﬀ the CenturyLink internet lines. I am very upset I have no other choice. CenturyLink knows we have no other service. My internet
drops oﬀ all the time. At peak times of day it is very slow or does not work at all. When I call for service knowing it is
not anything in my house- I am told standard lines and when service comes out I am informed I was correct-it is a
CenturyLink problem not mine. I get Emails with wrong info telling me about things that do not apply to my service
or that have all ready been addressed. I have to negotiate my price very year-when I had a longterm agreement I was
paying 26% more per month. I waste so much time with them for no better service or internet. I want Verizon to handle
all my phones but they have no internet in my area.
- CenturyLink will not let us get hooked up to internet even though it is available in my area. They told me the equipment is too old and all of the bandwidth is used up.
- Costs for all services are high. I'm on a fixed income and prices keep increasing, so have to decrease some services.
Need more competition.
- Current DSL connected by 3 1/2 mile noisy POTS line to DSLAM. Another DSLAM is only 1/2 mile away, but
provider refuses to use it for my service. Service thus often slow and erratic.
- I suspect that OS providers (Microsoft, for instance) abusive upgrade policies may have something to do with congestion.
- Current speed around 10Mbps.....would like 20-25Mbps
- Currently there are 4 options for an ISP at my residence. CenturyLink DSL, Satellite,Verizon LTE and Genesis Wireless.
- I originally had CenturyLink DSL @ 1.5Mbps, which eventually bumped to 3Mbps. In either case, the actual speeds
were a fraction of paid for/listed, the service was unreliable and customer support painful. When the service was working latencies were consistently high, well into the 50-100ms range.
- Satellite is a non-starter due to crazy high latencies (>600ms) and the inability to use VPN.
- Verizon LTE is a non-starter due to sporadic cell signal and punitive bandwidth limitations/fees.
- Genesis Wireless works well, stable with consistently low latencies (10-20ms), but is maxed out around 10Mbps and
very expensive for what you get.
- There should be fibre running throughout the entire county/state at this point. Iowa has it running to every farmhouse
out in the middle of nowhere.
- Also, you might want to come up with a shorter URL in the future… seriously, it took me longer to type in the URL
than it did to complete this survey.
- Currently we only have satellite option for WiFi which is expensive.
- Do NOT want to talk to a foreign company handling technical problems
- DSL is ok as long as there is no one else in the home trying to use the internet. When I do go into the oﬃce, there is a
T1 line and it is amazing how much faster it is.
- I have been working from from since 2005 with a multitude of web-based applications.
- Everyone needs fast stable internet this day and age!
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Faster internet and reliable, consistent service would be a great help with working from home!
Faster-speed Internet would increase my work productivity.
Fiber optic goes right by my property but I can't hookup
Fiber would be phenomenal for future development of my family.
Good internet service is desperately needed in Isanti county. Improved options are especially needed in the rural areas.
At my home, dial-up speed is literally 17k. (I think it once reached 24k), and DSL is not an option due to the ancient
phone lines. (I asked the phone company when we built our house 12 years ago.) We've tried Wild Blue internet and
considered Excede, but the limited/shared bandwidth of satellite is very quickly reached, so it's useless for streaming or
even daily, enjoyable usage. Genesis Wireless does its best, but our location doesn't always get reliable reception, and we
pay $659/yr for less than 2mg download speeds (and often receive much, much slower). Rural residents are suﬀering
due to the lack of technology available in our areas. Whether for homework, business, or social, we're being left behind
AND paying more for the inferior options available to us. My husband and I require a landline to back up our poor cell
phone reception, and our cell phones require a $200 signal booster to send or receive calls. It's both frustrating and expensive. Thank you for opening this conversation!
Hate our service.
Having aﬀordable internet options in our neighborhood would really make our lives easier!
Having options such as fiber would be awesome!
Help!
High speed internet would be very nice to accomplish what ever you need to use internet. When I really could have
benefited me while working I had dial up and than 1.5 MB DSL. When there is more traﬃc on many sites everything
really bogs down, even now which is very time consuming. More options with fair pricing would benefit everyone.
How about "I work full time AND I work part time online at home"? Also...I live in Isanti Township. We have Century Link, but never realize the promised internet speed on our modem. Several attempts by Century link to improve
our land line and modem performance have been failures. Apparently service in Cambridge is somewhat better, but the
lines out in the county are not good. (phone and modem)
Hugh is the best we found so far-they promised us unbelievable service, yet still get a lot of buﬀering. Century Link was
horrible!
HughesNet is 10 gigs a month total usage. After that you have to buy more data at an unreasonable price. When you
run out of data the speed of your service is slower than a phone line and may not load anything. I then have to use my
cell phone to create a hot spot, to connect my devices using my phone data if I have a 4G signal. With a better internet
service I would cut the cable and use Apple TV, Amazon Fire TV, etc., lowering my monthly expenses. With HughesNet, I cannot stream because I would be out of data really quick. Without a reliable, fast, reasonably priced internet
service, the residents of Isanti County are at the mercy of these utilities.
I am glad to see someone trying to figure out the lack of broadband in Isanti County. Fiber optic cable was run past my
house last spring. Century link has been doing a lot of work around here. However, I can't find any info on whats going
on. Nothing online and I've called Century link and they didn't know anything either.
I am interested in learning more about broadband and if it would give me faster and more reliable internet connections.
I am sick of poor internet in my area. I'm not even one mile out of town and I get stuck with terrible speeds with no
options. In other countries like Japan they have fiber optic everywhere with high speeds yet we get suck with DSL from
the late 1990's. Run some fiber optic or cable internet farther out this is ridiculous. I can't stream videos or do online
gaming without getting dropped multiple times. On top of that the internet likes to cut out at almost 7:30 A.M. every
single day. The highest speeds I can get on a good day is 1.6Mb/s. I pay for 20Mb/s and if I lower that speed I get dial
up speeds. Most of the issue is the county let's Century Link own the telecom cables around here so no matter what you
do you get screwed. This is the digital age not the stone age get with the program.
I answered that I have no broadband options other than satellite. A CenturyLink technician at my driveway told me 20
mbps is available where I live, but CenturyLink webpage says 3 mbps available.

-

Cellular service is unreliable; I'm lucky if I get a 1 bar cellular signal.
I attend school full time and need internet service many times a week.
I currently take my laptop to a coﬀee shop that has free WI-FI
I call Century Link every 6 months to have them run diagnostics to ensure we have the best possible connection for
wireless internet. No changes or updates have ever been available. The only reason we have a landline, is for our internet access. I pay good money for poor service because the 21st Century does not exist in my area of residence. YET!
- I can't work from home d/t poor internet service. Hughes is over priced for the service you receive.
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- I desperately want high-speed internet. We have only wireless or satellite options, both of which are terrible and highpriced for the service we get. I want VERY high speed and am willing to pay for it.
- I do not wish this information be shared for promotional or sales eﬀorts to my mailing address.
- I greatly desire to move into the country. Since I work from home and am a software engineer for my day job and side
work I do, if I am unable to find reliable, high speed broadband (greater than 20 Mbps desired as a minimum), then I
will not be able to do so. That is a big blocker from me being able to move where I'd like to.
- I have a plumbing business that I run from my house and the internet is important to our household, we spend so much
money on internet, phones and satellite and I can't even use them to the capacity that they should be.
- We can't stream movies or anything.
- I have been petitioning the Federal Communications Commission since before the year 2000. CenturyLink always
gives them a lame excuse and each complaint is dropped. Yet everyone 1 mile to the east of me, 1 mile to the south of
me, and 1 mile west of me have had broadband service since around 2005 or so. I can't even get more than a 26k dialup
connection where I live (no 56k, nor even a lower 28k connection, which is demanded by federal law). It has taken me
as long as TWO DAYS (truth) of repeatedly loading Walmart's script-bloated pages to try to get them to load just to
order ONE item from their store. Yet, if I am patient (and use auto file-resumers and re-dialers), I can download maybe
10GIGS per month on my lowly $10.95 dialup for other media and files. I'm not about to pay more than that for even
less data than that -- aside the crippling and mind-numbing time it takes to load any web-page today for over 30 minutes to an hour or more each time for each one.
- Nothing you do will ever change this. I already know that. I'm just letting you know that you are all completely useless
to me and are beating a dead horse. I'll never see broadband in my lifetime, no matter what you do. Especially not when
my income is less-than 50% that of the federal poverty level. They raised my property taxes 40% last year just for the
hell-of-it, that was a lot of fun. More potatoes and rice for dinners for a year. What do you think is more important.
- I have called many times about how are service is, they said it would cost millions to upgrade in our area, so there for
what you have is what you get. They have no interest in making the internet better, but they sure are interested in taking
my money. I do not like frontier at all, its is the biggest rip oﬀ there is. I wish i could get a diﬀerent service for where i
live
- I have called MidCo to get service at my address multiple times trying to figure something out. They would charge me
over $6000 to get internet to my home which is absurd considering it is all around me. I believe it has to do with not
crossing property lines which makes it much further than needed. If my family ever moves I fear this could aﬀect the
value of my home. Its a real bummer.
- I have frequent overnight visits from grandchildren who use the internet for school and work, due to our caring for a
great-grandchild regularly.
- I have had CenturyLink for years. I have no other options that would be reliable, so no use in changing. I have a been
overcharged by them for years before I caught on to it, and no refund on my money. I would love to be able to do all
those things I can do like my friends and family in the city with the speed they can do. We live in between Cambridge
and Isanti, and have less amenities than a lot of people who live out further. I don't understand why, and very disappointed with this county. It really would have been a benefit when my children were in school. Hopefully something
will be done to benefit others children. I know my business internet in the city of Cambridge really stinks!
- I have thought about getting rid of the landline phone. However I don't know how that impacts the internet. I am not
technical so I don't know of other options without having a landline. I do wish the internet speed was better, but for
most of what I do online is has been OK. For the internet, I mostly read news, sports and research things. I don't do
anything with music or movies.
- I hope that if the county decides to use a broadband service that they will START in the outlying area that currently
have very little options for internet. It seems that often with these services they start in the city where people can already get internet.
- I need better internet. It is ridiculous!
- I need faster service, as I can't trade in the stock market with the slow speed I have right now. Its not much better than
dial-up right now. Its terrible!!!!!!!!!!!!!
- I need to have a land line because cell phone service is terrible at home.
- I pay a decent sum for CenturyLink 7mbs service which I'm TOLD is the fastest available, and my computer registers
no more than 800kbps service. Not fair, and I'm tired of paying for horseshit.
- I pay for the highest upload and download speeds and the product that I'm getting is significantly slower. Major dissatisfaction and I get the run around.
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- I refuse to pay more than $100/ month for all my communications. I DO NOT want part it or all on my property taxes.
Seem strange to me Isabella Minnesota has fiber optics for a couple hundred of people out there, I am only 40 miles
from St. Paul and cannot get cell phone or high speed internet on flat land.
- I have lived here 25 years, before high speed internet, so at that time it was not a concern. It is still not a concern if I
purchased more property.
- We use cell phones for personal emergency only.
- Our land line is undependable because the company maintenance is terrible, all they would have to do is look at the
wire connections on the R/W are broke open and some with garbage bags over connections rather than replacement of
the broken structure. If we had dependable cell phone service on this flatland, I would drop land line service completely.
- I think cable is the best connection for internet but not for TV service.
- Dial up service is a joke these days. DSL for internet, not much better.
- And the price is way to high for all of them.
- I tried Dish satellite but ran out of data in 2 days. they charged me 1,000 dollars to quit!
- I use the internet for my calling at Church a often. I need a good connection.
- I wish anything would be oﬀered in my area I have NO options and I have asked all the neighbors and they have no
option but satellite that does not work properly
- I wish competitive options were available to keep the price low. Customers have no negotiating power without competition. Some areas still do not have any internet options apart from cellular service which is unreliable and insuﬃcient.
- I wish I had a vendor other than CenturyLink to get internet. I would like to drop my landline, but the internet is more
expensive if I drop the landline.
- I wish my internet could be the speed they advertise it to be. I pay for 40 and I am lucky to get 30-40% of that number.
I have broadband now and it is no better than when I used to get DSL from CenturyLink. Addressing that problem
would be half the battle.
- I work from home and rely 100% on internet to do my job. We called and scheduled US Cable from Cambridge at the
time to hook us up. We asked them many times if they service the house before we put an oﬀer in, and they said yes
each time. The day of closing, they sent a tech out and the tech said the house was not in their service area, so they
could not hook it up. This is unbelievable! We never would have bought the house because I needed the internet. US
Cable on the other hand has a junction box right across the road from my house. Why can they not extend the line
across the road, especially since they many years ago now have said that they have service to this house. If I could sue
US Cable I would have. Century Link had DSL to the house but was much much slower speeds than US Cable. I had
no choice but to go with Century Link's slower speed at this point. To this day, I am still with Century Link and I have
for many years had to have 2 DSL connections just to get work done. When my wife began working from home we
needed to get a 3rd line. The price is very high for each connection but necessary to do some work. (especially when we
hear of others paying same price and much much faster speeds.) Every time we speak to Century Link they say in 2
years the speed will be increased and it has only once. I see fiber going in just down the road (Verdin Street/ 10), but
sounds like Stanford is blocking it going north? If true... Why? I'm glad to see Isanti County looking into something, but honestly the sooner the better.
- I WORK FROM HOME IN ADDITION TO THE OFFICE, MY WIFE WORKS FULL TIME FROM
HOME
- I work from home part time for my company, but I would be able to work from home more often if I had a more reliable internet service. Broadband would be more desirable for everyone in the household.
- I would appreciate no solicitations from companies based on answers to my questions. Thank you!
- I would greatly appreciate up to date internet in my area. I have trouble using any more than one device at a time. And
even then it can be hit and miss. I wish I would've taken further consideration into this issue when I purchased this
property. Thank you for taking the time to survey the county, and make the needed improvements. Particularly in the
rural sections, since so many of our county residents are rural households.
- I would highly suggest a URL shortener for the link on your mailing.
- I would like a good cost eﬀective source for internet service
- I would like better access to aﬀordable landline phones. I live in an apartment and the building only allows me to use
Century Link. When I contacted them I thought they were charging too much for their basic landline phones. I also
found their customer service to be extremely poor. I would like to choose MidCo, which I feel oﬀers aﬀordable landline
phone packages that meet my needs, but it is not oﬀered in my apartment building. Due to high pricing and poor customer service I do not want to do business with Century Link and have instead turned to a VoIP phone that utilizes my
internet connection. The VoIP phone is less reliable than a landline but at least I don't have to do business with Century
Link.
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- I would like to have a landline, but I am unwilling to pay much for it. I am extremely happy with MidCo, I recommend
them to anyone new to the area or shopping around. I have had numerous problems with century link, and DSL is not
worth the cost when considering the advantages and cost similarities to cable internet. Patiently waiting for fiber, would
love if I could get it in my budget. (I know, I know- "I want the best service and the highest speeds for the lowest imaginable cost" is unrealistic, but it's the truth of my situation: I am willing to pay for faster internet, I simply cannot aﬀord
it at this time. (currently paying for 75mb DL / 6 UL).
- I would like to see a high speed internet service available for around $60 a month. Our current satellite service for internet is also aﬀected by weather, a high speed internet ground based connection would be a great improvement.
- Thank you.
- I would love the opportunity to have unlimited internet to stream TV or movies with Netflix or Hulu. I would also love
to have cable TV rather than satellite. Please please please make this available to all of us! Thanks
- I would prefer DSL, Cable, or other unmetered internet service but none are available - shared cellular data service is
not practical for media streaming and regular internet use with multiple computers.
- I would work from home if it were possible but our internet speed is far to unreliable to do so.
- I'm glad you asked. Governments are the most ineﬃcient entity known to man. Rules, regulations, codes, drug laws, gun
laws. If there is no victim in any of those cases, then it is not an important issue. If I have made any grammatical errors
along the way, blame my public education which is subsidized by homeowners. If you are a government employee reading this, I am glad I could help pay for your wage to read this survey.
- If all of the rural communities had real hi-speed internet (not the 3 to 6 mbps now available) maybe fewer people would
have to commute into the big cities to earn a good living.
- If better Internet were available to our home, I would be able to work from home. So high speed Internet is very important to us.
- If DSL is not going to happen, please get broadband
- if I had better cell phone service I would drop my land line
- If I was moving into this area and knew what terrible service options existed, I would look at another location. I have
terrible cell phone reception, bounces between two towers, constantly drops calls. Have used AT&T and Verizon, each
are equally bad.
- I dropped my landline service with CenturyLink (Qwest), they lied to me for two years guaranteeing me that I would
have fiber run up our little stub road within 6 months. After 3 times lying to me, I dropped their service. I use Northland for satellite internet as it was the first/only option at the time we could no longer survive on modem hook up.
Price is excessive for level of service, doesn't work on rainy/snowy days. Their technical support is borderline incompetent. I need to call at least 3 times to get someone who is knowledgable enough to help solve relatively simple problems.
- In the spec lake area century link is the only option and I know many people around the lake would definitely pay for
better service
- Internet around here is slow. Satellite is not a good option so we use the overpriced Century Link.
- Internet is too slow in my area. We have a brand new housing development and the internet speed is 1 Mbps at best.
With the amount of new houses in the area, this is very disappointing and have been waiting for changes. I hope something happens in the near future.
- Internet service stinks, Satellite service is terrible and unreliable. I am about to cancel my service because it is not worth
the money I pay for this service. We need better options!!!
- Internet service was extremely important to me when I was considering a place to live. Settled in Isanti largely because
Midco is here. Would not move to a house with no reasonable high speed internet access.
- Internet shouldn't be so expensive.
- Internet speeds have been abysmally slow (1.5 mbps on average) since ~2010, making it painfully hard to use the internet for anything other than video streaming (usually around 360p) especially when others are using the internet. Now
that we have both a college student and a high school student in the house, we need fast, reliable internet service for
schoolwork, social networking, Skype, online gaming and a host of other online activities.
- Internet speeds have been an ongoing issue. The county needs to improve connectivity.
- Isanti County needs to expand fiber optic networks including broadband options.
- It is very frustrating in this world of technology that I don't have internet service available at my home. On a daily basis
I need to use the internet for basic needs like paying bills, email, shopping, etc. I have to either use my phone (which is
hard to work oﬀ of since it is a smaller format), or use work or friends/family computers, which isn't a very private situation. People are shocked when I tell them that I have no internet service in my area. Their typical response is "really
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where do you live, under a rock?". I have lived in my home for 32 years. Today, if choosing a new community, I would
never, ever choose a place where internet is not available. It is just too diﬃcult in this day and age.
It is very inconvenient - not to mention frustrating, annoying, maddening, disgusting, etc. - to have inconsistent service
and to have so much buﬀering and/or freezing when we are trying to read or watch news, videos, etc. Many times we
have just turned it oﬀ in disgust wondering what we are paying for..... The internet and computers are wonderful when
all is working well and so irritating when all is NOT working well.
It would be nice to have better service. Better speed and reliability
It would be nice to have internet at home so we would not have to go some where and use wifi to complete homework
assignments.
It's not so much the speed of the internet but the limits. I cannot download a movie without buying additional internet
service and I often run out of data before the month is over but I refuse to spend more than I am. I used to pay a lot
more when I did work from home but at that time I believe Wild Blue actually wasn't monitoring the amount of data
you used They didn't have the technology when they first started in our area. A more aﬀordable internet would make
the area a lot more desirable to live in so the ability to work from home would be there when you have sick kids or
whatever. Most companies will allow an employee to do that now if their jobs will allow them to.
kids can NOT keep up in school because they do not have internet at home.
Lack of aﬀordable high speed internet not only aﬀects families but it limits local businesses in Isanti county.
Let private business take care of this, keep the government out of it.
Local DSL is over provisioned (per installer) and the performance is evident. No cable and no microwave wireless
available. Very positive with microwave wireless in Colorado.
Looking forward to reliable internet service
Main complaints are: poor or no cell service and 3Mb download speed (for $65 per month internet only)
Dish TV too expensive if I include all the channels I want
MidCo has been much, much faster for us than Century Link ever was but it is still ridiculously unreliable. We reset
our router many times every day and often rely on our wireless data instead of the wifi. We would be glad to pay more
to get more reliable service both for our cell phones and wifi.
MidCo has great CUSTOMER service but the connectivity has been an issue for months. They have tried upgrading
equipment but it didn't make a diﬀerence. Their prices keep going up but the quality of service goes down. It's been very
frustrating.
MidCo is horrible and I can never get anything done.
MidCo is the cable provider in Cambridge. Techs are responsive and CS follows up when a question needs further explanation. My supplemental work brings me in contact with people. Because I am tech-oriented I test products and
services. MidCo gets my vote and referral.
MidCo Communications internet is frequently down and below 5 Mbps despite paying for 25 Mbps. Terrible service.
MidCo please. We're out of range for higher speed services in this township and have only one option. We should have
more.
Most important for us is our daughters need fast Internet for school high school and college!
My concern is the health problems associated with all these frequencies.
My current provider has been great and without them, I could not do my job. One thing that they do very well is NO
bandwidth caps. Most ISPs have those, and I know I would blow past them quickly. We are within 50 miles of the of
the Metro and we can't get fiber out here. At the same time, super rural areas in the Arrowhead have fiber. It would be a
dream to have 10+ Mbps up and down.
Isanti County, the forgotten county on the doorstep of the Metro area.
As for cost... I am willing to pay much more than the typical residential user... I will pay business rates for higher speeds
and no bandwidth caps.
Running the fiber should be easy... we are all sand, not many rocks.
My daughter attends an online charter school. We'd like to move outside of Cambridge city limits in the next few years,
but if we can't get reliable, high speed internet, we may not be able to.
My internet could be faster if the cable was run from the "Nearest" D-slam which is 3/4 of a mile away. Instead it is run
3 1/2 miles from the other direction. AND Century link won't change it.
My internet is a rigged up system that piggy-backs oﬀ of a T-Mobile hotspot. The service T-Mobile is providing is not
really the use they intend for it. I wouldn't be surprised if the randomly decided to shut me oﬀ. But, I have no other
options available in my area that fit my needs. If I could buy cable internet, I would in a heartbeat.
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- My internet is currently not working correctly right now and the time line for them to come and fix it is over a month
out. so I took this survey as if my internet was working.
- My internet is slow and at times, lately drops out. I do a lot of online research and personal business. This is not acceptable. CenturyLink is getting worse instead of better.
- My internet service is capped, so I have trouble with the windows 10 that I have on my laptop since I can't control
when it updates and it uses big chunks of my data allowance. I don't use my laptop at home because of this. Since I have
windows 8.1 on my desktop, I can control when it updates.
- my main problem is the cost of my package. I have reasonably priced cell service (consumer cellular) but signal is usually
too weak to use indoors.
- My response times slow a bit during peak usages times of the day, like just after all the school kids get out for the day
and roughly between 6:30PM and 11:00 PM.
- Need broadband at an aﬀordable price. A company laid a fiber optic run under my driveway and I can not get fast internet. I asked them and they said it's a run from Milaca to Cambridge but no one can hook up to it.
- Need broadband internet to my house that is aﬀordable.
- No Comcast, they are blood suckers and provide poor customer service. They think they are the only game in town,
which they are in many cases. After 20 yrs I was thrilled when we got out of their area by moving to Isanti. No more
escalating prices and rude support. Also, there are too many trees for satellite in this area, so regular cable is absolutely
required. Need better cell coverage that works in the whole state -- AT&T is best option for statewide coverage but
only works part time in downtown Isanti! We rarely get more than 1 or 2 bars unless we stand in entry or driveway.
- Not going to get to excited about broadband possibility being that we live on county line.
- Not having internet with acceptable speeds has severely hampered lifestyles/school/work life in this home very much
since moving here 10 years ago.
- Not want bundled services, high speed internet service itself.
- need speed more for my communication access on my videophone.
- One adult utilizes home oﬃce the other adult works from home part time
- Only internet available at my home is satellite at over$80 a month... And that's for 2.5meg with a 10gb data limit.
- Our address had CenturyLink DSL high speed Internet until a zoning law passed in 2016 and we can no longer get
CenturyLink. We can only get satellite, which is NOT reliable for the price. Many of our neighbors still have CenturyLink service because they were able to keep it when the law changed. However, new service cannot be set up with CenturyLink now. This unfair, and I feel like my right to choose my provider was taken away which does not allow competition for fair pricing and reliable service.
- Our area needs better cell phone service very poor reception so we have to use wifi but often that is not working properly either. It would be nice to have options for internet and cable tv packages that are more reasonable and/or have quality service.
- Our grandchildren come every weekend and do homework/research for school: 10th and 11th grades. My husband has
a cellphone but no service at home. I am retired and do a lot of medical problem socialization and playing games on
Facebook.
- Our home is surrounded by trees and we are in a slight hollow so if a signal is not in clear view, this would be of no help
to our household.
- Our internet and cell phone service is very poor, and we don't want to use public wi-fi because lack of security.
- Our main phone cables are over 30 years old and need to be replaced.
- Per Century Link we cannot get higher Mbps in our areas because the population does not warrant the investment in
there cost to run the necessary optics. Since we live on a state highway, you would think they could run the cables.
- Perhaps you could have made the URL for this survey a bit simpler . . .
- I believe High Speed Internet infrastructure should installed based on demand and should not be taxpayer funded. Although I would like better service, I would oppose any eﬀort for a tax payer or government funded solution.
- Cable/Satellite TV service is a luxury, not a need.
- Phone signal here is too weak for DSL so
- Verizon jet pack is the only aﬀordable option
- Please bring more cellular towers and Hi Speed Internet to Isanti County! We live under 1/2 mile from the Cambridge
Airport and we're unable to get hi speed internet or cable TV... Seems a little silly!
- Please bring us Internet and cable out here, we're less than a mile from the airport and its 2017!!! PLEASE!!!
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- Please consider bringing Broadband to ALL areas of Isanti county (not just the most populated areas). It would be a
much easier for us to work and for our kids to do their homework in a timely manner. Thank you!
- Please do whatever it takes to make this available Especially in the outlying areas. People in the town of Cambridge and
Isanti have adequate internet but those of us that live in smaller towns Like Dalbo, Stanchfield, Bradford, etc... have
nothing but one choice and it's expensive and not reliable.
- PLEASE GET INTERNET OPTIONS IN OUR AREA: THE ONLY CHOICE WE CURRENTLY HAVE IS
SATELLITE INTERNET, WHICH ISN'T THE BEST. SLOW SPEEDS, DATA USAGE LIMITS, ETC.
- NOT TO MENTION EXPENSIVE.
- WE HAVE TWO CHILDREN WHO WILL BE GOING TO SCHOOL AND WILL NEED THIS AS WELL.
- Please get us better service!
- Please get us faster service!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
- Please give us another option, satellite is our only option now and we hate it. Depending on the package you don't get
much data to use for the month before it slows down and the unrestricted hours are like 3am-6am.
- Please help our area, it is very expensive for what we receive.
- Please help us have better and faster internet. It is so slow it took forever just to get to this survey. Thanks!
- Please invest in something. We have 1.5 mbps DSL. I had this service in Andover back in 1995. Get us out of the Stone
Age!!!
- please look into upgrading interest into a direct connection. it will help the community grow
- PLEASE PLEASE we NEED better internet and cell phone coverage!!! Children are dependent on the internet for
homework and students for college. Also, having better cell phone coverage is crucial! Thank YOU for your help in
these important matters for our county:)
- Question 20: Can't pick multiple options. I work from home periodically for my main job, and I also work from home
nights and weekend for my job.
- I do not think the county should spend money on internet service.
- received this survey notice 9/26 and needed to respond by the 1st. Would have liked more time.
- Regarding question #21 above: One household member works from home full time using a VPN connection, another
works from home half time using a VPN connection but also needs be be available 24 x 7 for support reasons.
- Satellite internet limits data then slows connection down to 1.5Mbps download speed or less, charges you if you want
more data, has weather issues and has awful customer service.
- Current CenturyLink DSL is limited in speed to 7Mbps Download and 896 Kbps Upload speeds. CenturyLink DSL
only recently became available since they added more ports in the area (they could not oﬀer internet to my location
previously).
- There are no cable or fiber internet options at this time.
- Satellite service is spotty. Just a few steps ahead of dial-up. Would love to switch to fiberoptic. I have to keep up my
professional license and it is very slow or I have to wake up before 5 am to get a faster connection. I'm ready for
fiberoptic.
- Service in this area is so poor, download should be 125 and it's only .2-.5 or it just won't download the item. While
banking or shopping I loose the connection,
- all my TV's, computer, and phones are less then 3 years old. Our landlines in this area are old and can't handle the
amount of service we need. The neighbors
- have the same issues, downloading is way to slow.
- Service is very sporadic (good some days, but mostly not so hot.} I have 3 printers; each one used for a diﬀerent purpose. Used to be able to have them all connected at all times. Now I am lucky to have one printer hooked up and
available for use. For the money I pay I feel the service is very poor!
- Thank you.
- The focus needs to be on high speed internet. That is the basis for all other services.
- The internet service I receive from Century Link is very slow. When I need to call them, their customer service is terrible! I wish we had other options that were reasonably priced. Some competition for Century Link would be good. We
do not have a cable option, only satellite TV.
- The lousy internet service is the same today as it was 10 years ago when we moved here. No improvement at all.
- the need for having options for cable and higher speed internet is very important. soon, with how things are advancing
we will not be able to use the internet for certain things. with the slow speed we have now. just because we live in the
country doesn’t mean we should be forgotten about.
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- There are no landlines available in this new neighborhood. The only internet available is satellite internet and this very
expensive and terrible service from what I've been told by the neighbors. I've tried to get CenturyLink out here to see if
they could put lines up for us, but had no luck getting them out here. My family would be so grateful if we were able to
get internet like everyone else!!
- There are too few providers of internet, TV, and phone services in this area. We are limited to MIDCO, CenturyLink,
and a couple satellite providers. The two biggest players know they have a lock on services, and their package pricing
reflects that control. It would be great to see reliable broadband internet oﬀered as a regulated utility with fair and reasonable pricing.
- There is a Fiber mainline running less than two blocks from our home from Qwest but, they will not run it into our
neighborhood. Instead we're left with second rate local companies that do not provide High Speed Fiber internet service. All I'm able to get in my neighborhood is 12 MB/s download and it's not reliable.
- There is no reliable and aﬀordable option for high speed internet available at our location. We use Verizon cell phone
data and use it to provide a hot spot.
- They (CenturyLink, I think) just pulled fiber optic cable past our house but I haven't heard anything from them about
when or what will be available.If High speed were to become available we could dump Dish network.
- This is a business and I have 14 employees. Your questions are not geared towards a business. We use internet for ATM
transactions, credit card transactions, juke box service and do full time work at the business that requires using the internet. We need better internet service.
- I would like to have land line service, it's more dependable, cheaper, we would get better service and be able to bundle
our phone with our internet service and possibly even service for our TVs.
- This is a church so some of these questions are hard to answer or don't apply because we aren't a residence but I did the
best I could. The service we have is considered residential with CenturyLink.
- THIS IS A PLACE OF BUSINESS. We need more options and better service!!
- This survey was filled out by the Son of the Home owner.
- TOOOO SLOWWW
- Unhappy with consistency of Century Link's service.
- Verizon is only cellphone service that works for us internet very slow when we need it to busy
- Very frustrating we don't even live that far away from two
- Very slow DSL, intermittently works, it can go several days with no connection, customer service is not helpful, 0.75
up/ 0.2 down is about the best I have ever seen here.
- We are always looking for more reasonably priced internet and cable TV packages. Something that oﬀers the speed
that we can have access to now but at a price that is more reasonable. We pay an arm and a leg right now for Internet
and Cable TV services!
- We are currently out of range from the local cities high speed connectivity. Please expand high-speed coverage range!
- We are paying for high speed internet and not receiving it. We can not watch anything on Netflix. And it takes forever
to watch videos on the internet. Frustrating.
- We are so tired of only having CenturyLink as our provider and would LOVE higher speeds and a diﬀerent/better
company to choose from.
- We are starting a vineyard. Otherwise I work full time outside of the home
- We are very frustrated that we are not able to get a internet service out here that doesn't rely on our data from our
phone plan. Using a jetpack, gives us good internet for basic things such as email and surfing the web, but we are not
able to utilize our Dish TV because we cannot stream movies, we do not have a modem. We also can't on our commuters or phones because of all the data it uses. We have had overage fees, just when we have a lot of company for a few
days and everyone is using the jetpack for their phones. So, now we have to shut oﬀ our internet when we have company. It seems ridiculous, that in todays day and age, and where we live that this is the circumstances we live under. We
have tried satellite, Wild Blue, a few years ago, bit it was very expensive and still not the speed to do these things. Thank
you for the survey.
- We choose not to have internet at home because of the cost and we have not landline. I would like options for internet
without a landline.
- We definitely need a more "reliable and reasonably priced" internet service in our area.
- We desperately need cable or DSL high speed internet service.
- We desperately need internet service in out area. I am considering moving as my children and myself need internet for
school and work purposes.
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- We do not get the option of cable services here. In the fall of 2016, CenturyLink laid fiber optic cable to my phone box,
yet they still do not oﬀer internet services. Every few days I have to drive my kids to a relatives just to be able to do their
homework, they end up having a lot of late work because of this.
- We do not have internet service at our home. We do use our cell phones for internet coverage*. I would like a fast,
reasonable priced internet option.
- We do have to keep an eye on internet usage from our cell phones to avoid using all available data (in/for our cellular
plan.)
- As a result of high costs, we no longer have a landline.
- We do not live far outside of town (a few miles, right in between Cambridge and Isanti cities) and CenturyLink is the
only internet provider we have been able to find that can service our area. Also, we can only get up to 5 Mbps, which
hardly loads photos/plays Netflix. Lots of stopping and starting and reloading. We would LOVE to have faster internet
options.
- We had cable and internet through Midco but dropped them because the monthly bills just kept increasing because
they know we have no other option. We then tried DirecTV and CenturyLink. Same thing. Monthly bills were never
correct and they didn't care because they had us over a barrel. We now have free tv and no internet. It's bullshit since
our kids need internet to do homework on school issued ChromeBooks. More and better options might keep prices
aﬀordable.
- We happen to live in a dead spot, if i go down my road to Jodrell St NE, i can get 2 or 3 bars, but at my home i sometimes only get 3G or 1 bar of LTE. We tried century links DSL, that was slower then dial up, they said we were the last
house on the line and 4 miles from the hub station. We then tried Excede satellite, but service was dependent on weather and we couldn't rely on it. My wife is finishing her bachelors degree online and we have to have reliable service.
Verizon always works, but can be really slow at times. I talked to some workers on Jodrell St NE and they said they
were running fiber optic line for faster internet. i sure hope it happens sooner than later.
- we have a business we do out of our home
- We have been hoping for cable internet at home for years. Really hoping it becomes available!
- We have lived out here for 20 years. It is our turn to have other options for our devices other than satellite. We would
like the option of cable/high speed internet/etc. Thank you.
- We have made 4 phone calls to Century Link about our slow internet and have received multiple diﬀerent answers and
solutions as to why its so slow. We have been waiting 2 months for them to show up with a new Modem and install a
second phone line to try to speed up the internet. Last month they started charging us for the Modem that we have yet
to receive. We contacted MidCom for better internet but our area doesn't have enough people to be cost eﬃcient for
them to run internet in our area. PLEASE HELP US ! :)
- We have NO choice but to use satellite for our internet and tv provider
- We have the Verizon HOME PHONE for our home phone instead of a landline, but the reception isn't very good &
my Verizon cell phone doesn't work half the time at home or near our home.
- We don't have any other option for internet service that we can aﬀord & Satellite service stinks here & is way to much,
and we don't get the service we need with Verizon.
- I don't Skype so I don't know how that would work. I would like to though.
- We've been told by a Century Link Tech that we have the Fiber Cable to our phone box, but the Century Link claims
we can't get service here. Which is one reason we switched to to Verizon Home Phone. Plus for the services we wanted
it was just to expensive to stay with Century Link and there is no other phone company that services our area.
- We just need better service for both our cell phones & internet in our area.
- We have two types of internet service because we cannot aﬀord to be without internet for our business if one system
goes down. It would be nice if the internet speed was "consistently fast" instead of slow, fast, slow. Also, we don't have
very good cell phone reception even with a cell phone booster on our house.
- We have used Midco for the past two years but due to an excessive price increase we will be terminating this and using
only an antennae for over the air TV. We will continue to use Century Link for internet access only.
- We live in a small subdivision with approximately 17 lots, Everyone in the subdivision has been pushing to get cable
internet from our providers. Please bring cable to our subdivision!
- We need better & faster internet for our work & school life everyday. The only option we have is (Hughes) satellite, it's
just not working out for us. We moved here from the cities where we had great internet options & services. Even our
cell phone services are not working as good too! Please look into updating the internet network (& cell phone). A big
thank you will be from my kids. Thank you for this assessment survey & will be looking forward for the new & improve
updates of services.
- We need better cell phone service here , where we live is crappy , half the time it doesn’t work at all
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- We need better internet service desperately. What we have with century link is horrible and there is no other option.
Works only 10% of the time. Any weather change takes it out. Only 1 person can use at a time or it locks up. Can't
use after 6:30pm because it locks up. And we have to pay $54 a month to use a nearly useless service
- We need CABLE internet here. Satellite is not reliable. Can't even hear the tornado sirens from here, so if we are trying
to stay tuned via the internet, and the satellite goes out we are screwed. We have 3 Middle / High school kids who are
always fighting over bandwidth to even get homework done. We have seriously considered moving to Chicago County
after 13 years here just to have half decent internet. I'd rather stay put forever, but it is seriously frustrating to try to do
anything online.
- We need decent, aﬀordable internet service very badly in this area. Everyone around us suﬀers with the same problems
and we are paying high dollar prices for services that are primitive at best.
- We need fast internet in rural areas
- We need faster internet on Lever St NE CenturyLink is very slow and we are wasting money leasing their modem as
nothing else is compatible with the service
- We need greater speed and reliability to continue to grow and keep up with technology
- We need more options and better service!!
- We only are oﬀered satellite internet that's way to expensive for as much data we use
- We only have access to Century Link where we live, but our son works for Midco and we would love to have their services. The only choice we have available is Century Link and we'd like more choices.
- I understand Century Link is putting fiber out to our area soon, but won't be available to us for at least another year. I
don't understand why it won't be available for a year when it will be installed to our area now or in the near future. We
also live nearly 2 miles from our box, so the speeds they say we can get is not anywhere near what we actually get.
- we pay way too much for our service. It is fast service but it goes down all the time. It is not reliable. Even when we
upgraded all equipment and was told it would work properly it doesn't. We can't have more than 3 things using the
internet. After that it slows or goes out. We also experience slowed speed. Even when we were told that wouldn't happen. I am a full time student that relies on the internet to complete homework. I have 3 kids that rely on the internet
for homework. We end up setting up a hotspot from our cell phone instead when it's really important. That way we
can be sure it won't go out. We got rid of our house phone to save money since the internet is so costly. It really
shouldn't be so expensive for something that is needed for most employers and schools.
- We previously had dial-up internet service through CenturyLink but decided to switch service because of service and
pricing. The only other option for our area was MidCo. While the service is better, the pricing is still high being as there
is no competition. We have been fairly satisfied with MidCo although the service is somewhat sketchy at times and as
noted above not all things are easily accessed.
- We really would like Internet for other options as well.
- We were with Century Link for years because there were no other options in our area. I would have answered this questionnaire very diﬀerently if I were still with Century Link. They were horrible. Very slow, high price, terrible customer
service. Since we have switched to Midco we are very happy!!!! Would still love to see lower prices.
- We would be very interested in broadband service to replace our satellite service as it is very unreliable and restricts
what we can do on the internet.
- We would change over in a heartbeat to broadband if it was available in our area! We are very frustrated with our
current provider due to pricing and slow speed when at home. It is unreliable even though we "upgraded" about six
months ago.
- We would like to see faster, unlimited, and highly reliable internet access in our home. We have tried satellite in the
past and were very unhappy with the reliability and download speed of that service.
- Our current wireless service is reasonable fast but is very limited in allowed monthly GB usage. We do not download
movies etc but usually exceed the monthly contract amount merely through school homework and through emailing
and internet browsing.
- We would purchase internet service if a high speed reliable internet choice was available at a competitive price and
could be purchased by itself and not part of a phone and or TV package. Thank You
- wet rainy weather aﬀects the quality of our service. Technicians have been out, they have admitted that the equipment
that frontier uses is very outdated, and that rain, gophers, also are the problem. they say there is really nothing they can
repair until frontier updates everything. as a customer, if I had a choice of provider, I would have switched a long time
ago. Frontier service is very hit or miss. Not reliable.
- Where we are located the only option available is satellite internet. Internet and TV service is very intermittent especially in inclement weather. If you get close to using up your data usage (with satellite internet) they slow your speed
down. It takes 24 hours to download any movies or on-demand selections on the TV.
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- Would like a more RELIABLE service than the current provider. Some thing that heavy rain or snow dose’t eﬀect and
dose’t cost an arm and a leg.
- would like another option we only have MidCo as a viable option
- Would like to be able to use our cell phones at home. Get no signal so have to have a landline.
- Would love faster internet and cable option.
- Would love to have an aﬀordable, reliable, faster that 12 Mbps internet. It is taking Century Link to long to get it out
here. These companies seem to just want to concentrate on the cities!
- Yes. Very interested in better internet/data service. At home business can be limited at time over VPN connections and
causes problems with customers getting projects uploaded in a timely fashion.
- < 5mbps down <1 mbps up 2 1/2 years new high speed lives were installed in the area- but still unavailable
- 45 mins drive from MPL/Stall and we live with 1950s technical capabilities. this is a travesty
- About 50% cutting out or "talking in a tunnel"
- Absolutely need better, faster service
- Also I am in an area that has weak cell phone signals
- Artist- use internet for online presence and booking shows
- As our broadband fee kept increasing we chose not to continue
- At least this company doesn't lie to us.
- Being in the country- outside of town- SLOW internet before 5 pm each day
- Bradford township really has no option for this type of technology
- Can not wait to get fiber!
- Cell phone service terrible
- cellphone and internet to spotty, also too expensive. landline 4X more since Quest started
- Century link is terrible! internet and customer service is even worse!
- Century Link just came to our area, we are very pleased and excited to have them, we get 8-11 Meg D and 2 up so it is
just barely adequate for our needs. But we had not much before so very happy with what we have now! Faster would be
nice but 8-11 Meg is working fine.
- Comments: 2 people in our home work full time, but part hime at home for another company, thank you.
- Comments: Century Link lies and I believe has the worst customer service. I wasted hundreds if not thousands of dollars on them.
- Comments: If there is a quoted price, STICK TO IT!
- Comments: My employer provides access, but it is un-reliable;e, too slow, and limited data, but it is the best available at
our location. My kids need better access for school.
- Comments: Need faster Internet now!
- Comments: Neither of our cell phones are pleasant to use due to lousy reception.
- Comments: Please HELP bring more internet options in the area
- Comments: We can't watch movies or tv online. It would use all of our data to watch 1 movie per month. We can't
stream data or music. It's frustrating and expensive for what we do got.
- Comments: Would like aﬀordable internet rather than cellphone for this purpose
- Cost is a main factor
- countryside needs compilation of good internet
- Currently Century Link is the only DSL service available to me so there aren't other options. Cell phone reception.
- Direct Tv is horribly expensive 107.00 a month
- Do not have a computer
- Do not have a computer or ability to use one. Totally computer illiterate
- DSL needed here, better cell service needed, Hughes net does not work for me
- Except for football, I could live nicely w/o it
- Faster Internet would be nice, but I do NOT support a tax increase to do it. It is what I expect from where I choose to
live.
- Fiber optic would be nice to get by my house!
- Get DSL out of my house! We are not "inventoried".
- Had I known the Internet was so bad, I would not have moved here.
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- Have limited "data" due to the $$. We do not DSL lines available!
- High speed internet service should be like electricity- AVAILABLE TO ALL- regardless of remoteness
- Hughes Net is the only access we have. Nobody else has right signal here. Cell phones sometimes work. Very frustrated
with kids not having access for homework!
- I am disabled
- I am in the "dead zone"
- I do not want Broadband
- I have 0 options for internet, I use my cell data but my service is nil
- I have lived here for over 21 years and you are NOW asking me! This is late! Keep up.
- I have problems streaming for TV
- I hope tax payer dollars are not being spent on internet services! The internet is a service of choice, not a necessity. Just
like Satellite TV. You don't need it to survive.
- I hope we could have another aﬀordable choice and keep our landline
- I just feel over 200/mo is excessive
- I lose connection constantly and it takes the phone charged at 100% to 0% and shuts my phone oﬀ a lot. Poor customer
service with hidden fees.
- I maybe would get a smart tv if I had good internet service. I only get a few channels now
- I use my AT&T hotspot for internet. It works well but not good on the phone battery. Just because we live in the
"country" doesn't mean we don't have the same needs as city people.
- I volunteer for Tax-Aid and do training on the web
- I want reliable and secure service (and AFFORDABLE)
- I wish the internet was faster for the amount I pay
- I would if I had better internet at home
- I would like better internet service, I must rely on. Tower is 3 miles away and I am 6.5 miles away. No consistent signal.
- I would like my T.V. and internet to be cheaper.
- I would like reliable land line internet service thank you
- I would like to see cable run to my house
- I would like to see more options in our community.
- I would work from home IF I had internet access
- If we had internet service i could check my work schedule and errands from home
- In question 20 add homework and disabled
- Internet connection is available only through 1 provider and it is TERRIBLE
- Internet is the future! Just like water/sewer- elect- gas- trash. We need to get onboard now! Example- this survey is
oﬀered online- mandatory chrome books our schools
- Issues can be fixed if t-mobile had access to towers in/by dale. its now an AT&T tower. Speed of internet seems to
change when others in town are online. Internet works okay everywhere but at home.
- It is outrageous costly. $35/mo. for phone and $58 for Midco/mo. I'm retired. We also must buy a TV & Internet package.
- It would be great is we could get better internet and landline service at a more reasonable cost. People in the area pay a
lot less then we do.
- It would be nice to get cable throughout our neighborhood
- It would be nice to get Century Link internet in my area.
- Know many others in rural areas that have high speed internet through Century Link- told as unavailable in our location. Genesis is over $300 for equipment
- Lack of fast dependable aﬀordable internet service does make many things a lot harder, and you miss out on a lot. We
are at a disadvantage because of this.
- Landline gets a lot of static at times. Got a new phone and it still does this oﬀ and on.
- Living only on SS! But I'm happy and content!
- moved from city internet in the country is bad, slow, overpriced
- My current internet service is so bath that i couldn't even complete this survey online! PLEASE HElP!
- My employer will pay for online college- I could complete my degree if I had access to faster, more reliable Internet!
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- My internet gives me no signal so I can't do anything with it. Whenever we call we are told to do all this study and it
never gets better. They don't even want to come out & fix anything.
- My service is too expensive for the service I receive
- My wife works for School Dist 911
- N/A
- natural gas line and other services for down county road 5 and main route and don't branch down to other streets.
WILL THIS BRANCH OUT TO ME?
- Ned to put service on hold during winter
- Need better cell phone reception for t mobile and Verizon. Internet-- needs improvement (T.V. better programs and
stop the repeat day after day of programs- need new and diﬀerent- good family t.v. and reduce rate!!)
- Need dependable service before Super Bowl when I will be working from home for a week straight. Midco has ben here
4 times in the past two weeks.
- Need faster internet for stock market
- Need faster services and better prices bundle
- Need high speed, no data limit, aﬀordable hardwired service
- Need more options besides Century Link, poor quality internet with poor customer service. Would really like to see
charter internet become available
- Need more options, choices
- Need to use wind stream- They can't speed up the slow service as they are on a shared line-- they are much needed
(internet and phone)
- no
- no other options
- None
- None
- None
- Not interested in any
- occasionally work from home
- Other Comments: There is high speed internet literally all around our road, but NOT directly down our road!! Century
Link has the WORST customer service!!
- Our internet service data plan is very limited for the price we pay
- Out location on the Anoka/Isanti line has been a disadvantage. Also being in a low density area is a problem. We feel
discriminated against. Thank you for your attention to our problem.
- Please bring broadband to rural Isanti county. Cook county (gunflint trail) is and has been hooked up for several years.
We need this!
- Please find a way to get fast, reliable internet to us :)
- Please get cheap access to Broadband!
- please get high speed reliable internet to our area
- Please improve cell service and come up with aﬀordable, decent speed internet for our area!! We would totally pa for
internet and possibly even cable and landline if options were aﬀordable and decent speed. For now, we just assume use
our cell phones.
- Please make sure we'll have a cheap workable internet for my children’s homework! Thank you so much!! And have a
nice day
- Poor internet impacting school work and business
- Prior internet service was poor reception, limited usage, over priced, poor customer service
- Provide more Internet options
- Put a cell tower in the back of our 80 acre farm
- rates in the area are very expensive
- really need more/better internet options
- same service at a lower cost cafeteria TV programming- pick and choose only what I want
- Sending emails can be very slow at times
- Seniors at poverty level are screwed
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-

-

Service gets interrupted
Service is great for internet. TV- wish it cost less. Service with Verizon cellular is weak signal
Service sucks
Services are complicated to understand- often have to buy what you don't need because of bundling
Slow/ Lack of access to high speed internet severely causes issues/ concerns with in the companies abilities to upgrade
internal programs, phone systems, monitoring and internet speed overall.
Speed and GB are a big concern. Must not go over my GB which limits use
Spouse works full time but is able to work from home at times because the internet is just barely fast enough
Spouse works full time from home. And have 11 grandchildren that come to visit.
t would be nice to turn on my computer and connect without needing to hook up my phone first.
Thank you for considering this!
Thanks for survey!
The Cambridge area has grown a lot, we need good reliable internet at a fair price- Not a Century Link monopoly!
The internet is too unreliable at home, when kids have tests they go to the hospital
The needs of rural internet services need to be addressed
The service we have is too expensive for seniors
The services I have are acceptable for what I need except for the cost
There are no options where I live. Century Link is 1/2 mile away. Refuses to go to the end of our road.
Time for something better competition among providers (more of them)
Too much for too little // phone + TV
Too slow to get on Internet
Township needs internet! I spend hours at the Cambridge library each week to use the computer
Tried to get Century Link phone and internet but told it wasn't available in this area
unlimited access is what we need and high speed without paying really high rates per GB- not able to use internet as we
would like as we are limited financially
Until we get decent high speed internet in my area I am not interested in giving my money to poor service
Very slow internet service, price increase of $17 last month
Want faster internet!
we are at the end of the DSL line and have 1mbps- when it rains we do not have service.
We are in a dead zone/oﬀ grid. Help
we are paying a substantial amount of money per month but at the end of the line for reception
We are snowbirds- would like to suspend services when we are in Arizona for 3-4 months!
We basically have no other option for internet use other than mobile data plan. Century Link will not add Internet line
due to not enough capacity. Everyone on our street uses cell phone for Internet access.
We cannot use wifi on our devices like smart TVs etc. We get 3 mb we cannot use multiple devices at once this creates a
lot of problems and is very frustrating.
We had Verizon so slow and pricey so now we have Hotspot and it works sometimes
we have tried internet service here twice and it was dial-up speed. we discontinued it and use 4 G hotspots only.
We need a cable option! 5 miles out of town and no cable available to us. Time to jump into the 21st century
We need a cellphone tower here. We have no service here.
We need access to high speed internet for everyone in Isanti County. We can't even watch Netflix because of the poor
internet.
We need access to high speed internet with unlimited data usage
We need aﬀordable and reasonably dependable internet and cell phone coverage. I like 1/2 mile from a tower and cant
use my cell at home. I can go up north to my parents grave site in the sticks up by longville and get better cell phone
connection than at my home. We have Verizon for our land line and cell and we have tried them all. I couldn't do this
survey on the internet because it was raining.
We need better internet service- Century Link raises prices= poor quality service
we need better service in this area. more choice with good price
We need Fiber in Cambridge (all homes)
We only get 1.5 mbps at best. Fiber would be great if it was available.
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- We only need excellent and aﬀordable 4G or excellent ISP- High speed. Why are we building 2 separate data networks
- We support local internet service and know we would not use it. Verizon mobile hot spot allows us to travel with our
Internet- happy and have done so nearly 5 years.
- We use Mifi Internet
- we want high speed fiber optics
- Wish Midco was more widespread in the area
- Wish we had more options for phone and internet we pay way too much
- Work from home is stressful when others are also online in our home.
- work part time away from home
- Would be nice to have cable/Internet service and not have to use satellite and cell
- Would like Comcast in area
- Would love it if Xfinity was available!
- You should make your survey with a foldable returnable envelope! maybe prepaid postage too! You would get more response.
-
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Appendix D: Business Survey— Other
Types of Businesses
Design and build dry bulk material transfer equipment and system
Environmental Consulting so all business is done on the internet or phone....
It services
My husband and I are realtors and work on the internet a lot. We work from home most of
the time looking at homes, setting up appts, writing offers, internet is too slow at home so a
lot of times we have to go elsewhere.
- Trucking
- Trucking Company
-
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Appendix E: Business Survey—Other
Uses for the Internet
- Supposed to be high speed. Pay for it. It's slow speed. Very slow
- Verizon Jet Pack
- We have two separate connections - Genesis and Century Link and that still isn't
sufficient data speed
- Plus Cell Phone Internet through T-Mobile
- Local Wireless
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Appendix F: Business Survey—Other
Uses for the Internet
- Accounts Receivable and Payable
- Obtaining information on materials and products for the cutting edge and/or architectural
projects we manage.
- Primary design software requires internet connection, and if available can collaborate with
dozens of engineers on the same file. This is not an option at this slow of a speed.
- Remote access to customer computer systems, access to online development tools
- Custom demos and presentations
- Guest Access
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Appendix G: Business Survey—Affordable Price for 1 Gigabit?
User expectations on future prices does not always provide much clarity, as most customers
simply would prefer to pay as little as possible. However, most of these responses are in the
range of $50 to $100, with the typical average cost of residential Gigabit service in other areas
ranging from $55 to $120. Business class service can vary much more widely, and symmetric
service (same bandwidth up and down) usually priced at a premium. Business class services
usually offer a higher priority over the network than “best effort” residential service.
-

$5
$40
$75
$150
$200
$100
$150.00
$30/ mo.
$65
$75
$75
$80
100 to 120 for gig up aND down
A dollar a gigabit - so $50 for 48 Mbps - I'd pay more though
Don't do the finances
Fifty
I am happy to pay $100 per month for this type of speed!!!
I don't know
NAME YOUR DAMN PRICE.....I would kill for 10 Mbps, and would pay anything for
reliable, unlimited Gbps!
No more than I do now
Open just need faster service
Under $100.
$60
$100.00
$100
69
$25-$50 a month
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Appendix H: Business Survey—If Yes
Briefly State Why
22. Do the existing Internet service options impact your business’s decision to relocate
or stay in the County?
- Because we have to leave a lot just to do our business. If we lived more towards the city we
could work from home and comfort.
- I have trouble running my business in Cambridge because of lack of reliable internet. Too
slow.
- I need to spend two hours driving to the cities on days where I have to do video conferencing
as there is not sufficient band width to accommodate. I manage corporate services for 400
employees and could easily do so from my home office in Cambridge if I had the bandwidth
to support it. Instead I have to drive to the cities and that also impacts where I shop, etc since
I am already down there.
- I want to continue working from home, but at this slow butt speed, and because 90% of my
business is online dependent (100mb files transferred multiple times a day, and half a dozen
cloud based programs including Plangrid, Quickbooksonline, Carbonite, Dropbox, and email)
I may need to rent an office JUST for internet. Stupid!
- Our current service is manageable as is.
- Our internet connection to State offices or even our local programs shut off or loose the
connection in the middle of transactions
- We are established here; however, if we were to ever move, internet access would be a
priority in choosing a new location.
- We would like to move and expand into north Isanti County, Internet options limit this move
- Internet service and speed is vital to my company. In order to compete we need to be able to
use all the technology resources our competitors use.
- It's all part of the package - uses presence will become more and more relevant
- Slow internet impacting customers I have
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Appendix I: Business Survey—Additional Comments
- Cellular service is marginal; we have a network extender but still sometimes need to go
outside of the building to take calls. Our internet service is alright. However, we would be
delighted to have fiber optic or cable options.
- Having one provider makes it expensive and very limited. As an it consultants we live
online. I have 2 lines just to cope with it.
- HELP!
- I work with kids daily and we could do so much more with reliable service
- Larry Fredlund, 763-732-3548.
- Please please please offer a faster, reliable service. Cost is not the driver, we must have it as
an option!!!
- Someone installed fiber optic line right past my house. Ugh now one knows who!
- THANK you for your survey. FYI, century link is running fiver directly past my house,
finally, after charging me for 3Mbps for 3 years, when it is not even available. I pay for
1.5Mbps ($69/mo) and have NEVER gotten it after multiple complaints and service calls. I
get .75Mbps. Max.
- Verizon is pretty good here but would like to be able to depend on it and have fast internet.
I'd like to drop my landline but have it for backup at this point. Hopefully, CenturyLink is
running fiber optic here.
- We've spoken w/MidContinent, and as of a couple months ago, they had no plans to extend
service to our location. It would be extremely helpful to have them as an option.
CenturyLink only offers 18/3 - they did say they have plans to upgrade in the future, but there
is no timetable. Thanks!
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Appendix J: Glossary
Active network:
Typically a fiber network that has electronics (fiber switches and
CPE) installed at each end of a fiber cable to provide “lit” service to a customer.
Passive network:
Refers to infrastructure that does not have any powered equipment
associated with it. Examples include wireless towers, conduit (plastic duct), handholes, and
dark fiber.
Dark fiber: Dark fiber is fiber cable that does not have any electronics at the ends of the fiber
cable, so no laser light is being transmitted down the cable.
Lit network:
A “lit”network (or lit fiber) is the same as an active network. “Lit” refers
to the fact that the fiber equipment at each end use small lasers transmitting very high
frequency light to send the two way data traﬃc over the fiber.
FTTH/FTTP/FTTx:
Fiber to the Home (FTTH), Fiber to the Premises (FTTP), and
Fiber to the X (FTTx) all refer to Internet and other broadband services delivered over fiber
cable to the home or business rather than the copper cables traditionally used by the telephone
and cable companies.
Symmetric connection:
The upload and download bandwidth (speed) is equal. This is
important for businesses and for work from home/job from home opportunities.
Asymmetric connection: The upload and download bandwidth (speed) are not equal. Cable
Internet and satellite Internet services are highly asymmetric, with upload speeds typically 1/10
of download speeds. Asymmetric services are problematic for home-based businesses and
workers, as it is very diﬃcult to use common business services like two way videoconferencing
or to transfer large files to other locations.
IP video: Video in various forms, including traditional packages of TV programming,
delivered over the Internet rather than by cable TV or satellite systems.
Latency: The time required for information to travel across the network from one point to
another. Satellite Internet suﬀers from very high latency because the signals must travel a
round trip to the satellite in stationary orbit (22,500 miles each way). High latency makes it
very diﬃcult to use services like videoconferencing.
Fiber switch:

Network electronic equipment usually found in a cabinet or shelter

CPE: Customer Premises Equipment, or the box usually found in a home or business that
provides the Internet connection. DSL modems and cable modems are examples of CPE, and
in a fiber network, there is a similarly-sized fiber modem device.
Handhole: Handholes are open bottom boxes with removable lids that are installed in the
ground with the lids at ground level. The handholes provide access to fiber cable and splice
closures that are placed in the handhole. Handholes are also called pull boxes.
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Pull boxes: Pull boxes (also called handholes) are used to provide access to fiber cable and
splice closures. They are called pull boxes because they are also used during the fiber cable
construction process to pull the fiber cable through conduit between two pull boxes.
Splice closures: Splice closures come in a variety of sizes and shapes and are used to provide
access to fiber cable that has been cut open to give installers access to individual fiber strands.
Splice closures are designed to be waterproof (to keep moisture out of the fiber cable) and can
be mounted on aerial fiber cable or placed underground in handholes.
Splicing: The process of providing a transparent joint (connection) between two individual
fiber strands so that laser light passes through. A common use of splicing is to connect a small
“drop” cable of one or two fiber strands to a much larger (e.g. 144 fiber strand) cable to provide
fiber services to a single home or business.
SCADA: Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. Used by the electric utility industry and
some other utilities (e.g. water/sewer) to manage their systems.
Colo facility:
Colo is short for Colocation. Usually refers to a prefab concrete shelter or
data center where network infrastructure converges. A colo or data center can also refer to a
location where several service provider networks meet to exchange data and Internet traﬃc.
Backhaul: Typically refers to a high capacity Internet path out of a service area or locality that
provides connectivity to the worldwide Internet.
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